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and noble trait is ruined, and the wretched victims of self-indulgence are left
hopeless and desolate.
We might enlarge upon this branch of our subject until we put our readers to sleep; but
enough has been said to show how easily
people, who ought to know better, may
be betrayed into making the worst of it.

22, 1879,

~ SILENT.
BY

ADELAIDE

STOUT.

a

As we remarked in

But he told not his father or his mother what he hed
done. Judges 1446,

article,

to be

proud

of.”
There are, to be sure, instances
where, as an eloquent writer . has said,

‘“ A man may settle into submissive repose after many a battle and defeat, and

Y

And quivering lip, and long to tell soms one.
But trembling lip,—beware,
Thy grief is but a thistle whose winged seed

Shall sail thro’ the still air.

ance,

Itoo

would

have

trusted

them.

But all the while these men said with Dr.
Palmer, ¢¢ Our principles are the same
as they were in 1860,” but we are .whipped (not conquered) ; we accept the situation and mean all shall have equal protection of the laws. These men were
fulse to their pledges. (And Mr. O'Neall
must know that these Plefes were not
kept. In view of tissue
ballots cast in
his own State—hundreds more than vot-

United States supervisor of election, in
Ward No. 3, in the capital of his own
State, I say in view

of

these: facts,

and

thonsands of othersin other Gulf States,
how can he say, ¢ public justice is peaceably administered throughout the South?”
In the light of these experiences,I hope

be rea-

;

O-0-B-0+++

When a man is seen hale and hearty,
yet threadbare and out at the elbows, itis
generally safe to conclude that his condition is the result of his own negligence or

THE WORST OF IT.

indolence. - And if the person thus

situ-

lence will not,left to themselves,
be reachedby moral considerations.’
The nation

owes it to herself and each one of these

loyal men to see that each man is pro-

THOMPSON,

warriors. Accordingly, where one ambitious mortal is sven in the ranks, struggling bravely for a position in the world,
a hundred individuals may be observed
quitting the scene of conflict, and descending by easy stages into the dark avenues
of poverty.
The conduct of these faint-hearted

would appest

to be more

whose counsel will, I am sure, never lead

us astray, has said,” Judge not according
to the appearance, but judge righteous
judgment.” This advice leads us to hope
for the ‘“ soul of goodness in things evil,”

and to believe that among
©

RAY

ones

deserving of |

pity than censure, were it not for the fact
that they seem rather proud of their cowardice, and inclined to regard their helplessnessas a virtue worthy of universal
admiration.
dividuals of this description may be
seepto great advantage in smoky groceries,

where, seated

in

solemn

council,

they discuss the affairs of their neighbors
with perfect freedom and confidence. The
awful grocery inquisition which sits in
judgment in every community, and whose
members know everything, pronounces
its dicta with an assurance not to be gainsaid;

and seldom

fails

to criticise

with

great sincerity the conduct of such ambitious fellow-bipeds as are desperately
struggling to risein the world,
Such an assembly usually displays a
unanimity of thought and utterance which
is no yess astonishing than lamentable.
Possessed of what Smollett terms ‘a
natural alacrity in sinking,” the members
of the group seem to have taken advantage of the circumstance to drop to the
lowest intellectual
stand-point,
from
whence
everything above and beyond
them appears mean and contemptible,
and nothing is thought worthy

of desire,

unless it stands upon their own level,
within easy reach.
With an egotism which would he amusing, were it not pitiable, these individuals are accustomed to pride themselves
upon their solid understanding, strong
sense and rational views of life.
They
regard their estimate of morals as unquestionably correct,

ideas of religion as

and

consider

their

being perfectly

rea-

sonable and consistent. Above all things,

they profess to be free from every form
of deception and |i
risy ; and in order
that all observers
y be impressed
with a sense of their honesty and candor,

they not only refrain from all attempts
calculated to display their condition in a
favorable light, but also, in many instances, neglect no opportunity of making
the worst of it.

~~ Men of moderate means Hot unfrequently lower themselves in the social scale,by
neglecting humane observances, ' and
despising
soap and
the poor,
neighbor

the ritual of civility.
water were blessings
and the privilege of
‘good morning,” a

As though
denied 1o
bidding a
right re-

the multitude

of mortals who seem to be making, the
worst of their social condition, there may
be found many honest, thankrul

hearts,

With which consolatory reflection we
lay aside our pen, ready to follow the advice of Sir Arthur

Helps,

and

:¢ employ

our imagination in the service of, charity.”
EiJE

Editor Morning

Star :—'
from

the

South,’—issue

of Dec. 25,—and heartily do I endorse
the emphasized quotation, ** The right of
every citizen,pessessing the qualifications
prescribed by law,to cast one unintimidated ballot, and to have this ballot honestly
counted.”

For three years 1 have had fears
the popular majority in the North

not demand this.

that
would

As you know,

there

was, years past, a minority -in the North
who heard God's voice, ‘‘ Let my people

go.”

There was a majority that relented

when the judgments of war came—rebellion that endangered the nation.
This
indignant and outraged majority not only
demanded that the loyal slaves go free,
but also demanded amendments to the
constitution so that their freedom should
besecure. After this paper guarantee,
that majority, not previously moved by
deep

religious

conviction,

relaxed,

said, ‘Let the niggers take care
selves.”

and

of .them-

How could Prometheus take care,

of himself when both hands were chained
to thé™vagk ? How can these colored people take de of themselves when pro-~
scriptive laws yet exist in the South;
when a still more indomitable public sentiment in the governing

class,

an

ostra-

cizing caste in Church and State, still exists? How can they ? ¢* The soul of slavery
still lives.”
How can they when they
are

poor,

homeless,

dependent,

without

arms and emasculated by life-long intimidation?
They showed slumbering courage when

the Government stood by them—went into
the very jaws of death, but when the Government withdrew all protection and they
“were left poor, homeless, armless, they
did just what white men, under like circumstances, would have done--submit-

ted.
There were

many

in the North

who

were actuated by a higher consideration
than the first class

I have

referred

Ee...

W. Story, writes from Paris to W. W.
Corcoran, « Ksq., of
Washington, (and

among other things says: ‘“I hope you
will parde J
fe in (appealing to you to
exert your
Mfluence to prevent the carrying out of p work which will be exceed-

the

G. FEE.

I am pleased with your pertinent reply
to that « Voice

7.

‘expensive, and

to.

tallest

chimmey

which, when comin the

world,

tothe obelisk.

much brain power and business capacity
as most of the members of his congregation. In other callings he might succeed

When

a builder

he is associated?
Why, then,
continue, at a great expense,
|.to_ completion
a design which
to recommend it, and which,
pleted, will be nothing but an

THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT.
That Washington Monument is like
the Indian: question in never being out
of sight long. The emiuvent artist, W.

ingly

who tecelves $160 to $170 per year and
his board. ever made any such outlays ?

Once more, the average minister has as

has no

knowledge of ‘the art, he makes an
obelisk, just as a person who
cannot sign
his name makes ai cross. An ‘as well ashis brethren who are merchaots,
obelisk of this kind is, in a certain sense, physicians, bankers or Railroad men. ' If
simple, but it is also mean and ugly in comparisons of actual worth must be instieffect, and has nothing to say. What has | tuted between the Gospel minister. and othan obelisk to do with Washington? = How cr men, let those doing it have the fairness
does it illustrate his character and services, his personality or history, or the to compare him with his peers,—with men
events and persons and country, with which of equal ability and culture. I haveno un-

pleted, can claim to be nothing more than

- A“ VOIOE FROM THE SOUTH."
BY JOHN

Berea, Ky., Jan.

simply a chimney, and loses all that was
characteristic of the true Egyptian obe-

lisk. This form of monument is the
refuge of incompetency in architecture.
‘When an architect has no ideas,he resorts

tected In a legal vote, and an honest
cotint, ‘When monstrous frauds areappareut, there sheuld be faithful investigation
if it takes the whole army of the nation

ated exhibits neither shame nor repentare
proyance, and appears neither mortified nor to make it,and then when frauds
The mimmber of people who endeavor to
despondent, he will get little sympathy en the representatives of such frauds
put a good face on their poverty by exfrom the majority of benevolently minded ought unhesitatingly to be rejected from
hibiting to the world the bright side of
;
people.
y Congress.
their lot in life is small and insignificant,
Further, the Constitution should be so
But in judging people by their exteriwhen compared with the great mes or
s;~wesre all liable to err.
To reduce amended, or rather construed, that pro* misery mongers,” ~who, by reveaN
6 to an aggregate of vices or tection shall he extended to every .cititheir necessities on every trivial gfcazen, Just as the national government
sicn, manage to make the worst fof \eirciples which govern their existence. The extends its hand to every man for reve__cumstaaces
which might possiblf be pra=\
man foi
ssential elements of humanity are found nue taxes, soit, shall to every
sented in a better and moré
cheerful
codeealed far below all social badges. In personal liberty and. protection. Short
- light.
blaming a man for his actions simply be- of this, we have not a national governThis diffarence in numbers is easily accause
they are displeasing to iis, we may ment—-only a confederacy, Once more, I
counted for.
Itis a matter requiring no
be unwisely censuring a truthful, noble de not concur with Mr. O'Neal! that your
small amount of pluck and resolution for
Wheka combatant lacking the ‘‘ sinews of war,” spirit. In praising another for the reason labor is ‘* North of the Potomae.”
ever, South or North, the innocent blood
that
his
conduct
happens
to
meet
our
apto engage with spirit in the battle of life.
A man poorly equipped for the contest is proval, we may be encouraging dishones- of your brother cries from the ground,it is
apt to consider it as being far easier, and ty and hypocrisy by rendering homag? to your duty to heed that voice and see that
1t cries not in vain. This I know you
pretty nearly as hoporable, to leave the imposing worthlessness.
One whose sayings we all revere, and will do.
field to bolder spirits,and better accoutred
BY

- WASHINGTON OORRESPONDENCE.
‘WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 16, 1879.

The funeral obsequies that occurred on
Thursday last in the House of Representatives
make the fifth that have been solemnized in
that Hall on account of the death of one of its
members since the organization of the body
The first ocrasion was in 1842. A. Le Branch,
of Louisiana, died while Congress was in
session,

His

remains

were

carried

to the

House, and being a Catholic, the ceremonies
were conducted

Chaplain.

by a priest

assisted

by

the

In 1856, Hon. Philip Johnson, of

Penn., died, and being highly honored among
his associates the rites were

imposing

manner,

In

performed.

the

43rd

in an

Congress,

Representatives Mellish, of N. Y.,and Hooper,

$10. He must also lead in the mission of Mass., both died during the session and the
york. But few of our active pastors pay same ceremonies as of Thursday were celebratfirst, if I do not mistake, hus been re- less than.$25 annually in this direction.
ed in each case. There is no stated rule of
jected, and, in the next place, its hight
procedure in such cases, other than when the
‘And
some
of
them,
seeing
but
little
dishas been greatly diminished.
Now, if
there were any two points which were position on the part of their people to con- death of a member, standing high in the
occurs
during
essential and characteristic in the original tribute for missions, increase their sub- opinion of his fellowmen,
design, they were precisely these which scriptions far above this sum. More min- actual session, the Members by common consent accord the departed the highest honors
are now rejected, and, if it be in the
power of the Association to introduce such isters than laymen contributed $100 to in their pewer."
Mr. Hartridge, of Ga , was greatly esteemed
alterations, it is difficult to see why they the establishment of the Bible school in
may ‘not make any other changes that India, in response to Dr. Phillips's earnest for his personal qualities, and the President,
y his Cabinet, the Senate and Judges of the
seem desirable. An obelisk, rising out plea.
of a Grecian colonnade, is evidently the
‘Supreme Court in their robes of office,honored
The
fitting
of
the
minister
for
his
work
greatest architectural
anomaly
and
the occasion with their presence.
The solemn
absurdity that ever was imagined; but it implies from five to'ten years'study,during and impressive scene attracted a large conwas none the less an essential feature of which time he is at an expense of from $250 course of people,completely filling the galleries
the original design, and, if the original to $400 per year,so that aliberally educated and all available space.
design must be carried out, this colonnade
The National
Woman’s Sufirage Associaminister has paid out from $2500 to $4000
can not be omitted. An obelisk has in
tion
met
in
this
city
on
Thursday,
itself but little to recommend it, even in for his preparation, and we know several
Jan,
9, continuing three
days.
It was
of
our
ministers,
low
in
middle
age,
who
its best form. It is essentially Egyptian,
a rainy morning, and Mrs. Stanton, always
and properly
was always a monolith, have not yet been able to pay the expen- incisive and ready, opened the meeting by
adorned by deeply cut hieroglyphics to ses of their education, but are obliged to remarking, that “ suffrage conventions should
break its monotony. = But an obelisk built take from their small salaries to pay in- invariably meet on rainy duys, that the
up of blocks of flat separate stones, withheavens might
appear
weeping
over the
out hieroglyphics and incised characters, terest on loans obtained years ago to meet
wrongs
of
women.”
and carried to a great hight, becomes their school expenses, Has the laborer
In the first place,the Grecian colonnade
with which it was to be surrounded at

ers in the precincts when they were cast,
and the outrages perpetrated on the

President Hayes and the people of the
North will realize that they can not
«gather grapes of thorns, nor figs of
thistles”—that men who ali life long have
known no law. but that of forece-vio-

want.

The filmy sails to blow ;
:
A grief once * told” into a thousand such
Is almost sure to grow.

lain and Packard slide,—trusted Hampton
and others. If theythad professed godly sorand brought forth fruits meet for repent-

give up his broken sword to fate, the con-

sonably expected, by a proper exercise
of prudence and industry, to place himself beyond the reach of penury and

Than with a white and trembling lip upon

not stop to even ‘‘ guess,” I think his
intentions were goed. He let Chamber-

queror, with a manly and humble heart.”
But under ordinary circumstances, a per-

son of average intelligence may

And each white shimmering seed has anchors
that
:
Shall notbe cast in sand.
Qpeart, ‘twere better to crush all the sails
And anchors in firm hand,

MAKING

a previous

¢¢ Poverty is seldom a thing

There are brave hearts that can do any work
And wear the silent grace;
But when we have a secret grief we look

Around with pallid face,

Not

together, weak men ; but men of lofty aspirations ; of characters the. most amiable
and engaging, and of wills sufficient for
every purpose save the resisting of some
peculiar temptation, may be seen yielding to their besetting sins until every high

The Morning Star,
WEDNESDAY,

use of

ing them in low, degrading service.

See the Sth page of

$2.20.

no

is infinitely

ignorant men only, nor bad men, nor, al-

CONTRIBUTORS:

per year;

what

worse, prostitute their talents by employ-
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Terms

or,

would be decorated and beautiful in He does not complain at this, for he eneffect, and make a striking feature in the joys the companionship of the good, but
city, commanding a view far down the he will nevertheless need at least $50 per
country.
;
annum to pay the bills which will be. inSome may object to changing the curred in this way. The minister's tools
original design, as they consider them- are found in his library. If he can not
selves pledged to it by the circumstances, spend at least $25 a year for books, papers
but Mr. Story answers them by saying and magazines with which to keep postthat the design has already been changed ed on current topics, that class of people
in so many and material particulars, that which, alas, has representatives in most
it has been robbed of all that was pecul- every church, constitutional grumblers,
iarly characteristic. We quote the fol- will soon be telling how old fogyish the
lowing spicy - reading from his letter, minister is becoming. The minister must
which goes on from the sentence just represent his church in Quarterly and
quoted :
Yearly Meetings at an expense of perhaps

They said, “We have acknowledged
these rebel States as sister States, let
them govern themselves—Ileé the troops
be withdrawn.”
:
Whether President Hayes was actuated
by supposed necessity or policy, I will

and,

perhaps, the ugliest, which has nething
Americanin its character, nothing indicating it to be a monument to Washington.
and nothing either original.or beautiful or
characteristic in its design.” Col. Forney
prints the entire letter in his Progress,
and comments on it after this manner:

should we
to curry on
has nothing
when comoffenceand

other mm: Fan incomplete
Sympathy
with him jn all his toils, as I am with
every other laboring man. I have spent

an eyesore? Would it not be far better
to erect a work that shall be a delight to
the eye and have appropriateness as well
as beauty?
3B

years in farming myself, but my experience has taught me that laborers can not

.become successful ministers, without expensive training, and but few comparatively can become such with it.
A pastor can not be a successful farmer

CONSISTENCY IN STATING TEMPOR-

AL
BY

THINGS.

REV.

while he is pastor, without neglecting his

A. L, GERRISH,

imagine that

such

a

little speeches
and classes

from everybody.

All

parties

came, in for a good share of pun-

gent criticism; Congress had not legislated for
women; the Secretaries said nothing on thut
subject in their reports; the President in his
message had mentioned everybody and everything but women, evén to the mummies angl
dried up fishes in the Smithsonian Institution;

and so on.

:

Mrs. Williams,
the
fourth daughter of
Brigham Young, was an important figure and
attracted considerable attention, that merged

into a large sized sensation when she advanced
to the front and loudly advocated polygamy in
Utah and everywhere. Frederick Douglass wis
present, and, upon a rather severe attack. by
one of the speakers on
the President and
Republican party,took the platform and arou:=
ed the audience by one of his impromptu and

electrical efforts. ' The last day was given over
to random discussions and desultory business.
Finally adjourned until January, 1880,

There was no escaping
coherency
presence
podge of
.qpine that

the lack of utter in-

of action and opinion, and in the
of such
an inharmonious
hodgesentiment and plan of action
we
nothing decisive will be accomplish-~

parish, and generally those who would
A correspondent of the Star of Jan. 8, require this of him would be the first to
writes under the head of *‘ Consistency in grumble over his neglect of pastoral duty.
.ed for the amelioration of their grievances.
Spiritual Things,” and in his communicsThe minister is charged with not being
The bill for the re-imbursement of the
{ion makes some statements regarding
willing that his children should work as William and Mary’s College of Virginia, for
temporal things, which, in the interest of
his parishioners are obliged to do. It is damages during the war, was defeated on Friveracity and the position occupied ‘by
very difficult to train up a child to be a day in the House. It was nothing more nor
ministers of the Gospel in the F. B. 'des
than an entering wedge for the introduc
farmer when the father can not be with less
tion of hundreds and thousands of similar
nomination especially, demand a review.
him and ead the way.
Those industries cluims that would ‘have followed directly upon
In that communication we find thissweepmust be selected for the ministers children its heels. lg- was a most impudent attempt,.
ing assertion:
** To-day the professed
which he can supervise to the best ad- under the guise of an insinuating appeal in the
disciples of Jesus and worldings bow
interests of education, to foster, through the
«down together; with

equal

reverence,

vantage, and what they shall be is some-

at

times a most perplexing question to settle.
In view of these facts, I would ask how
does the $600 salary of our country minister compare with the salaries of his parishioners? The following table will help
us see where the enormous sum is disposed of:

the shrine of fashion.” This is a wholesale charge of idolatry upon the church,
and no person should publicly make it,
unless prepared to substantiate the same

with facts.

That a coquette or dandy oc-

casionally finds his

way into

the

church

and the latter even into the Christian ministry, I do not deny; but when the whole
church is to be placed on that list, I wish

to enter my protest to such a statement,
and declare it to be alibel onthe manhood
¢« Lovers of art, who have agonized over of the present generation of Christians,
the frightful object known
as the specimens of which may be found in all
Washington Monument,
on: the Mall our churches as noble, devoted and apfronting the eastern branch of the Potomac proved of God as any that amy past cenRiver, at the National Capital, will read tary has ever produced.
So far as my
with grateful pleasure the letter from the observation goes,—and I have had some
American artist, W. W. Story, Esq.,. acquaintance with our; churehes in New
written from Paris, to W. W. Corcoran,
Esq.
His argument against that hideous

kind thought or word for the honest farmer, He stands as High morally as any

Do not for a moment

convocation is composedof raw-boned, acid
und untidy women.
The representative suffrage woman
is womanly, intellectual and
refined. The proeeedings were of the usual
character ; resolutions, discussions and sharp

England

the

past

fifteen

For rent,
. $80.00
Expense of keeping Pilgrims Tavern,
50.00
For fuel, light and incidental family
expenses,
27.00
For books, papers, &c.,
25.00

Expense in attending Q. Ms. and Y. Ms. 10.00
| For missionary purposes, at least,

Expense of keeping team,
Expense of raw material for beard
|

family of four reckoning
apiece per week,

25.00

75.00
of

$1.00
208.00

Total,

years,—that

$500.00

National Treasury, a nursery for teaching the
right of secession and the kindred fallacies of
disunion.
]
The Teller
investigating
committee
are
daily'unearthing enormous wrongs in Louisiana. But are they mor: atrocious than in
1876, or since the color lin: has been drawn?
We fail te see what there is to be accomplished,
other than to keep the question open, unless
the constitutional am :ndments
are to he enforced und thestrong arm of the Government

stretched out over its defenseless subjects.
On yesterday morning,by a curious phenomenon of nature, the Capital found itself served
up on ice. A slight rain fell during the night,
a rapid lowering of the temperature causing it
to freeze the moment it touched the smooth
concrete pavement, and the streets of Wushington became one coated sheet of ice. It wus
an impossibility for horses to make any headway upon the surface, slanting as. it does from
the center to the curbstones.
Poeple wending
their way to the Depts. and places of business were forced from the brick sidewalks and

statement sadly misrepresents much the
This will leave just $100 to replace
creation is like one of the fine works in larger portion of our people. The picture worn out furniture and clothe four per- obliged to take to the middle ofthe street upon
his gullery at Rome, complete and that follows, representing the Christian sons. From $20 to $25 apiece per annum the cobbled pavements between the car tracks,
symmetrical, and ought to be conclusive minister among wus ‘ meekly looking for clothing! Whers do the gold spec- boys were skating in every direction, and the
avenues descending from Capital Hill afforded.
with Congress.” At the express request through his gold spectacles” (gold-bow- tacles come in ? Where is the chance the finest coasting.
of the Committee of the two Houses on ed spectacles, I suppose he means): ¢ as for jewelry, even Attleboro jewlery ?
The light in the Tholus surmounting the
he rises in the desk to talk te his audience | How can such a minister buy silk dress- Dome shone out with ruddy hue on WednesPublic Buildings, of which Senator Morrill is the chairman, Mr. Story has sub- | about Christian humility,” the displaying es, seal skin saeques for his wife and - day night, telling the many strollers on the
mitted a large drawing of a design for the of his gold watch and the exhibition of daughters, or even an overcoat for him- avenue that something unusual was in progcompletion of this national monument. Of bis family in all the paraphernalit of a self oftener than once in four or five ress at the Capital, and its fitful, gleams now
and then lighting up the folds Yi the flag on
Jjeweler’s shop, are not true to life among yeas ?
this design, Mr. Story himself writes :
the southern
wing, proclaimed
tbat the peo
us
once
in
fifty
cases.
.
Parishes require a great deal at the ples’ representatives were indulging in a night
In making the design which I have
forwarded to Mr. Morrill, I have founded

it upon the existing fabric, having understood

that, under

the

circumstances, it

would be worse than useless to make a
design. which did not take into account
and utilize what had already been done.
The Monument, as it stands, I took as the |

The ratio of salary between the country

| hands

of their

ministers,

and

a

great

minister and farm laborer is placed at $600 amount of what they require costs them
to $160 or $170. Dees the writer mean | money. If they withhold from them a
that 8160 is the labover’s hire, ‘excluding fair salary they are obliged to render in
‘ot including his board ? If it includes his return a limited service.
¢¢ There is
board, it will take it all to board him, and that withholdeth more than is- meet, but
he will have nothing for clothing and it tendeth to poverty.” I do not believe
other purposes. If it ‘is exclusive of { there is a nobler or more self-sacrificing

core of my structure,
eneasing it with
the colored marbles, in which America is |
so rich, and changing its character into a |
tower with a portico atits base. In front board, then he must know ‘that the $600 | class of men abroad than our country
of this porch, or rather enniched beneath salary includes the minister's board, and ministers. None of them are burdened
it, I placed a colossal statue of Washing- the putting one man’s salary excluding with large salaries; many of them receive
ton within reach of theeye, so that it
some of them much less
could be seen in all its details as the board and another including board side far too little;
con.manding feature of the front." On the by side, is a piece of injustice. Add the than 8600. They are worthy ofthe enopposite side, I proposed astatue of farm laborer’s board to his salary, and couragement of all Christian men.
It is
Liberty—achieved by Washington for our you make his wages $325, and he is sup- cruel to carelessly impugn their motives,
country—and on the two sides, two great
bronze doors, :figured over with the plied with all the tools he is required to and charge them with offenses which
principal events of” the Revolution, and use. On the other hand the minister has they can not be guilty of if they would.
0-0
=
"roe
the portraits of the distinguished men of to board himself and his family, and keep
the period, the coadjutors of Washington. his house open for the traveling Christian
The hiding-places of men are discoverFame on the top ‘of the tower in gile public, especially his brother ministers, ed by affliction. As one aptly said, ‘* Our
bronze—the spiritual essence of his lite—
refuges are like the nests of birds; in sumhe himself at the base, the corporal pres- who may chance to come his way, and it mer they are hidden among the green
ence. This design would necessitate no is quite convenient for members of the leaves, but in winter they are seen among
destruction of what has been done; all parish to direct such to his dwelling.
the naked branches."—J. W Alexander.

| session. The principal subject was an interesting debate ‘on a bill introduced by Mr. Wood,
of N. Y., providing for the issue of ten dollar
bonds bearing interest at three per cent., convertible at any time into four per cents, and
other bonds tending towards the funding of the
national debt. One gentleman remarked that

it was for the benefit

of the

starving poor!

This reminds us of a lecturing tour some time
ago, on the subject of‘ Hard Times,” and the
admittance fee $1.00. If a poor man intends
to starve in order to buy a $10 bond, it shows
well for his patriotic interest in the funding

question.

Mr.

Garfield

made

the best point

when he said that “ the day on which 3,000,000
American laborers were holders of U. 8. bonds,
would be the day when the occupation of those

gentlemen, who tried to raise a row between
the bond-holders and the poor people would
be gone,” which was greeted with general
applause.

The

bill was passed—117 to 72, and

the House adjourned at 11 o'clock.

=

Evening sessions will not be nuuch of a rarity
as the closing days draw near, when rapid

legislation will
sétin, windin
in the excuement, tumuiband inevitable sion
of
an all night session during the final hours. ELvorT,

:
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truth, it was

Jesus of Nazareth,

yet

~ @ommanacations.

he

was pre-eminently a Bible student from
his earliest to his latest ministry on earth,

Sabbath - School Lesson.--Feb. 2.
QUESTIONS

AND

(For

THE

NOTES

Questions

see

READING

BY

PROF.

Lesson,

OF

J. A. HOWE.

Papers.)

THE

LAW.

TEXT : “ The entrance of thy words

GoLDEN

giveth light ; it giveth understanding unto

the simple.”—Psalms 119:130.
Nehemiah

:

8:18.

Notes and Hints,
*« Before the water gate.” A gate opening into the area leading to the subter-

ranean cisterns discovered by Capt. Warren, south

of the

Haram.

¢ Guthered

themselves together.” The object was the
celebration of the feast of trumpets which
was held in thé

first day.

seventh

month,

See Lev. 23:24.

on

the

The Septua-

gint makes the last part of verse 73,in the

preceding chapter, the beginning of this
chapter.
¢¢ Street.” Court, or square.
** Ezra
the scribe.” Ezra is not mentioned before in this book. It is thought that after
eorrecting the abuses mentioned in Ezra 10, he retarned to Persia, and

remain-

ed there until now, that is, a periodof
ten or twelve years. To bring the book of
the law of Moses.” It is said that Ezra
had prepared his heart toseek the law of
the Lord and to do it and to teach in Israel statutes and judgments.
Ezra 7:10.
The people knew that he was acquainted
with the law of Moses of which they were
greatly ignorant. None of them had any .|
Bibles.
‘¢ Brought the law before the congregation. The book was in the form of a large
sheet rolled together from both sides to
the center.
‘‘ Hear with understanding.”
The children who had arrived at the
years of understanding.
¢ First day of
the seventh month.”
The time of the
feast of trumpets. The seventh religious
month cerresponded nearly with our October. The seventh moath of the civil
year was the first of the religious year
corresponding nearly with our April.
« From morning until midday.” . He
did not read while the people listened in

silence.

He read and was questioned;

he read and explained what
One-fourth of the Pentateuch
that time be read by continuous
“The ears of all the people were
The word of God was desired

he read.
could in
reading.
attentive.”
by them.

Tt was mew, and revealed duties of which

God's

before they knew nothing ; it told them of

and his preaching and his teaching from
first to last gave evidence of his close and
_ever-fresh acquaintance with the already
existing Scriptures, even while he was
himself preparing added Scriptures for
his followers. The one glimpse given to
us of his boyhood finds him a scholar in
a Bible school; and his declaration concerning his occupation of them was that
he was about his ‘Father's business;”
the very best business in which it was
possible for him to engage. The beginning of his public ministry was in an-exposition of ¢ the book of the prophet
Isaiah” in his home synagogue at Nazareth. His very latest earthly discourse

‘was in a talk with two of his disciples on
their way to Emmaus, after his resurrection wher ¢¢ beginning at Moses and all
the prophets, he expounded unto them in
all the Scriptures the things concerning
himself.” He did not tell those disciples
what he thought, or what he knew, abou
the Messiah ; he told them what God had
saidon the subject; and that was just
the freshest and the best thing that could
be said on it; just the thing surest to make
their hearts burn within them as they
heard it. When Jesus was temptedof
the devil, he battled his adversary with
Scripture ; and all the way along his life,
in his public and private teaching, he was
ointing his disciples to the truths of the
Scriptures, and enjoining it upon them
to search those Scriptures for themselves,
if they would have knowledge or comfort
or hope. Even after Jesus was again in
heaven, and was sending back messages
to his churches by the

Patmos

preacher,

his words were full of references to the
Jesus was
Old Testament Scriptures.
the model preacher and the model teacher;and unless a preacher or a teacher
claims to have more knowledge about
divine things, more original thoughts
upon religious subjecis, than Jesus bad,
he had better keep as close

as Jesus did,
preaching, if
always wise,
effeclive.—S.

to the Bible

in his Religious teaching and
he would
be always fresh,
always accurate, and always
8S. Times.

TeE TEACHER'S PART. Only too many
of our Sunday-school teachers seem never to imagine, for a moment, that anything but teaching can be properly ex-

pected of them.

When

they have con-

descendingly consentedto undertake

the

work, they present themselves in Sundayschool, and expect themselves to be presented with a class already organized.
And then, with more or less of punctuality,
they patiently sit,or possibly impatiently,
upon successive Sundays.
And that is

all.

If a scholar is absent, it is none

their business—the superintendent

of

must

SUPERANNUATION.
Two contributors to the Star have lately called attention to the subject of superannuation, or of retirement from the active service of the ministry by reason of
age. From the communication itself, of
the first writer in question, it might appear that at the rounding of the good old
three-score and ten, he was to retire from

ministerial as well as from pastoral service, although to all appearance bearing
the freshness of many who were younger.

tend to that—for they are quite too busy
to go to the funeral.
They may, like
Paul, be ¢“ on the go,” but it is not at all
in Paul's

direction.

Social

enjoyments,

seven on the other. They are conjectured to have been priests of the temple
serving in their course.
« All the people stood up.” It was their
way of showing respect.
They sat when
the explanation and preaching went en.

fashionable amusements,business engagements — these
thin
engross
their
thoughts and monopolize their time; and
so they are keptin such a whirl, that going upon God's errands is out of the
question altogether.
Now we don't believe in such teach
ers at all—they are next to good for nothg
ing. The
most effective teachers are
those who do not wait for a class to be

Luke 4:16, 20.

gathered for them, but. who,

six on one side of Ezra, as

he

read,

*‘Blessed the Lord.”

and

Re-

peated from the Jewish psalms some aseription of praise to God.
See Chapter
9:5.

!

“ Answered,

amen,amen.”

Inresponse

to the words of Ezra. . ¢ Lifting up their
hands.” The gesture of prayer, as if they
asked God to receive the praise rendered
bim.
Ex. 17:11; 1 Tim. 2:8.
« Bowed their heads.” Before God, as
.an act of worship, an expression of reverence.

Jlow much an apt

gesture - may

say.
“ With faces to the ground.” An
Oriental posture in worship.
Sometimes
“they knelt,and bent forward to the ground
in their prayers.
¢ Also Jeshua and Beni.” There were
thirteen Levites as well as thirteen pries(s

engaged in this

service.

Part of these

names occar in Chapt. 9:4, 5; 10:9;12:8;
»3 names of the heads of families. Hence,

some think they are not names of individnals, but of houses

of Leviies.

This is

disputed by others, who claim that these
were names in common use belonging to
different persons.
“ Caused the people to understand.”
They were a kind of Sabkath-school
.teachers, To canse the people to understand the Word of God is also a duty of
the pastor. Familiarity with the books
by the Levites and priests is here revealed.
+“ Read in the book in the law of God
distinctly.” Read with a loud. and clear
voice.
Not only Ezra, but the others
read. The place of their captivity was
favorable to learning, and in this respect
was in advance of Judea.
There the
priests and Levites must have kept up
the education of their families; on the retorn must have brought back to Palestine
an acquaintance with the Hebrew, and

full of ten-

der solicitude for those who are as sheep
without a shepherd, go out

and

gathera

class for themselves ; and who feel that
perpetual pastoral oversight of the little
flock thus gathered around them is at
once a solemn duty, and a very precious
privilege.
SPEAKING WELL.
Out West the Sunday-school workers have some practical
ways of emphasizing and applying religious teaching. They are disposed to bring
it home to every-day living. One of their
methods is thus described by a Missouri

there

ity-for-

of things, in this regard,
ministry to-day?

I have space to note only two things,
which,

if seasonably

attended

vo,

may

serve to protract active service in the
ministry. I make no application of these
considerations to the two cases above referred to at all, because my limited. per-

sonal knowledge of the habits and character of the work of either would not allow me to speak with just discrimination.
Others better informed are at liberty to
make such application as they choose,
and as the circumstances of the case may
allow.
The first consideration is that of study.
Not of books wholly. Not even of the
Book of books, merely, though largely;
but also of men, of the different phases of
society, of progress

in

science,

of the

constant evolutions in society and in
state. No matter how ample one’s stock

may be at the outset, if he relies on this
alone, even though he thoroughly works
it over, there will at lengthbe experienc-

ed a want of freshness, and soul grasp
istrations stale and unsatisfying.
This
will be true even if he changes his pastorates often. His mind isn't in a state of
natural, healthy growth. His soul is not
fired by new thoughts. or new phases of

who’ have

not

listened

to

about any one, will hold
hand, and receive the Double

Red Letter, the mark of the Golden Rule.’

The names are announced by the superintendent and recorded by the secretary.”
Perhaps there would be an advantage in
calling for testimony from the neighbors
concerning the correctness of the plea
of those who make claim for ¢¢ the double red letter.” Itis not always those who
are freest with their tongues and readiest
with their ears against others who are
most trustworthy in their personal confessions of uncharity. But it is a good
thing to have it understood in the Sunday-sehool—and out of it—that evil speaking and gossip hearing are a sin in God's
sight and an offense against his people.—
8S, 8. Times.
-

to be older

than they once were, and more sobered
perhaps, withal, don’t enjoy the meetings, and don't sympathize with the
younger class of pastors, and other workers. They get out of tune with the ex-

isting order of things, and with the times

in general.
¥
Now it is not to be inferred, from all
this, that one is to endorseall the customs

Here is a formal

and

par-

ticular account’ of the judgment.
The
good and the bad are separated and placed
on the right and the left of the judge;
and they are sent from the same tribu-

nal to their rewards and punishments. It
is most unreasonable to divide this transactions into two scenes, more than a
thousand years apart; and to make it refer solely to a judgment of the living at
the opening of the millennium, because
the dead are not named does not help

4

existing in the

superintendent: “ In the Sunday-school

evil speaking
up the right

And so some getting

goats,” &e.

short, all classes

have come.

We

in looking over the work of
year, to sing from our hearts,

feel,

the past
¢ Praise

God from whom all blessings flow. "
Oo
>

+e

“ TEMPERANCE AND THE
BY

L. W,

CHURCH.”

STARBIRD.

Under the above caption, there appeared in the Star of Dec. 18, an article
which, while containing many ‘excellent
things, unintentionally is calculated to

convey wrong impressions in relation to
the subject of which it treats.

The writer

evidently wrote very hastily and without
being very familiar with the history and
principles of the ‘ancient Order of Good

introduced and all the modes of.doing the case. wi fact is, that the pre-milnotice is given that he has already an en- things, however different from the past lenarian, inrying to explain such pasand however less commendable, by no sages according to his theory, is launched Templars in the State of Maine.” The
gagement to supply
a church with
Order, whfle it had its origin in New
manner of means. But on the other
into a labyrinth of absurdities.
preaching, after settling down in a home
York in 1851, has had an existence in
hand, against whatever savors of unwisBut further, Paul, in 2 Cor. 5:10, says,
generously furnished by a most thoughtMaine of only twenty years. This Order
dom and evil, he is to bear a firm and
‘“ We must all appear before the judgful Christian brother. This is no more
persistent testimony.
But what I do ment seat of Christ ;"” the all here includes is not only the leading organization in
than I should have expected. I have
Maine, but for years has been the larges:
mean is, he should not, because of these
both the good and the bad. The righteous Temperanc
known him too long and too well to supexe Society in existence,
things, become a universal fault-finder,
dead will not be called from their graves
ose for a moment that the day of his fitending as it does throughout the English
and allow his interest in the cause to flag,
a thousand years before the wicked. This speaking world. The work done by it
nal discharge would find him ¢* standing
or his active service to decline.
is positively taught in 1 Cor. 15: 51, 52; during the past twenty years, is a part of
idle in the market place,” even though
This lesson may be more difficult of * Behold I show you a mystery; we shall
‘no man should hire him.
practice than the other, and perhaps not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, the history of the Temperance Reform of
These two examples of a half of a cenharder to learn, for disposition
is in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, Maine. It embraces to-day, as it has in
tury’s hard and faithful service for the
the past, the leading temperance workers °
largely inbred, and there are natural tenat the last trump. For the trumpet shall in this State so famous for its temperance
Master, deserve something more than a
dencies which are stubborn and resistful
sound, and the dead shall be raised in- men and women, Its past success has
passing notice.
So far as I know, during
of restraint. But, by guarding against
corruptible, and we shall be changed.” not been attained, nor is it seeking * rethe last twenty years of their ministry,
them, and keeping fresh the spirit, and
In this chapter the apostle speaks alto- vival” by adopting the ** discordant note"
they both have been as regular and as
cherishing a sympathy with the interests
gether to and for Christians. And here
useful in their calling, as during the first
of religion of to-day, rather than with he says distinctly, that Christians are to or “unhappy sound upon the reform’
or any other twenty of their lives. They
‘platform ” indicated by the writer of the
those of fifty years ago, combined with be raised at the ** last
trump.”
There article referred to. After years of conmay have changed pasterates several
the solid attainments of time and the wis- can be no trumpet after the last, so that
times, but I venture to say, not more oftnection and labor with the Order, a
dom of experience, one may hope to be
the resurrection of the goad and the bad member of the Grand Council referred to °
en than the average of much younger
something more than acceptable in min- must be simultaneous ; unless,indeed,
men. Now, whilst so many have retired
the as deciding “to hold a series of meetisterial
labor and pastoral care.
And bad are raised first;
from full ministerial service at a much
which no one claims
ings,” not “all through the State,” but at
thus he may work on till the physical en- will be the
case. Matt. 16: 27, also em- certain prominent points on the line of
earlier period of life, there must be some
ergies essentially fail, or the mental facul- phatically teaches that, when
Christ comes, the M. C.R. R., and having had charge
special reasons for these two, as well as
ties cease from their accustomed activi- He will *¢ then” give
their tinal awards to of all the meetings held in the series
other like examples.
:
ties by reason of disease or age. And
both the righteous and the wicked:
For except those at Lewiston and Waterville,
It must be admitted that in these days
even then, cne may, as he looks out from
the Son of Man shall come in the glory of I wish to say, in justice to the Society,
young men are more eagerly sought for,
his retreat upon new combinations and his Father with his angels; and then shall
‘and that the chances of those who are adlarger plans for the furtherance of the he reward every man according to his that ** reflections upon the church of God”
vanced in life are not as good as in forkingdom of Christ, hail the workers, both works.” To these, I might add many are not indulged in by the representative
mer times.
This fact, Bishop Simpson
old and young, with a right hearty and other passages that teach the same thing, members and speakersof this Order, nor
freely admits in one of his recent lectures
do-the great majority of them countecheery “God speed.”—J. F.
as, Matt. 13: 49; Mark 8: 88; 2 Thess. nance such reflections on such occasions,
before the Yale students, but stoutly ques1: 6-10; Rev. 20: 11, 12, 18. This last
tions both the wisdom and necessity of it.
whatever
opinions
individuals
may
THE SECOND OOMINGOF OHRIST. passage is very explicit in presenting
He shows that it is not so in other proprivately
entertain
in
relation
to
the
BY REV.ALEXANDER DICK.
the fact that the resurrection of all men
fessions.
In law and in medicine, men
position of the church upon the temperwill occur at the same time, and in conNO. III.
of age and experience are sought for, esance question. Ican net recall during
pecially in intricate and difficult cases.
The point being established that Christ nection with the judgment.
the meetings held at Gardiner, BowdoinIn state diplomacy the same is true.. The will not come in person before the mil- . And here I must leave the subject; for ham, Augusta,
Fairfield,
Pittsfield,
three great powers of Europe, viz., Eng- lennium, ic follows that his coming will it is impossible to treat it fully, and with Skowhegan and Winthrop in the series
land, Germany and Russia, are essential- be after it. Taking this positive stand, I the brevity that necessarily belongs to mentioned, under the auspices of the
ly wielded by three prime ministers of will now strengthen it with Scripture the ‘columns of a newspaper. The fact Grand Council, a single instance where a
great age.
proofs. There will be a millennium, a has been established, beyond: reasonable speaker (and there were
a large number
Now it is quite worth while to inquire, long period of great prosperity to the doubt, that Christ will come ‘in person and a great variety) introduced the * disand it behooves especially young and church, in which Christ will reign spir- not before, but after, the period of mil- cordant note” alluded to in
these
middle-aged pastors most soberly to in- itually as king over all the nation§ of the lennial glory to the church. Thus the remarks. Of course there are exceptions

of the Presbyterian church at Palmyra,
Missouri, the following announcement is
made by the superintendent eacl/ Sunday
at the close of the exercises: “All those
who have not spoken of any persons dur
ing the past week except to speak wel!
of them, and

spects.

shall be gathered all nations; and he
shall separate them one from another, as
a shepherd divideth his sheep from the

But,in another column of the same paper,

favors to their fathers-an
his re--|
d.-of
attend to that; and it a scholar should Lquire,-is
happen to die, the undertaker must at-

quirements of them.
2
¢¢ Stood upon a pulpit of wood.”
Literally a “tower of wood ;” probably a raised
platform. ** Beside him stood Mattithiah.”
Thirteen persons are named who stood,

improvements on the old.
Quarterly
Meetings and general associations are
not managed as they
used to be. Young
ministers don’t preach as they used to.
And perhaps they ought not to in all re-

and soul power, that will make

his

min-

preaching

of the

pel of the

kingdom,”

said

‘is

an took

like
and

gospel—the
which

¢ gos.

our

Lord

leaven,

which a wom-

hid in three

measures

meal, till the whole was leavened.”
will not do to say, as some have, that

of
It
the

leaven here is the leaven of corrupt doc-

trine, working evilin the church.
It is
said in the most definite manner that it is
¢¢ the kingdom of heaven” itself that ** is

like leaven;”
make

the

and

no

passage

exegesis

speak

or superseded

by

end, upon the throne of David,

and

upon

his kingdom,to order it,and to establish it
with judgment, and with justice from
henceforth even for ever,
The zeal of
the Lord of Hosts will perform this.”
And so in Daniel ; the stone cut out of the
mountain without hands, that ‘* became
a great mountain,

and filled

the

whole

earth,” presents the
same truth. Besides these paszages,and many others like
them, how poor the comfort afforded
by the theory
advocated
at the N,
thought,nor by fresh,living,and breathing Y. Prophetic Conference, that the object
illustrations of thought. There can be of preaching the gospel is not to save the
no manner of doubt that scores are laid ‘world, but only for the time to gather
aside from active service to-day, who,
out of it certain elect ones, till Christ
had they observed the rule now in ques- comes in person to destroy his enemies
tion, might have added five, ten, and even and reign as king’ on the earth. That idea
fifteen years of efficient and fruitfal serv- may satisfy a Doctor who yet holds to
ice for the Master. I fear that from the the decaying creed of hyper-Calvinism ;
very demand for young men, this consid- but the common sense Bible scholar, whose
eration will be overlooked by them. De- heart goes out after the lost, is not likely
pending on the warmth and. enthusiasm to take to it.
:
of young spirits, which is quite taking in
It is not to be supposed that the millenthese busy, bustling times, they may be nium, in the beginning or end, will be
betrayed into a neglect of such acquisi- marked with a well defined limit. It
tions of knowledge, and such skill in the may be that we are”approaching its be-

is

not

we see all subject to him.

But,

crowned

more gloriously than ever, he still goes
* forth conquering and to conquer.”
All hail the power of Jesus’ name !
"ror

THE YEAR'S WORK.

otherwise.

any other agency or dispensation.
With this
agree the words of the
prophet, Is. 9:7, ¢ Of the increase of his
government and peace there shall be no

salvation,

and can not be a failure. As he promised, Christ has been and will be with
bis church, in the preaching of the gospel, tothe end of the world. Not yet do

can

And we are here taught that this
leaven of the kingdom is to permeate and
change the whole world. So that it

shall not be stopped,

means for the world's

BY J. MF,

I am sure that none can ever fully realize the resultof earnest, personal effort
in winning souls to Christ.
In every
place there are those who are strangers
to Christ, strangers in the community
too timid to take the advanced step.
If

some

earnest

Christian

would

visit

them, speak a kind word, sing them a
sweet song for Jesus, bow the knee in

prayer, wonders might be accomplished.
A few Wess “ies, in company with
a friend,I visited one of these homes;
a little pleading with the husband and
wife, a song for

Jesus,

and

they

both

yielded, and upon their knees then and
there, they knelt, and their sins were
washed away in the blood of the Lamb.
This is but one of the many just such
precious seasons,
And none can excuse themselves on
the ground of inability. Only let us be
in that position before God where,as willing and obedient children, we can say,
“ Lord, here am I, send me,” we should
see in all of our towns, villages and cities,

too, the wheel of salvation moving
most gloriously.
:
Just one

yearago, the

writer

along
was

in-

vited to spend
a little time with one of
our country churches, and somewhat reluctantly consented to do so. A series of
revival meetings was commenced, also

visiting from house to house ii connec-

to all rules, and members of all organizations who are

not

governed

by the

wishes and rules of the societies to which
they belong, and we claim no exemption,
knowing as we do that within our fold
are those who apparently
could say
ngghing could they not arraign the minidters and church members who do not
see their way clear to unite with them in
the societies and work in their way, just
as we see some inside the pale of the
church and in the pulpit who abuse and
throw away all who do not belong to their
fold and work in their chosen way. But
the leading members of the Good Templar's organization are members of the
church, clergy and laity, its teachings
are largely from the
Bible,
and it

acknowledges the church as the mother
of all reformatory institutions ; hence has
no issue with it, but its enemies are those

who are engaged

in the liquor

traffic

wherever found, and for their overthrow

itis pledged

last.

to

labor while life shall

;

It seems a little strange that if these
meetings in Lewiston were so conducted
“that one “dropping in unwittingly because

the

door

was

ajar,”

one

would

at these meetings

were

‘have had no other thought but that
they were in an enthusiastic Methodist
praise meeting ” as the writer declared,
and if “ the speakers and notably the best
ones were clergymen,” and ‘‘the princi-

pal addresses

given by the cultured and faithful clergymen of our churches,” how the * discordant note” should predominate, so

as

to ‘‘rise above all the harmony,” and that
a ‘large majority of the speakers” should
touch this ““ note ;”and more singular that
if in charge of any member of the Grand
Council, these *‘reflections were not ruled

out of order, or the audience given to understand they were permitted only as allowing freedom of speech without enWe believe that the organidorsement.
zation offers the best facilities for waging
against intemperance the only warfare
which is likely to succeed finally,—*¢ absolute prohibition of the traffic,” ¢refor-

tion, singing in these homes, talking and
use of the word, as will be felt when their ginning.
It is a certain fact that Chris- praying. The result has been most gloardor possibly may cool, and when men tianity, as an existing power, is now the rious.
Long neglected Bibles, grown
ONE MISSION SUNDAY-SCHOOL MINISTER- will demand something more than flashes greatest on earth. During the millenni- dusty from misuse, have been taken
;
ING TO ANOTHER.
A mission Sunday- and sound.
al period, Satan is represented as occupy- from the shelf,
family altars have mation,” ¢* prevention.”
The second consideration is the pres- ing the bottomless pit, bound with a been established, and the community for
scuool in North Carolina reports thus,
East Dixmont, Me.
through its ‘model superintendeni, to a ervation of a young heart.
great chain. Ofcourse this is figurative miles around has been aroused and
mission school in New York whose benSome men, many men, perhaps,” grow language, by which we are taught that become
interested in this great subNothing reveals to us the secrets of
efactions it has received by the agency of old in feeling faster than in years. They Satan will ‘be restrained, so that he will ject of the soul's salvation. For months
mast have continued to teach the reading
our
own
souls like religion.—Chana missionary of the American Sunday- fail to cherish sympathy with the changes, not hold the place and power in the earth the church was filled evening after evenand writing of it tq their children.
ning.
=
school Union: “1am glad to report that perhaps, even with the improvements of that formerly had been his. At the close of ing, and more than sixty precious souls
“ Gaused them to understand.” Some
from the first day our school was started, the passing years. But wisdom did not the millennial period, he will, to some have been saved
in this community
prefer to read this passage, as the SeptuAll our other sorrows are storms that
two years ago, we have steadily increas- die with the fathers, and it will not die extent, regain that place and power, and alone. The dear church has been greatly
beat upon us from without ; but remorse,
agint does, “ They were attentive to the ed, winter and suromer, and have missed
with us, Changes are not a¥¥ays im- will make a desperate struggle to over- encouraged, and it has come up to the sorrow on account of sin, ever arise s and
reading.” The weight of evidence is for only two Sundays, through bad weather.
provements, I know, but they are quite come the church,—but it will be short, work grandly ; a noble band of Christian haunts us from within.—Rev. Dr. W.
A
few
of
our
scholars
have
confessed
the present reading.
Christ. Four teachers have been raised rarely wholly evil. Men have from time Christ will come in the clondsof heaven; workers we have now.
Rudder.
:
Practical Lessons. (1) The law of God up from a Bible class; three of our young
- Some three hundred visits have been
sliould receive a reverent attention. (2) ladies have married, but continue to work to time dropped out of active service in the trumpet shall sound ; the dead shall
The word of God should be made clear as teachers. Their husbands say our Bi- our denomination, because of the new in- be raised; and the judgment set. All made from house to house, and this visitThe sweetest life is to’ be making sacto the people. (3) Interest in the Word ble class furnishes good wives as well as terests introduced, such as missions,’ shall stand before that judgment seat of ing, I believe, has been one of the causes ritices for Christ; the hardest life a man
¢ They
Christ—both good and bad.
That this of this great work. It has been no un- can lead on earth, the most full of misof God will lead to the reformation of good teachers. Six 'weeks ago I cajried Babbath-schools, education, &e.
didnot
have
these
things
when
they
were
into
the
school
a
small
box
marked
*
For
view
of
the
subject
is
Scriptural
appears usual matter for young men who beconduct. (4) None are cxempt from at(the Lord,’ and all hands voted a welcome young,” and all the more pity that they from many passages ; of which, perhaps, come interested and converted, to walk ery, is to be always doing his own will
and seeking to please himself.—Edward
tention to the Word of God. Men, wom- to the contribution box by putting money
did not. - Had they had them, they would the chief is found in the 24th chapter of sixteen miles to attend religious services,
Bickersteth.
;
‘en and children have a common interest Jin it. * Three other schools hive started
This passage, beginning at and one, an’. unconverted: man, walked
up through the influénce of ours. ‘I go to have carried about with them larger Matthew.
nit.
one of them atnine o'clock in the morn- souls, and would have wielded a mighti- the 31st verse, plainly teaches that when eighty-eight miles in one week to attend
He that is much in prayer shall grow
ing, and to the other at three o'clock in er power for good.
New customs arise, Christ shall come, it- will be for general meetings, and labored every day. Our rich in grace. He shall thrive and inTo toe BisLe. If ever there was a the afternoon. "My motto and object is changed methods of doing things, both judgment: “ When the Son of Man shall
converts have ranged from the ages of crease most that is busiest in this, which
preacher, or a teacher, who bad a right to * Souls for Christ.”” These are noble in.church and in. society. Now every come in his glory, and all the holy ansixty years down to the child of eleven. is our very traffic with’ heaven, and
mottoes
worthy
of
adoption
by
all
schools
draw on his own resources, and to limit
one isn't adapted kindly to conform to gels with him, then shall he sit upon: the We have had Spiritualists gathered in. fetches the most precious commodities
and’
hurehes—why
not'by
every
Chrishimselfto his own ideas of religious tian ?
these changes, even though they may be throne of his glory. And before him Sabbath breakers, school teachers, in thence.— Leighton. *
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THE GATE OALLED BEAUTIFUL.
And they brought a man, lame from his birth, and
«
dally at the gate of the temple, which is called
AT
Beautiful,”

from his birth; and who is not as much,
hou h in his body he be stout and strong;
And in his mind an uthlete for the truth;
In conscience, too, a giant against wrong?

greatest of the sons of men

canst fod Me good?’ he still would

The he
say;
And all the hights already won would point
peaks along the heavenly way.
higher
“To
from

Lame

are

we

daily

and

birth;

our

make

keep men honest. The ounce of prevention will then count,
SALARIES.

s To M0 his Sie and graces how divine,
And then bethinks him of the thing he is—
* So far below that glory, God, of thine—
ere

to

they are once in our prisons.
When our
economy is wiser, we will spend freely to

who that guesses what a man may be,

tor

tobacco

;
i
rought,
:
te called Beautiful are laid;
And at the
glad;
and
free
us
make
Sometimes a
makes us ha
Sometimes its grandeur
.
afraid.
i

gate called Beautiful; and yet, methinks,
he
tell
T Nevo can name it that Begins to
s,
How soar its pillars to the highest heaven
And how their roots take hold on lowest
hell!

In the matter of salaries there is not
much to be said in favor of retrenchment
when skilled labor is to be paid for. The
young man who was told by his employer
that if he bad any sapital toput in the business, would he take him into partnership,
and who replied that he had good capital
—brains—illustrated the employe's side.
The one question in work

is it worth?

is,

how

It is not a question

of responsibilities, or of age.

much

of sex,

If the work

is worth so much, that is the price to be
paid, no matter whether it is done by a
man who hasa family

to

support, or a

woman who spends it in dress. If the
4 Smplover makes his choice, and takes the
one who needs the place, that is another
matter, but the question of payment for
the work is not touched by it. The salwhat designs its panels are inwrought!"ith
ary question is always put upon a wrong
halo With flowers and bills and shining basis, by introducing the
question of
maintenance. A ULrain and an educag
of suns8
lorified 1 by by r rise and set
lori
-.
trees.
And g Junes of blossom and October

tion is legitimate material for investment,

?
i the sa me !
{ quite
So3 beautiful! yet never
g
The pictures change with every changin
:
:
.
hour;
:
0
in to view,
i
Come stealing
i
Or sweeter things

had hidden by their

Which stronger things
power.

.

There all the stars and systems go their way;
There shines the moon, to tender in her
;
:
graee;
And there, than moon, or star, Or sun more
fair,
The blessed wonder of the human face.

and faces! some of children sweet;

Faces

maidens,

of

Andsome

pure and

fresh and

and the trained teacher or scientist has a
right to invest his talents and qualifica-

tions as capital, and by them to secure an

income for the future. It might be -said
that the odds ought to be given to the salaried worker, because an investment in
‘sugar or real estate may grow if the

son who invests fails to give his time
it, but

the

salary

This is the

To le

gate called Beautiful; it swings

Sor

than was heard that day

St. Cecilia, rapt in ecstasy,

When

Heard through her trance the angelic roundelay i=

Music of little children at their play;

and

sleep
mothers hushing them to
dreams;
Of all the birds that sing in all the trees,
Of

all the murmuring of all the streams.

And

And ut this

gate, not at wide intervals,

Are we, Lo from our birth, laid tenderly,
But daily; and not one duy passes by
And we look not upon this mystery.
Gate of the temple! surely it is that!
It opens not into vacuity ;

Fora its beauty, it is not so fair
But that a greater beauty there can be :

Thy beauty, O my Father! All is thine;
But there is beauty in Thyself, from whence
The beauty Thou hast made doth ever flow

Ia streams of never failing affluence.

Thou art the tempie ! and though
i.

NEE

.

I am lame—

HEY

High!
e

~John

W.

a

Chadwick.

A

A

WORK AND WORKERS.
We will continue our outlook into the
world of work and workers—the 'depressiou of trade, the remedies proposed,

the

question of salaries and that of sex—by
quoting from Col.
Forney’s Progress
phases of these live subjects which are
worth reading, and readable, too:

DEPRESSION OF TRADE.
The Social Science Congress
met not long since at Cheltenham,
discussed,

which
Eng-

as a matter of course, the

resent’ depression of trade, and
David Chadwick, M. P., gave muny

Mr.
rea-

sons for it, and also proposed some sensi-

ble

remedies.

Gladstone

aud

personal

er to cut a salary down to a bare
sustenance, but to give a marg into secure thes

worker against the ghastly consequences
of failure in health, or loss of position.
SEX.

The question of sex is said to be
pratically- at an end, as men and women
work together in the same professions
and in business, and the question now, it
is added, is one of proficiency. That this
is an anticipation of what may be, but of
what does not now exist, very few women who work will deny.
Itis certainly proved that women do not lack the
power of working, but is now as true as
it ever was that each womam has to make
her own way, and make it against obstacles which do not exist for men.
That
a woman muy be a physician no one now
denies, and that she may enter any otler
profession is also conceded.
Yel the
workshops of the world are not made for
women, and every woman who enters
one feels the pressure that the creation of
new conditions involves. The traditions
are against

her, and

each

woman

has

to disprove them. It is known that .the
work of women is not as thorough as that
of men, and each woman who does good
workis made to prove it—prove not only

A

I enter through the gate called Beautiful,
And am alone with Thee, O Thou Most

land,

on

to

présence. For these reasons it is not prop-

true;

And some that lovelier are at even-time
Than any ean be while their years are few.

depends

per-

He

other

counted

up,

as

Englishmen

Mr.

have,

the loss of tie market in the United States
for woven soods, railway iron and appiiances, and also our growing competition
in other European countries.
The war

and political disturbances naturally make

up another count, but most of his reasons
tor the tude troubles refer to various ex-

travagances, and his remedies to

certain

economies of life, expenditures, und spec-

ulation.

The commercial competition made b
the United States is perfectly legitimate,

of her'sex as a worker.
life she has

led,

the

In the secluded
schooling

in

busi-

ness training, the want of knowledge of
the way in which men work with each
other have all been missed by her, and
if one woman chances to have had this
more liberal education, she hasto prove
it. When it is said that men have to do
the same, the only answer is thata great
deal is taken for granted in a man that is
questioned when the woman asks for
work, and that she not only has to prove
for herself, but do it against tradition
and, unfortunately, against precedent.
-It is curious that the world has yet to
be convinced that women do not love
work any better than men do. They are
credited with dependence, with a love

of

ease, luxury, and yet when a salaried
position is in question the woman has
to be content with Jess because ‘¢ she
needs less.” Jt can not be because she
spends less. for the extravagance of womau was dwelt upon by Sclomon and
Jeremiah, und it is a song that has never known a rest. The reason forthe difference in wages is generally found to he
in the assertion that women who do pot
need a support, or who have few responsibilities,

crowd into the paid eccupations.

There isan inconsistency here. Ifsheloves
ease, why does she work ? If she spends
more, how is it that she needs less ? The
truth is that very few women work from

any other reason but necessity.
Here
and there is one who loves independence,

' Dr. Summerville, the aged Scotchman,
is a world’s evangelist. He has been greatly successful in Australia lately, and on
leaving Melbourne an entire congregation
of nearly four thousand communicants of all
denominations partook of the sacrament
of the Lord’s Supper together.
because of its numbers, not because of its
Many persons, including some
who
wealth, but because of the high destiny.
which God has assigned to it, and which ought to be better informed, suppose that

opment hs shown of what growth the
human race is capable; and yet how entirely that growth depends on the nobleness of character and force of will brought
to bear upon its natural resources. A
little one has become a thousand—not

it must accomplish

or perish.

Had

the

vert the savage, and build vp the

church

of God by river and by forest—had there

not been men

like

the

gallant soldiers

who guarded these frontiers, to catch, in

the intervals of war and bloodshed, visions of a happier and peaceful future, and
lay the foundations on which learning
and religion might freely flourish and
abound—this

nation

would

never

have

living behind the actors, have

put

intd motion well-devised and judicious |
schemes, which have had a lasting snd

powerful influence in establishing native

industries and extending commerce.
In
this country, commerce has grown because
it could not help it, and if it has establish-

_ ed itself, and is in a healthy growing condition, it is simply because it represents
private enterprise, and a national talent

¢

human existence.

It is'a likeness

of the

way in which much grows out of little.
It is a warning not to despise the day of
small things. ‘The great events of history,” says an acute French writer, ‘like
the mysterious personages in old romances, come through a
door in the wall
which no one had entered.” We can not
tell what immense issues may depend on
our public and our private duties.
And this truth

is

the

more

necessary

Commonwealth, and the

whole

civilized

world. The long life of a venerable pastoror a good layman spent chiefly in
preaching the gospel and doing good,
though it seems to be nothing at the time,
yetin the fragrance which it leaves behind is a memory as lasting as the Pyramids,
. God grant that as our horizon of duty
is widened, our minds may widen- with
it.—Dean Stanley.

MINOR

SELECTIONS..

Conscience is the true vicar of Christ in
the soul; a prophet ia its information;
a monarch in its peremptoriness ; a priest
in its blessings or ‘anathemas, according
as we obey or disobey it.—J. Newman.
Good works do not make a Christian;
but one must be a Christian to do
good
works. The tree bringeth forth the fruit,
not the fruit the tree. None is made a
Christian by works, but by Christ; and
being in Christ, be brings forth fruit for
him.— Luther.
Mr. Spurgeon writes from London.

carinot write about the second

of a mighty nation, if only those who folfor invention and manufacture, as well as lowed after sustained the high spirit and
the greatest agricultural country,
and great resolves of those who had gone beowes little indeed to governmental en- fore. 1t was but two days ago that I read
couragement,.
in the close of a volume, ‘written by the
| founder of the venerable village of ConTRUE ECONOMY.
cord, a sentence which ought to bring at
There are but few of the remedics pro- once the noblest encouragement and the
posed by Mr. Chadwick for consideration sternest rebuke to every citizen of this
by the Knglish that will not apply to us Commonwealth.
‘There is no people,”

as well.

There is little need of our dis-

cussing the necessity of national and private economy, but there is much use in
deciding in what true economy consists,
and discriminating between the different

forms.

The first principle in the popular

political management of affairs is to
trench, to cut down salaries, to refuse
propriations, and,in a word, t. reduce
penditures. It is here that one of
fundamental mistakes always

lies.

reapexour

It is

not well for us to be extravagant, But a

nation as rich and full of resources as we
are, need not fear liberality. What we
need to do is to invest our money so as to
get a return. There is no wisdom in cutting off SPDropriasions for
ments, and so throwing
population on our hands
creates a host of evilg-for

afterward no remedy

public improvea large pauper
‘to support.
It
which there is

outside

of ‘prisons

and reformutories.
1t would be far wiser
to spend two or three thousand dollars in

keeping men out of our House of Cerrec-

says Peter Bulkley in

his

Gospel

Cove-

nant, in the year 1646, to his little flock
of exiles—*‘there is no people but will
strive to excel in something. What can
we excel in if not in holiness? ' If we look
to numbers, we are the fewest; if to
strength, we are the weakest;if to wealth
and riches, we are the poorest of all

people
world.

as equal,

the

of God throughout the whole
We can not excel, nor so much
other

people

in

these

things;

and if we come short in grace and holiness, we are also the most despicable people under heaven. Strive we therefore to
excel, and suffer not this crown to be taken away from us.” The progress is indeed marvelous to the day when this
poorest and fewest and weakest of the
nations, this little cloud, not bigger than
a

man’s

hand,

‘has

taken

amongst the most vigorous

its

and

place

wealthy

and powerful of the kindreds of mankind.
But the moral still remains the same, or

rather is-strengthened.

That vast devel-

1800,

was

the

first

COOK’S

¢ 1

THEODORE
D.D,

D. WOOLSEY,

BD.

will contribute 20 to 30 articles on Socialism and

Communism, the most important questions
day.

of the

SERMONS

by eminent clergymen in all parts
will continue to be printed.

of the country

PREMIUMS.
We offer Rev. Joseph Cook’s

valuable

new

markable Movaay Lectures. They are
in handsome book form by: Houghton,
Co., of Boston. We will mail a copy of
volume, post-paid, to any subscriber to

October 27th, 1843, and installed the same
day as assistant and successor to his fa-

ther. He isstill in office. No less than
twelve of the Presbyterian churches of
this city have sprung from this, including

DEPENDENT who remits
vance; or any subseriber

we

THE

PAIN
FOR

GREAT

vol-

Th

t

Dollars;

will, on

renewingshis

us Two

own

New

sub-

Names

us 9 S or for a new subscriber for three years,
an
.
The great Unabridged Dictionary will be delivered at our

office, or

in Philadelphia,

free, or be

also

and

Our Nasal Syringe is of

essential service in these cases.

Burns andved Scalds.

when.”

found elsewhere, and is altogether one of the|

cured with astonishing rapidity.

Toil bravely on, ch! faithfal one. toil on,
Despite the faltering feet and feeble hand:

|

Finding therein thy paradise of rest,

God’s ward,

Ateventide there shall be hight.”

The truth is not so far off nor so difficult of apprehension as we are often told. .
It was not the great, the wise.the mighty,
the learned, who recognized the heavensent truth of the gospel. They of Cwmsar's
household - accepted Christianity, three
hundred years before Cewesar received it
himself. "God is nigh unto all, and the
knowledge of him is not shug up to scholars and philosophers.
He is not very far
from every one of us, and

if we feel

like

those

of Galilee,

Female Complaints.

Mr.

Spurgeon’s

church

has

now

3,045

one man,

Among
Mr,

largest

society under

in the world.

the

members

of

the

Cherokee
Jack
Rev.

Whirlwind.

Rev. I. 8. Lincoln pastor of the Wilton
(N. H.) Unitarian church,
has resigned,

after being an active pastor for over 55
years.
American Presbyterians are about co-operating with the Free Church of Scotland
to provide preaching stations in all the
important tourist stations of the continent.

Rev. J. E. Rankin, D. D., of Washington, has been called to a Presbyterian
church in Baltimore, at a salary of $5,000.

The Baptists of Niles, Mich., have just
vacated, for anew

in which

the Carey

edifice, the

old

established hy Isauc McCoy in 1822.

The property of Pius IX, is being sold
at the Vatican.
Everything, from superb

jeweled crucitixes to empty bottles, is offered at the sale, which is semi-public.
Every article is priced very
The pope has sent

ten

low.

Jesuits

to

Cen-

tral Africa to evangelize
the countries
traversed by Stanley and Livingstone.
The mission will cost $40,000 and the
missionaries will take with them 500 porters,

servants,

married.
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ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Yeariy
meetings, with their statistics; the names ot all
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers

Two full courses,
further information

WCo., Ohio. The college year
terms of ten weeks each.

general

of Order.

the names of all Freewill

offers to students important and peculiar advantagos. For particular information, send for a circuar to Rev, W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

awarded

THE LAUNDRY JAGK!
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Board, $2 to

This

and well arranged;

by the same

’

VIRGINIA

eur

25 cents;

tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents, *
The Register

President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

Taylor Co., West Virginia.

'

ie

Collegi-

address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
EST

denomination,

SToRY of Jesus, = »ID,
WoNDEREUL Works of Jesus, 15,
Butler's Commentary

Best of religious in-

at reasonable rates.
and Classical.
For

the

are for adults an children.
LESSONS tor Every Sunday, ,I8, postage ,(2

USTIN ACADEMY .—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

13145

ugusta, Maine.

Rules

Terms moderate.

a year.

and

by

are the same as these in ithe Manual,
paper covers, 10 cents.
Sabbath School
stéion Books

Fall Term commenoes Sept. 4.
For Catalogue address,
:

wmilies
English

Vienna,

inventions

$15

of tie doctrines

held

very concise

Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
in the Northwest.
"nition, incidental

and library fees, only

The Treatise
contains a brief statement

Jages all the important, parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather,
cents;

$4

This Institution is one of

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

73

just issued, designed especially for ministere.
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty differen
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozer
different Jestings) Formulas and Suggestions,
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and ye

[4

cash, or payments by installments, Latest CATALOGUES with newest styles,
prices, etc., free.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN
CO., 154 Tremont
t, BOSTON ; 2 Union Square, NEW YORK:

Try one and prove it.

to

bound volumes embrace

dings of the first sixteen sesacions.

postage, 9 cents.

is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de

well-

$2

session, and the

pi

sirable chureh covenant.
Minister's Manual,

com-

and

Rooms from

pi

18933 Paris, 1867.
NO
OTHER AMERICAN
ORGANS EVER ATTAINED HIGHEST AWARD
AT ANY
WORLD'S
EXPOSITION.
Sold fos

of all clumsy and expensive.

with

:

therity of the General Conference.
tage, 1 cent.
;
Gur Faith and Covenant

Board, including room rent,

D. W. C. DURGIN,

viz: Paris, 1878; Sweden, 1878; Phila

known.

for

:

usages in church-building. It 18 published by au-

$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

1878

ahash Avenue, CHICAGO.

begins

SEMINARY.—Spring term be-

fluences.
buildings

Exposition

18753

term

the Secretary

fn

postage, 2 cents.

cents;

sexes.

1879.

Mar. 24,

studies.

the MASON
&
HAMLIN
been awarded Highest Honors,

delphia, 1876 ; Santiago,

both

gins

ILLSDALE

THIRTY-ONE

World’s'

If the order

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
Departments.
Elective

leading manufacturers of the world were in compe-

for twelve
ORGANS

for both adules

The Racred Weloasy
is a small book of 225 hymns and severas
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
30

J. 8. GARDNER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N, Y.

ORGANS

GOLD MEDAL

for

HITESTOWN

the above awards for their

instruments.

Series,

address for $6.00.

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

formation address the Principal.

London.

the present season, The award at Paris és the highest distinction in the
power of the. juries to confer.
to American

pro-

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of doctrinal ' theology, and ¥he author's views
are those generally acceptedby the denomination.

per term.
Winter term begins Nov. 26, 1878.
Spring term begins Feb, 18, 1879, For farther in-

GOLD MEDAL
= 2icchnnicy Charitable) 870
SILVER MEDAL (for cases) do, 1878
MASON & HAMLIN

and is the ONLY

and

iy of the
Fre
dels
covers the first half century ot our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes’ with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$0.75; postage, 10 cents.
Memoir of George T. Bay:
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Sax
mons and Lectures, Price 75 cents.
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
yould be benefited by reading it. 25 cis; postage
iS.

petent assistants. Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Seientific course of study for both sexes. The
boarding house is being repaired, and no expense

GOLD MEDAL sweden & Norway, 1878

CABINET

It is able, literary

of the International

100 Sopiesto one

SEMINARY.

from $2 to $2.50 per week.

MEDAL at Paris Exposition, 1878

Have the honor to announce

volume.

and children, are@ Diinted monthly, at the rate of

Normal, Classi-

Fall

Sendto

MiLLurr,

fare of the stndents.

BY

do.

I.

W. 8S. STOCKBRIDGE.

Scituate, R. I.

Butler's Fhcology

will be spared necessary to the comfort

= =]

CO-LABORERS'

R.

gressive.
All communications, should be addressed to Dover, N. H.,
Terms per year $2.50
47
advance
oN
$2.24
Postage is paid by the pul\ishey.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school pa
8, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LityLs
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, each, 35 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, «
25 cents
Payment always in advance, and no commission
allowed on money sent.
‘Sample copies sent free.
son Papers

Connected with

the largest and best in the State.
Send for Catalogue.

GOLD

Scituate,

Freewill Baptist Publications.

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

courses

Monday,

onday,

$1.75.

EXTRACT

New York and
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

College

a Catalogue.

be pressed.

and

CENTRAL

Maine.

fins

and Company’s trademark on surrounding wrapper, It
is never sold in bulk,
None other is genuine. Always
insist. on having Pend’s Extract.
‘fake no other preparation,

INSTITUTE.—North

This Institution enters upon its fortieth year
Sept. 2, 1878. For further particulars
address

Fall board of teachers.
Expenses low.
Winter
term begins Morviay Nov. 4, 1378. Spring term
begins
Monday, Jan. 27, 1879.
Summer term be-

CAUTION.
EXTRACT «been imitated. J
The genuine arti-

POND’S

The

present pastor, the Rev. James
Buchanap, is the seventh minister since the
formation of the congregation.

courses of study for both sexes.

phat which accompanies each bottle gives
ull directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

un-

15th, the 14th an-

of Greyfriars United

rian Church,

be

BY
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FuLLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New HampN ton, N. H,
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular

need bo called in for thomajority of female

church

Indian Mission was

Goucatronal,

5

:

if the Extract

8.
as.

Winter term begins
Dec. 3, 1878
Spring term
begins
Mar, 11, 1679
Fall term begins
August’ 26, 1879
A first-class school.
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific,
es’, English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treqs.,
/
Lyndonville, Vt.

Nipples, 28tnce
io Geany ang

and

;

Eyes.

efficacious, and mothers whe have once used
it will never bo without it.

diseases

Sec.,

rox
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
Sh DROWN, A. M,, Principal, with competent

For Broken Breast, Sore
:

A. M. JONES,

Lewiston, Me.

the Institution is the best commercial college in
; New England.
Telegraphy ‘a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State. EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. ‘Winter Term begins Nov. 18,
when other medicines have failed,
1878.
Spring Term begins Feb. 3, 1879. Summer
Term begins Apr. 21.
Summer Term closes June
26. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

ly pd

seemed like a band of reapers, but what
are they to such a haryest? There is a
striking resemblance ‘between this day
and Christ's day: our cities and villages
are crowded

INDEPENDENT,

pear again.

Earache, Toothache,and
Faceache. wu ion aeording
to directions its cffect is simply wonderful.
Piles, intratoss
is
kings romedys sapid:

after

as upon a mighty harvest, field after field
ready for the sickle.
Heand his apostles

THE

P.-0. Box 2787.
New York City.
A4%~ Cut out this advertisement, as it will not ap-

‘Tt canbe used without theslightest fear of
and
harm, quickly
allaying all inflaxomation
rach alla ying

him we shall find him.— Christian Leader.

Christ looked upon the town of Galilee

"5: to

Inflamed or Sore

Do thou whate’er the Father’s love demands,

Work till the daytime of thy life is gone.
Aud when the shadows warn thee of the night,
Take thon the promise to thy weary breast,

Address

For allay-

heat and pain it is unrivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents.

ria)

Expenses are moder-

-is_for less than four montks at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
men in advance. Sample copies sent free.
The Psalmody
isthe demominational Hymn Book, exten
sively used. Large book, in 8heep, $1.00; Morac
co, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
Subseription Price, $3 per annum advance, Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocoe,
of8;
postage 4 cents,
Including any one of the Og
Premiums:
Any one volume of the Household Edition of The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left, All gilt edge, $1.00.
. Charles Dickens's Works, bound in cloth, with 16
postage. 10 cents.
Tllustrations each, by Sol. Eytinge.
and Sankey's Gospel Hymns and Sacred “Biographies of
:
Songs No. 2.
David Marks, - - - $1.00, post, 10 cents.
n and hss Cabinet; or, First Reading of the
William Burr, - - .70
0
”
Emancipation Proclamation. Fine large Steel
Daniel Jackson, - - - .50
A,
Rl
Engraving. ‘By Ritchie. Size 26x36.
John Stevens, - - - « 50
7
(4
*
Authors of the United States. Fine large Steel En.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
aving. 44 Portraits. Size 24x38). By Ritchie.
ive
the
rise
and
progress
of
this
body
“harles Sumner. Fine Steel Engraving. “=
¢
Christians in New York, till the time of their
Grant or Wilson. Fine Steel Eb avibEs. ®t
anion with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
Edwin M. Stanton. Fine Steel Engraving.
'¢
The Inner Life of Abraham Lincoln. By Frank B.
Christian Baptism
Carpenter. Bound in cloth. 360 pages. It gives
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage
a better ingight into his ¢“ inner life” than can be
cents.
TE
.

sent by express or otherwise, as my
be ordered,
from
Philadelphia, at the expense of the subscriber.
The Subscriber under this offer will not be entitled to any other Premium.

complaint ; quickly relieves cold

but not to star-gaze. If evér'l have more
light I will spread it, but at present Tlook
for the Lord to come, but I know not

he

.

Sore |*

as a gargle and

r h. cifie for this prevalent

distressing

$10.00.

additional and $93 or who "will renew his own
subscription for three years, in advance, and send

ed, in the early stagesof the diseases it will
surely control and cure them. Do not delay
frying it on appearance of first symptoms
of these dangerous diseases.
i
The Extract is the only spe-

in the head, &c.

or who

scribtion, in advance, send

|

The Morning Star.
is a large religious paper of eight pages, inits

hiladelphia, by which we are enabled fo offer the

Foal. applied externally as direct

Catar

ough a manner as possible.
ate. Send for a Catalogue.

fifty-third

most desirable Premium ever fiver by any newspaver in the country. We will send this, the best
Dictionary published, to any person who will send
us the names of Three New Subscribers and Nine

uicang, ether

and

Used

PRICE;

busi-

or

Issue
of 1878.

RETAIL

for

NiGHoLs LATIN 8CHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.

two

. We have made a special contract with the great
ublishing
house of J. B. Lippmcott & Co., of

external or internal, it is always reliable,
and is used by Physicians of all schools with
a certainty of success. For bleeding of the
lungsit is invaluable. Our Nasal and Fe=
m
Syringes and Inhalers are ma
aids in cases of internal bleeding,

Diphtheria

for

pages, over 1000 Illustra-

tions.

other : known
preparation
has

;

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878,

UNABRIDGED

Bound in Sheep, 1854

ormed such wonderful cures of
disease in its various forms.
who
have tried everything else
relief, can rely upon being entirely
using Pond’s Extract, i;
:
]
All neuralgic pains of the
Neu ralgia. head, gol or bowels,
are
cured by the free use of the
Extract.
No other medicine will cure as
quickly.
;
© For
stanchin,

Hemorrhages.

INDEPENDENT,

PICTORIAL GUARTO DICTIONARY,

No

ever
this
dis
Sufferers
without
cured by

us $3 for a year, in admay remit $5.50, and

him THE

WORCESTER'S

DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFIC
INFLAMMATORY
DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES.

Rheumatism.

send

published
Osgood &
any one
THE IN-

years, in advance, and two volumes, pest-paid;

~

ACADEMY -—Pupils fi

scientific schools oF the font col
begins August 20, 1878. J. W.
HB., Principal. For futher particulars,
the
principal, or
HAYES,

Sec. Trustees.

any three volumes, post-paid, to any one subscriber who remits $8 for three years, in advance.

POND'S_ EXTRACT
8

will

ness,
Fall Term
INS, A.
address

by the Rev. Joseph Cook, will be
, together with the introductory

EX-PRES'T

pastor,

EBANON

lege, and every effortis made to do this in as thor-

LECTURES.

These famous Lectures, delivered in Boston ev

ery Monday,
Published in
remarks.

Winter Term

de=

umes, entitled * BIOLOGY,” “TRANSCENDENTALand continued to preach over the congre18M,” “ ORTHODOXY,” * CONSCIENCE,” ¢ HEREDIgation until his death, October 13th, 1852.
TARY,” and “ MARRIAGE,” embodying, in a revisRev. T. W.J. Wylie, D. D. was ordained | ed and corrected form, the author’s previous re-

:

TOTES

Indian Baptist Association are Rev.
Walkingstick, Rev. Poor Wolf and

elements

or

One

organized Sabbath, January 28th, 1798.
Stephen Young and Thomas Thompson
were the first ruling elders. Tha late
Rev. Samuel B.
Wylie, D.D.. ordained
January 25th,

It retains all its most

ures, and adds new ones.

A

commences Tuesda;
Northwood Ridge,
NH. Deo. 2 1amee 8 o» | 157.

Weekly

We shall continue to print articles from the
best
writers and thinkers inthe country. The illo
ments of Religious News, Literature, Sundayschool, Fine Aris, Science, Missions, 8chool and
College, Markets, Farm and Garden, Financial,
and Insurance will, as heretofore, he contributed
to by specialists in each branch. These depart
ments are famous, because they are able and trust.
worthy.

¢ The

with

Religions

SEMINARY.—Northwood,

N
, H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Princ;
is
complete boardof assistants. For
partic
ul is Sddrens the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec,

Ulcers;
Wottnds {most
fiscimarng; msrictive, ind useful hooks
Way—viz;,in| -Sores;
ef the kind ever published.
H
It is healing, coolperson. Of the day and the hour I. know
and
B ruises. ing and oman:
Subscription Price $3 per annum advance.
nothing. - I desire to wait
to watch,
The most obstinate cases are healed and
Ba Specimen copies sent free.
%

the cheerless shores, the barren rocks,the
; there were the

as

Newspaper.

"NORTHWOOD

Known the World

as the BEST

sirable

who was born and reared in the Moravian church says: ‘ The old Moravians
are the original Unitas Fratram or United
Beethren, but of late this offshoot of Methodism has taken a name which is much to
the confusion of many.” This specimen
of ecclesiastical nomenclature is not however so hopelessly confusing as the word
‘ Reformed,” which
disguises the real
character and position of so many reilgious bodies.—N. Y. Observer.

advent

members, being the

of a new world

now

save only that I look for the Lord to come

“There is nothing,” it might have
seemed when the first settlers of Massachusetts established the English race on
trackless forests, of this continent. Yet
there was everything ; there was the hope

known

Over

and the more conspicuous in a place like
this, withdrawn from the stir of the great those of Rev. Dr. Stevenson, Rev. Dr. S.
world amid its encircling hills. Each of O. Wiley and Revs. Drs. Steele, Sterrett
us is bound to make the small circle in and McAuley.”
which he lives better and happier; each
of us is bound to see that out of that small
circle the widest good may flow ; each of
ADVERTISEMENTS+
us may have fixed in his mind the thought
that out of a single household may flow
influences which shall stimulate the whole

ry.

THE HORIZON OF DUTY.

denomination
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, INDEPENDENT.

Well and Favorably

been born, this empire would never have
arisen.
The Ledger of Philadelphia says: ¢ The
And this truth is but the likeness of all First
R eformed Presbyterian church was

and may be lovked upon as hut a trifle to works for it, and deserves it, and here the faithfal ministers are indeed nothing
what it will be in the future. How Eng- and there is another who would rather to such a harvest; and in most places the
land is to meet the position must be a
tk than forego certain luxuries, and people are willing and eager to hear the
serious question with her. Except as far Ds Ne them, but the majority of women words of eternal life, which shows the
as the character of the Anglo-Saxon is con- work because they have responsibilities, harvest to be indeed
ripe.—R.
JI.
«cerned, her present commercial supremn- and as a class they are our most reliable, M Cheyne.
acy is the result of legislative wisdom, sober, and economical workers, for no
combined with mercantile enterprise. In woman with a family of little children
GATHERINGS.
Great Britain these interests have never gambles away their bread and butter;
A
new
church
is to be built by the Hanbeen separated, and the government has and no sister or daughter who is, of
never been slow to recognize and assist necessity, the bread-winner, wastes what over Street Congregational Scciety, Manany step made by an’ Englishman to es- she earns, and comes home to a sad, hun- chester, N. H.
The First Methodist Church, Orange,
tablish trade in any part of the world. gry family, bringing them empty hands
N.J., has given $1,025 towards the enHer statesmen have given the matter their and indifference to their needs.
dowment of Drew Theological
Seminabest thought, and such men as John
Locke,

the

United Brethren,” is identical
forefathers of this great nation not strug- associated
with the Moravians.
gled to reclaim the wilderness, and con:

ii

tion, than to give it in

them more comfortable inside the walls.
This little item but illustrates our general
system. When the evil has grown and
becomes a menace to public order, we are
ready to devise methods for punishing it,
and we are merciful to our cripinals after

22. 1879,
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Selections,
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MORNING

é
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THE CHICAGO,
BURLINGTON
|

& QUINCY R. R.

Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
West from Chicago.
As proprietorsof all FirsT CLASS HOTELS make
their DINING SALON the great feature of their
houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUX-

URY of their patrons solely in view, do not use
their CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas
Traffic, or Sleeping purposes (asisthe case of the
so-called Hotel Cars); hence, they are always kept

sweet, neat and clean. The moderate charge of
75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the
Menu

is ample to satisfy the epicurcan taste of the most «

fastidious.
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MORNING

STAR,

JANUARY

22,

|

The Rorning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

men and women ; but every one of that
mass of men and women, whom ego
thinks practically incapable of giving or

22, 1879.

receiving

A%~ All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,

One of the Quarterly Meetings recently
in session passed

a

vote

requesting

the

church clerks to read their letters to their
several

churches,

for

approval,

before

sending them to the Quarterly conference.
The request is a good one. There are, of
course, very few church clerks who would
abuse their official privilege of reporting
their church, but it is best, nevertheless,
in all practicable cases, for the church to
know what is to be said about it at the
Le)

What seems an illusion to one is a reality to another, What seems foolishness
to one is wisdom to another. Each must
judge,and, having judged, should stand by
his judgment. Trouble of soul comes of
listening to others. The thought, the object, the hope that breathes a spirit into
your life is a simple enough thing to you;
another

to view

it,

then you have left the gate of your own
heart open for the whole realm of doubtings, uncertainties, complications and
ambiguities to enter.
It is questionable whether, morally and
spiritually considered, excuses are a
blessing or a curse to the Srorld. So much

hypecrisy and so much doWnright lying is
put into them that it is but faint praise in

their behalf to say that they do no special
harm, as nobody expects them to be the
simple truth. As a matter of fact, people
are constantly deceived by them, perhaps
as much by judging that there is more of

the lie in them as by judging there is less
than is really intended. It is a French
proverb that ‘he that excuses himself accuses himself ;” and that is an apt saying
in English:* ‘Who can help, sickness ?’
quoth the drunken wife when shelay in the

gutter.” Deception is dangerous

to char-

acter, no matter how gay, frivolous,or ap-

parently innocent is the garb in which itis
clothed. The velvety paw has sharp claws
hidden. The sharp claws. are apt to
-strike, and scratches don’t

and at best ‘are very

heal

likely

at once,

to leave

a scar.

Will not our churches be aroused tothe
great

need. of larger

contributions

for

———homnre mission work? ~We have been both
pained and rejoiced at cases that have
lately come to our notice, where ministers are working without pay,and churehes are struggling almost against hope,
to keep their organization intact until help
shall in some way reach them. The days
of pure heroism are not yet passed. But
there are terribly sober sides to these
cases. The minister's family in the most
straitened

circumstances,

kept from school

for want

his

each

his

or

her

exception; so that it is literally true that
all the world is full of love. At first, there
is some difficulty in realizing this fact, for
it strikes one as the next thing to sentimentalism to think that the whole world

is given to loving.

Love and affection

children

of means

of

themselves

rather

Look at the Home

Mission receipts

Ina

public

address

last

week,

Mrs.

Smith, one of our foreign missionaries
now in this country, said that she could
confidently assure each contributor to the
work in India that every cent had been
faithfally used in promoting that work.
She related numerous incidents of the
great blessing that had followed from the
use of only single pennies. given for this

cause.

-away.

doctrine is taught, but thatits reality does
not exist.
Now is the accepted time,now

the day of hope and mercy;

the present

life is our seasonof discipline, trial,prep-

aration;

our day, our

spring

time ; then seize the favored

and

seed

hour,

work

with your might, as you would determine
what the great harvest shall be.

those in

doubt

on

the

subject,

life.

What is

its

conditions

rela-

tive to our common affairs? It is simply
one act,event,state,preparatory and conditional to another. Numerous and varied
are these probationary periods—childhood
and youth, to manhood and old age.
Nations and communities have the same:
spring and autumn, seed time and harvest, day and night, night and day, day
to day; hour to hour, moment

to moment,

for in truth we live but a moment.
Who does not know that in all this vast
domain there is no second probation?
How forcible the maxims experimental,
even intuitive, that in the moral sphere
what is done can never be undone, what
is decided can never be reversed, the

opportunity wasted can not be recalled,
the moment that is lost is lost forever.
Idle, therefore; delusive and fearfully
dangerous isthe dream that the connection
of our life here to that beyond is altogether
different. How evident is the instruction
of the divine word, illustrated, confirmed,

impressed by the sensibilities, reason and
conscience, in our whole experience,
dealing,

observation,

that

our

present

life, so full cf probation once for all in its
parts, is as a whole probational once for

The lesson is a plain one.
is

used

in

dividend than that

enlightening

the

-soul. All through India to-day there are
Aaithfal native Christians who have been
brought from heathenism by the influence
-of these gifts to the mission. The child
who gives a penny, as well as the man
who gives the larger sum, is thus brought
into the great

circle

of workers

for

Never, for

exercise

-of

Christian

benevolence.

BH

The whole world is bound together in
bonds of friendship and love. It is only
an egotistical phantasm that reveals a
cold, cheerless, miserable world of humanity. One believes that all social living would be unendurable were it not

* for this and

that person

who

the very few exceptions to the mass

are
of

moment,

indulge a hard

wisdom and love.

Come, then,

at once

into communion with that love, so making
your calling and election sure.
--0-0-0
ror

the

He gave himself for the world. Money
invested in stocks and bonds may possibly find its way, some of it,into the Lord's
treasury. But if it be ‘put directly there
it is safe and the increase is assured.

a

will opento

thought of God, or allow skeptical
indifference
to cast upon
you its
blighting shade in view of this great truth.
Be assured it is in harmony with infinite

attention
to the
and
said
the

A correspondent asks :
Can a Quarterly

ri

Meeting

constitution-

ally exclude one of its ministers

previously notifying him,
of

which

Americans, they would expend

the excess of $370,000,000, he thinks,

has

‘‘an important bearing upon the severe
international competition. which is now.
taking place, and may with advantage be
considered in connection with the necessitous condition of a large proportion of

If so, did you not enjoy it more thah

usually? And if you were not there, would
you not have contrived to go had it been a concert for which you had bought a ticket?”
President Bartlett expresses the conviction
that ¢‘ the practice of ordination without installation, is, in general, a wrong one.”
He
also says, speaking of * the lay-preachers that
are so inereasing’in numbers,” that ‘it can
not be thought iggarobable that, if the matter
be permitted to J
as at present, in less
than a generation many of the churches will

be intellectually, theologically and spjritunlly
demoralized,”
3
In her introduction tothe latest edition of
‘ Undle Tom’s Cabin,” Mrs.

Harriet

Beecher

Stowe refers to the time ** when John G. Fee,
a young Kentucky student in Lane Seminary,
liberated his slaves and undertook to preach
the gospel of emancipation in Kentucky,” and
states that for that act *“ he was chased from
the State and disinherited by bis own father.”
Mr. Fee has since that day been a valiant de
fender of the doctrine of human liberty. He
has earned the right to speak as he does on

soldier, preacher, has! immortalized his
name by much less of heroism, and stamina of conscience and character,than these
good ministering brethren are habitually exhibiting. We have heard no such
lamentations, have witnessed
tears, have known no
such

no such
self-sachi-

fices, as are witnessed in these brethren thus trammeled by circumstances
and kept, much, wholly in some cases,
from the work they love the best of all.
Add to any ordinary conviction of duty
and desire to preach the gospel, that pressure which comes of seeing the largeness
and ripeness of the Western field, and of
seeing other denominations occupying the,
better points, leaving our people to come
in, after, if ever, at fearful disadvantage.
This is no narrow sectarianism, necessarily, but may consist of a desire to have the
largest possible good accomplished by
the introduction and maintenance of what
is believed to be apostolic doctrine and
usage.
on
3. Free Baptists of the West are not
embarrassed by any unpopularity of their
doctrine and polity. People of the West

oes

BRIEF

NOTES.

Joseph Cook seems to be on the exchange
list of Ziow’s Herald.
‘ If ministers are slandered,” says the Independent, ‘‘ they had better dénounce the
slanderer; and then, if they can find him, shut

his mouth with the law.” That
not be confined to ministers.
not

course need

prepared

to

accept

the doctrine of Christ's premillennial coming.
Neither does he believe that the apostles believed the second coming to be literally near,

The Rev. Arthur Mursell, of England, while
in Chicago lately, declared that the reports of

sons making charges are given, so that
the minister may defend himself ?
Ordinarily, fit should be
expected
that the person who preferred charges
against a minister would let himself be
known, but we can imagine cases in

which such person, for sufficient reasons,
might not wish to be known. The charges

are the main thing. If these are duly
presented, the thing for the minister to

do would be to meet them, without seem-

pede their progress here.

few,

made

to accept a courlcil till the names of per-

inations, we know, suffering no less : and
more, that the larger denominations with
whom our people elsewhere compare
favorably seem to meet with less to im-

the West enlarged not a little by a visit

westward, and those of the West who
would profit by knowing better the brethren of the East.
;
6. We add, Free Baptist Western interests in the West do not suffer for want!
of a Western denominational paper, and
book establishment. If our people of the

We say in the West. Whether the
same or equivalent embarrassments exist
among our people elsewhere, in the East
for example, they who live and labor West had men and money plenty to fund
the population of England.”
Tt will there know better than we, who see the in such an enterprise, and would publish
generally be found that the amount of East only occasionally by way of a flying such a paper as would be patronized
liquor consumed by communities has a trip. We would like to speak of some of chiefly by our people of the East, giving
good deal to do with their ¢¢ necessitous these embarrassments in the hope that the Star, meanwhile, a larger circulation
condition.”
they may become subjects of thought, en- westward, it might Le a paying investment. It might impart denominationalism
list sympathy, and promote efforts for
to
the West, and give the Western fever
A correspondent of the Independent speedy relief.
:
to any surplus Free Baptists of the East,
Statesman (Concord, N. H.) writes from
President Finney used to discuss topics:
Henniker, N. H., as follows:
2 ‘| by stating first what the text did not teach, and so build up our cause in the West by
The long talked about and most de- and afterwards, what it did teach, so we emigration. Give us a Government Mint,
voutly wished for religious millennium would state first what are not the chief in the West, first, and a Free Baptist
has at last arrived in this town. Ata
Western paper, by and by.
meeting held a few days since by the embarrassments of Free Baptists in the
O. E. BAKER.
members of the Congregational church, West. And,
Sl
—
after full and ample discussion of the
First, want of wealth is not ongof them. |
question, it was voted by a large majority We doubt whether our people of any |
Minnesota Home Mission.
to expunge the words. ‘everlasting
punishment ” from the articles of faith of other quarter have more wealth, in proI am thankful to learn from the Star
that church. Upon the first Sabbathof portion to numbers. This statement may that at least two Q.
Ms. in this State are
this month eleven persons were admitted surprise some, but we speak what we beanxious for a Home Mission Society to
to full communion with the church, two lieve to be true, and we have had some
advance our interests in this State. As a
of whom were professed Universalists, opportunity to observe.
and another a member of the Universalist
denomination East and West we need
2d. They do not consist in want of de‘church in Nashua. We congratulate the
such a Society. I often ask myself the
church upon having taken this advanced nominational -aitachment, and attendant
step, and hope that the teachings from evils,as compared with the denomination- question,how can we answer the requests
the pulpit may be in accord with this alism of most other bodies, under similar coming from India,Harper’s Ferry, Cairo,
Hillsdale College, and sometimes have
liberal spirit.
circumstances. We are often impressed
felt that it would be impossibie for this
Are we to infer from this that the act
with the abiding family feeling of Free
State to aid even a little, but since I have
needed to introduce ‘the most devoutly
Baptists long separated from the people of made this matter
more of a study, I do
wished for religious millennium ? is for
their choice. Such greetings as these think we are able
to help at least some of
Congregational churches to ‘expunge
lonely ones give to worthy Free Baptist these great interests,
if not all, if we can
the words ‘everlasting punishment’?
preachers and lay members visiting them,
only call out some of our latent ability
from their articles of faith? There seems
are a feast to the soul. Few things seem and have it so organized
as to be availto be a lingering doubt in the mind of the
stronger, viewed from certain stand- points, able.
All through the State are to be
correspondent whether
‘the teaching
than the tenacity with which our preachers found
able farmers that are still holding,
from the pulpit may be in accord with
this liberal spirit ” or not. We shall ex- of the West, in many cases, cling to the. in some way, a membership with us who
denomination.
Few, unacquainted by would be glad to help
if they were only
pect to hear from this church again, and
experience, conjecture the tests they often ‘visited and in some way encouraged.
as likely as not to the effect that all the
suffer. - Our churches are comparatively
facts in the case have not been stated.
Reader,
let us ride through a small por-

and Hable to oceur at any hour, even before the
close of their natural life.

charges against him, the church refusing

:

as much as

annually only $340,000,000; the fact of

without

or the church

he is ‘a member, who

1

declares that if Englishmen only drank

Rev. Dr. Hovéy is

A QUESTION.

world’s redemption. Withhold not the
gifts. Let the new year be marked by
the

whole

to this

all to that other life which

«money pays a higher

‘which

as relates

us as we pass within the mysterious veil.
The evidence is so full and conclusive as
to command the assent and. deliberate
action of every human being. It issad to
see any attempt at tampering with or trying to evade its force.

No

called his
of
1862,

LJ

week?

Benominationdl Hebos,

Our thought at once went back to

4 communication in the Star a few weeks
ago, in which an aged minister related
how he had lost what he had invested for
his support in old age, so that he had
xeally saved only what he had given

message,
said
act

:

effect
of
enforcing
if would make the first page of this paper.
of a likeness, of human sympathy.
thousands of women outcasts and their
S000
BARA
gn o
BRED db db 4a dn Cececre
children illegitimate. The President said
15" Wr have begun to send out the
PROBATION.
he was deeply impressed by what was Reports of the Benevolent Societies to the
A subject that has of late attracted
said, and requested the ladies to make out
unusual interest is that of probation after statements in writing and submit them to Pastors, and itis to be hoped that they
death. It is said that the Scriptures do not him. He wanted all the information he will give the churches the benefit of the are not yet so stereotyped as in countries
fully and explicitly teach the negative, as could procure. They promised to do facts and encouragement therein contain- older. Denominational lines are not so
they might have been expected: to do if this, and the President then asked them ed. In the delay of getting out the Re- distinctly drawn, the walls are
not so
there is to be no probation in the future how he could serve them. Thereply was, ports, the advertisement of the Map of high. The various religious elements
India was overlooked when the covers
world.
* By vetoing any bill to enforce the act were printed, and we take this occasion from Eastern States, and from old counOf such we ask, if there is such a proof 1862.” In answer to the memorial and to say that quite a number of these val- tries are here so thrown together as
bation, would not the Seriptures plainly
remarks made in relation to female ‘uable maps are still at this office for sale to compel a larger fraternal feeling. Peoteach it? Most admit that they do not,yet
ple naturally, under such circumstances,
suffrage the President said: ‘ You say at 75 cents each,
find a loop to hang a hope on—some
act with more freedom, less restraint.
that I have ignored the women of the
obscure inference of their own. How country in my annual message. -I will
We may be allowed to boast, and will,
great the presumption and risk of such a carefully consider what you have said and
that this state of things is favorable .to
course. In the judgment of the most
Free Baptist progress in the West. Their
the papers you have presented to me. In
careful readers of the Bible, the ablest
doctrine, polity, and catholic spirit are
my next message, I will act according to
Notes of the West.
critics, and of nearly all Christendom, the
generally approved, when and where
the dictates of my conscience and the best
revelation of God shows that for those who
light I have.” While the President is
Men often imagine thatthey themselves known.
die in impenitence there is no provision
4.
Free Baptists of the West are not
attending to the teachings of kis con- or their families have labors, cares; trials
for repentance and salvation in or beyond
science on this matter, it may be said that greater than those of other men’s families. embarrassed by any neglect on the part
the grave. It is difficult to see how the it would possibly be better io illegitimatize
So men often complain of their own de- “of our denominational aid societies,—H.
doctrine could be more plainly announc- a few hundred children by erforcing a
nomination : ** No other denominationis so Mission and Educational. Taking in aced, or made more emphatic by remonwholesome law than to leave the way plagued with poor preachers, with want count our own ability, and the measure
strance, warning, tender uppeal, indeed open for thousands of other children to be
of money, want of discipline, want of en- of our contributions to these societies, the
every motive that can influence u rationa
illegitimately born by refusing to enforce terprise,” &c. But for the name of it, or aid rendered by them has been quite all
mind.
: it.
] for a few good friends they would be sor- that could have been legitimately asked.
Well, continues the objector, though I
ry to grieve, they would take another It is very possible that the relative imadmit that for some prudential cousidera——THERE bave lately been published boat. Sometinies this feeling of discon- portance of the denomination’s work in
tions God has not revealed the doctrine,
some interesting statistics as to the tent ripens into experiment and the the West has not always been duly estiyet I can accept iti as a demand of reason.
relative consumption of liquor in England change is made. As often, perhaps, it is mated, and very possibly more than an
| Now, just think what -an imputation is and the United States.” On'the authority found that the differences
are
far equal proportion might wisely be approthus put on the divine character; as
of Mr. Nimmo, of the American bureau of less real than visionary. Men are sup- priated here. The West is, and isto be,
though God could deceive us with referstatistics, the people of the United States posed to know more of their own affairs the decisive battle ground of the church.
ence to a most vital point in the great consume liquor costing ‘them (at retail
5. The embarrassments of our people
than of those of others, and, contrasting
hereafter from regard to our highest
price) $595,784,784 a year, whiskey and the one with the other,may easily mistake West arise not from any want of symwelfare here.
pathy between the eastern and western
such like spirits and wine being estimated the facts.
The very assumption is a strong and at $6 a gallon, brandy at $10, and ale,
division,
No denomination has preserved
Well, we propose to ‘‘abide in the ship,”
unanswerable argument
against their
as |-L0i8 unity more than w
beer, etc.,. at $20 a barrel: while the |expeect-to-make-theand
| “position. Belief in a future probation English excise returns show a consump- safely by so doing; but really, we see ple of the West are from the East, the rewould tend to procrastination and present
tion of liquor of the value of $710,041,155.
and feel the embarrassments of Free Bap- lationship is too intimate, to admit of such
sinful indulgence. The just inference
Taking American qualities at English tists in the Wast as we do not those of anevil. Very possibly there are brethren
therefore, is, not merely that no such
prices, Mr. Sanders,an English anthority, other denominations. There are denom- of the East who would have their ideas of

probation, and what

as printed in the Star. Think of the
pressing needs that exist in so many di_ rections—needs that these small contributins are wholly Inadequate to supply. Will
you not send into the treasury the means
of aiding this work and of saving souls?

TOPIOS.

him with ignoring the ladies in his last

the beloved church lose its life, men of.
means in the same communities withholding money that they are abundantly able
to give,—may the Lord help us to see our

ey.

LL A RP°PSS\o&BA])

ed law, which, while separating the world

into home and heart firesides, is yet, with-

even

equip the Home Mission Society for its
work. Brethren, we have been actually
neglecting this work the past year. There
is no doubt of that. We have let it slip
from our thought, until we are nearly
surprised to learn that so many needy interests are suffering for want of our mon-

bh

——MANY ladies are not in favor of enforcing the act of 1862 against polygamous marriages,to which we referred last
week. A committee of the female suffragists, whorecently held their annual
convention in Washington, subsequently
called on the President and after charging

than see the old meeting-house closed:or

duty towards these cases, and move us to

A

OURRENT

on the street, and are only applicable to
the exceptions named above. But when
we stop to consider that every one on the
street and in the neighborhood thinks just
the same, and that there are as many egos
as there are persons,then it is that one obtains a clearer vision and notices this bless-

Besides,how blind, one can but think in
various kindsto enable them to attend,
individuals here and there giving till they. most instances almost willfully so, are

well nigh impoverish

er

are terms that are not to be bandied about

out observation, knitting all the inhabitants of the earth into a oneness, because

Quarterly gathering.

but when you invite

affection, has

ing to evade the point at issue by demanding to know first who presented the
charges. And'the same rules would
apply to a church. It is the charges that
are to be answered, and not the persons
making them. At the same time we
hardly see how any thorough investigation could proceed far without the names
of the plaintiffs appearing.

1879.

his unfriendly attitude toward the North

dur-

ing the war and his remarks about gentle
manners being found only in the South, are

wholly withouf foundation.

It is interesting to mote

Some questions from the Congregationalist

that are worth repeating:
—“ Did

you

the

night

that

widely

stormy

go to

<

last

separated.

Here

and

there is a church able to support a pastor,
but most of our preachers have to assume
the pastoral charge of two or more church-

es. Otherwise, the churches can not be
supplied, nor the preacher supported. A
large percentage of our preachers are
compelled to divide their time and energies between preaching and secular business of one kind or another.
The older and: stronger denominations
are not slow to see the case of such

men,

nor to suggest a remedy by a change

membership.

competent Free Baptist preacher
West, who

of

There is not, probably, a

has

not

been

in the

complimented

with such kindly approaches, and more
orless of them with promises of good
salaries. Free Baptist stock is at par in
the West, and

the feeling of re-

sponsibility that controls the faithful minister
whenever he is to deliver the divine message,
Martin Luther, in old age, said: “ Although I
am old and experienced in speaking, I tremble,
whenever I ascend the pulpit.”

prayer:meeting

und

some

premium.

often

commands

The temptation

a hand-

is not

small, when one is to choose between
cepling such solicitations, and on

tion of the southern part of this State and

with

his

the river and

wick.

We

visit

the: friends

find in this

preaching every

Sabbath

just now in’

wiion with the M. E. church

a protracted effort.

engaged

in

Interest good.

Only seven miles south from here Houston is situated,a place that has been noted
for its wickedness. Even at the burial of

the dead no man

could

be

found that

would offer prayer, but of late there has
been more of a religious interest. Prayer-meetings have been supported for a
few weeks and several conversions. No
minister of any denomination now to look
after them. We have eight or ten members living near enough,so that with a little effort. all could be united ‘and conven-

iently worship at the village.

Ten miles

west of Wytoka we come to South

War-

ren,where a church has gone down for the

want of an energetic man ; some members
still remain, Still west ten miles is our
Utica church, struggling to keep up its
organization like a ship at sea until a little outside aid can reach them,
So I
could add to this long list St. Charles,
Troy, where are a few members that are
holding or waiting for the time wheh a
church shall be within their reach. Why
go farther? Is not this enough to satisfy
you all that we need and must have a
strong man in the field at once who shall
spend his entire time looking after these
interests? Do not the citizens of this

State, the Denomination and God demand
of us that we put a man where he can accomplish this work ?
How shall such a man be supported? I
feel I hear you ask. At the convention
held in Winona of the C. Baptists in .this
State, last October, they voted to raise an

amount equal to one dollar for each member in the State. Can we not call upon
our members for a proportional amount ?
Where is there a member who has not loyalty enough fer the denomination, saying
nothing of God's claim upon his property,

to give that amount?

This would give us

six hyndred and fifty dollars in this
Y.M. Yn addition to this amount colleci
be taken whenever the mismeetings and so make a
handsome amount.for his labors. This to
me seems to be a plan that can be made
to werk if the churches will work up an
interest among themselves sufficient to
secure the proportion for them to bear.

| With such a man in the held we would
soon be a denomination. with strong
churches where now we have none at all,
or only one so weak that it 1s quite destitute of influence.

Brethren of the

minis-

try, can we fold our arms while this work
lies before us to be accomplished ? Shall
we not present this matter to our churches
and talk of it at Q. M. until

every

mem-

ber becomes acquainted with our wants.
and has contributed his or her proportion?
Money Creek, Jan. 15.
.
D. D. MrrcueLr,.
Ob Bb
>+o

é
>

Myrtle Hall Ocoupied.

The following letter, which comes as

we go to press, brings the glad news that

some of the rooms in Myrtle Hall are
finished and occupied. Shall not the
money be forthcoming to finish the remaining rooms? Notige how large the
attendance of pupils is. Let us not neglect the Shenandoah mission. But to the
letter :
:
MYRTLE

HALL,

HARPER'S

FERRY,

West Virginia, Jan. 12, 1879.

{

This is just to say, we are here; arrived last night at dark. The doors are
not all hung, and we have no curtains
yet. But the stoves are up, and the girls
ure happy. Only the Lockwood House
occupants and the new arrivals come into
Myrtle Hall at- present. The Brackett
and Morrell Houses are stil] full. Every
room in the Young Men's Hall is taken,
in some cases three in a room, so the
house we left yesterday will to-morrow
be opened to young men.
The Chapel
looks like anniversary all the time now.
The seats were full the first day—benches
the entire length of the room and around
tothe teachers’ platform, and still they
whl BB.
come.
>

A Word to Free Baptists of the East.
A Committee, from
the Hennepin
(Minn) Q.M., has lately sent an appeal to the Home Mission Society for aid

to help build up the denominational in-

terests in Minnesota.

Other Q. Ms.

are

united in this request.
The Winona
& Houston took definite action at its late
session,

witheut

showing

that the same spirit actuates the

knowing our

position,

small

at

Pick-

other

denominations

are

‘getting

the

place a ground, and drawing to their fold our

church of twenty-two members,
the only or- people, scattered in these localities. In
ganization in the place,though many Chris- this way, scores and hundreds are
lost to
tians of other denominations are living us in the West every year.
nl or
there.
Much of the time they have been
The response from the H. M. Society
without any preaching,bat now they have is, “ We would aid you if we liad the
arrangements for an evening appoint- money.”
No society could do more.
ment every two weeks. Could there be a Brethrén of the East,
we appeal to you
man found that could spend a few weeks for help.
Will you not send the needed
here, we have no doubt but much good amount ? Shall
the Staté missions, and

would be accomplished aud the member-

ship more than doubled.

ac- | From Pickwick
the ‘miles and we come

people,

Ten miles south we conte to Money

Creek, where there is a flourishing church
of nearly fifty members, with regular

see what we can find. | At Winona I am ‘extreme section of the Y. M. in regard to
unable to introduce you to any Freewill mission work. (Our present and pressing
Baptists because I have no extended ac- wunt is money to help support a Y. M.
quaintance there myself, but am told that missionary.
There are several importhere are some living there who would be tant fields open to us if we could occupy
ready to help build up a F. B. church. them to-day. Towns and cities are
growFrom Winona we go twelve miles down ing up in all sections of the
State, and

we will go only ten

to the stirring little
place of Wytoka.
We find no church orFew,
with the embarrassments involved.
ganization,no regular meetings held withhowever, yield to the temptation; most | in four miles
in any direction, save an
remain loyal. A truer class of men ave
evening appointment in a school-house
nowhere to be found. Many a statesman,
every two weeks,two miles away. Many

other hand, remaining

different denominations are represented
by the citizens.” Freewill Baptists are certainly as strong as any of them.

the indifference of the

churches in the

older Y. Ms., allow the struggling interests of the frontier to die P We only
ask for the smallest gift possible.
If New England F. Baptists will give
this Y. M. 1 ct. per member,
for the year,
we can support a missionary.
Lhe like amount from the Central Association would give us several new

™

|

v
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churches in important

fields.

But we

can not carry it alone.
Who of you,

friends

of Christ,

would

feel the loss of such a gift, one cent a
year? Butit is all we ask. Itis God's
cause for which we plead. What answer shall the scattered churches of this

founder of the Star, that he was one of the
two surviving members of the first General
Conference, that he was one of the founders of

the Education Society, and, as agent, raised its
first $10,000. He began to preach when only

seventeen years old and has been in the active
ministry more than sixty years,

tor of the church in Lowell
as sweet as that

of the beloved

warm, fresh and
fall on more than

New

Maine.

Z. J, Wheeler gratefully acknowledges a dos
nation of $42.50 from the parishes of South
Gorham and West Cape Elizabeth, on Jan. 1.

of the Pine Street church,

Manchester, N. H., bas received a call to the
pastorate of the Biddeford church.
Rev, P. Chesley has closed the labors of a

the Walnut

Grove

He has faithfully cared for the

spirit-

ual interests of this little flock, and is now
desirous of engaging with a church in Eastern
Maine. He may be addressed at E. Rochester,
N. H.
Rev. Alvah Strout is laboring as an

ist in the Montville Q. M.

evangel-

He is at present at

So. Montville, where there is an increasing
religious interest.
At the lust session of the Otisfield Q. M., a
Ministers’ Conference was organized.
The
most of the preachers of this Q. M. are young
.in ministerial experience.
This association, it
is hoped, will be helpful to its members, both

mentally and spiritually.
At Harrison Village, union
ings were

held

during

The F. B. and Cong.

the

revival

week

churches

:
meet-

New

and others

Hampshire.

It was a happy company that met at the
parsonage of the New Durham church on
New Year's eve, aud Rev. J. 8. Neal wishes to
acknowledge the receipt of a donation and
presents of about $50.00.

The church in Ashland is prospering.

Four

members were added by letter last week.
All
the meetings ure well attended.
Chvistians
are taking hold quite earnestly and now professors are showing an encouraging interest.
Temperance work in the place is very prosperous.

We clip the following in regard to the
Whitefield church from the Coos Republican
of Jan, 8:

Last Sabbath, Rev. F. L.

Wiley,

pastor

of

the Free Baptist church, preached his annual
sermon from Psalm 126:3—** The Lord bath
done great things for us, whereof we are
glad.” | After a brief exposition of the text,
the language was applied to God’s dealings
with the church for the year just closed.
The

«discourse was a reminder of fucts,which, taken
togetlier, show
a year of marked prosperity

for the church.
At the beginning of the
year
the Methodist and Baptist churches uni
in
the observance of the week of prayer. A
gracious revival followed and both churches

received large accessions,

Thirty-nine, most.

ly representing the substantial citizens of the
lace, united with the F. Baptist church.

Khe Sunday-school, under the superintendency

of Mr, B.
F. Lane, has increased both in numbers and efficiency.
Mr. J: M. Sartwell,
church organist, has charge also of the Sunmua
and has brought this serv
ice to a high degree of excellence. © A large
number of choice books bas been addedto

the circulating

library.

The * weekly

offer

ing” system is successfully used for the current expenses of the church, and for general
missions.
Contributions have been made to
needy familiesin the parish, several local objects and to the various missions on the denominational roll. The ehurch has done much
more for benevolent purposes during
1878
than for any other year of its half-century
record. Besides this, the Ladies’ Society has
paid the last two hundred dollars indebtedness
on the church organ, and during the last two
months of the year, through its representa.
tive, the pastor’s wife, who carried the subscription book, have lifted the church debt
of
more than three thousand dollars. No
need of Mr. Edward Kimball here.
Massachusetts.

On Sunday, Jan. 12, twelve persons were re-

ceived into the Lawrence

church.

Six

were

baptized on the Sabbath previous.
There is a
deep and steady interest in all the werk of the
church, and conversions are frequent.
The
evangelical churches of the city united in observing the week of prayer.
The Y. M. C. A.
hold mags meetings in City Hall every Sunday

evening.
The Massachusetts Quarterly Meeting held a
very interesting session with the Mt. Vernon
church, Lowell, Wednesday and Thursday,
Jan. 16 & 16. Sermons were preached by
Revs. Father Woodman, A. L. Houghton and
F. Reed. Rev. J. Malvern, of Haverhill, read
un interesting and instructive paper on ‘ How
to Study the Bible?” and addresses
on mission:
ary work were made by the missionary agent,
Rev. G. 8. Ricker, and Rev. E. N. Fernald,
Financial Secretary, and by Mrs. E. W. Porter
and Mrs. D. F. Smith,on woman’s work.
The
ladies of the church furnished collations in the
vestry, which has been recently greatly improved by hanging appropriate mottoes and
pictures of the Pastor and Superintendent upon the walls, and by furnishing the windows

with

blinds.

¥rom

the

lettets

and

other

sources, the following facts are gleaned :

The Amesbury church, though. suffering
financially from the continued depression in
business, is still working on hopefully....The
Boston church is at present supplied by
Chas. Howard Malcom, D. D., who has

called to the pastorate

Rev.
been

of the church....The

Haverhill church is working harmoniously
under the lead of its stirring pastor, Rev. J.
Malvern.
It has a live 8. 8. Superintendent in

the

person

of John

Barbour,

praise is in the church.

Esq.,

whose

The Haverhill ‘church

18 thoroughly orgamized and is officered by
efliciggh
men....The Lawrence church is just

settling down to work,

now

that

its deeply

loved pastor has returned and resumed his ac
tive ministry. Two were baptized recently
and a good work of grace is springing up in
the church....The Mt, Vernon church reports
several recent conversions and a deeply inter«esting work of grace is in progress....The
Paige St. church has been doing a magnificent
work financially the past year, and is now enjeying the Spirit’s presence in a marked de-

gree....The church at Lynn has recently ex.
pended between six and seven hundred dole
lars in repairs upon the church
building,
painting, frescoing, carpeting, ete., and held a

service of re-dedication, Thurgday evening,
Jan. 16, Chas,
Howard Malcom, D. D.,
preached the sermon, and Rev. J. Malvern,the
pastor, and

local clergymen participated in the

services.

:

Rev. Jonathan Woodman, better known as
¢ Father” Woodman,
attended the services
of the Mass. Q. M., at Lowell, last week, and
though over eighty years of age, preached ‘the
Father
- ‘Word with old-time vigor and power.

Woodman

said

he

was

the

only

surviving
L

York,

still

in

weed

of pastors—

its limits
is work-

ing away at W, Davenport and E. Meredith,
and contemplates holding extra meetings. Oneonta and Franklin churches sustain S. 8s., and

other meetings of the church without pastoral
aid. Bro. T. A. Stevens still “ Holds the
Fort” at W. Oneonta. A seven weeks’ meeting has been held there this winter with some
success, Sister Anderson of Oxford, and Bro.
Evens and others assisting. The missionary
spirit seems to be gaining

M.

Most

ground

in

have

raised

of the churches

the

Q.

their

part of the F'. M. debt.

The Franklin church in the Otsego Q. M.

is

quite anxious to secure a pastor.
That church
has been without a paster since April 1, but
the covenant meetings and the Sunday-school
have been continued.
The church is small
but there is an excellent company of brethren
and sisters, and a fair support may. be relied
upon.
Communications may be addressed to
Dea. N. H. Briggs, Ouleout, Del. Co., N.

Y.

Western.
Michigan.

reclaimed.

The work is going on

glori-

ously. The church is in earnest and its labors
will not be in vain.
The Commerce church observed the Week
of Prayer with good results. The church has
been greatly quickened and a revival spirit
developed.
During the past year they have
sustained two prayer-meetings each week besides Sabbath evening service.
A mew church has been organized near
Deckerville, Sanilac county, by Rev. Geo. Bullock. Bro. Geo. W. Fayette is now preaching
to them.
Notwithstanding the opposition they

meet with from the latter-day saints

(or Mot-

mons), they are growing stronger and are
working and looking for a revival.
Bro. Nicols, Deacon of the Britige Haraton
church,
Sanlae county, .is holding prayermeetings from house to house with good re-

sults,

Three

have

found

the Saviour

pre-

cious.
Ohio.
The meetings at Broadway still continue.
Six weeks since they commenced.
The interconverted and reclaimed,
united with the church.

R.

The first four have ‘gone
ward,
The time

from

and forty-two have
A large proportion

to

re-

Our Registers for the last ten years give our
X. M. about the same numerical strength’ of
ministers, But positive facts are at hand. In
1869, our communicants were 2604,

The

Reg-

ister for 1878 gives us 2187. The year: 1869
represents 31 active pastors, the past year only
20. This loss in the number of pastors, an
the decrease of communicants, is not ‘the result
of local, changes. We
have never, been as
much affected by emigrating in Wisconsin as
many other States farther east. The people are

quired.” Nearly four-fifths of our pastors in
active work in our Y. M. have physically passed their best days, and one-third of all ‘whose

names appeared in our Register are past work
for the Master, from age or loss of interest.
We have old men ‘in abundance for counsel,
but where are our young men for war?
Bro. Powell,
of Lima Center, has given
through the Star some very able letters

us
in

reference to church polity, or the best method
for feeble churches in securing preaching.

Planning is good, but we must have the work.
We hope Bro. P. and many others will continue to urge some aggressive movement in the

great and noble work of saving sinners, until
we get a favorable Fesponse from” pastors and
churches. How much strength and encour-

agement it would impart to our hard toiling
brethren in Wisconsin, Towa and Minn., if our
younger brethren about to enter the ministry,
would only say, ‘ Hold the fort, for we are
coming.”
Such kind words of cheer can never
die. But very few of our dear brethren, ed-

ucated in our

schools

and

colleges,

for the

work of the ministry, have settled west of
Chicago.
Hillsdale College, claimed exten-

go East.”

I know itis not in

enomination to
work of Christ.
the entire world,
are doing a great

power

as

a

what shall be the final harvest in our Western
field? May God give us complete victory in

Christ at last.

rheumatism.

Many

pray-

ers go up for his speedy recovery.
The Auburn church has repaired
ing-house and is in a prosperous

with its debts all paid.
Iowa.

J)

A strong revival interest

Hillsboro’.
prayers,

its meetcondition

is ju

progress

at

Forty-two have already requested
*

Rev. J. H, Moxom, of Cedar

Falls,

assisted

by the pastor, A. Palmer, held u series of
meetings at Tripoli last month which resulted
in ten conversions and three reclaimed. Four
were received into the church as candidates
for baptism, and one by letter. Others are exBrother Moxom is a
pected to unite soon.
devoted, earnest Christian, and one of the most
able ministers we have in the State.
Rev. A. Palmer acknowledges a donation of
$22.10, held at the residence of Mrs. Mary
Eisenhart, Tripoli, on Jan. 10.
The Estherville church, which has been
without a pastor for about five years, has had
the services of Rev. R. A. Coats, of Spencer,
The
one-half the time for about five months.
prospects of the church are more hopeful.
Indiana.

The church at Badger Grove has been blessed with a gracious outpouring of the Holy
Spirit.
Rev, B. F. Ferguson commenced a series of meetings with them the middle of December and continued about three weeks, The

church was very much

revived.

Thirty came

forward, made a profession and joined the
church.
The Lord is blessing the White Co.
Q. M. generally.
:
Revs. Wm. and D. A. Tucker commenced a
protracted meeting on Christmas day with Zion

church and it is at this writing

still

in prog-

ress, The church has been wonderfully revived.” One has been reclnimed, and ten converted or added to the church, most of them being

Sabbath-school

scholars,

Others

are deeply

convicted, and others expected soon to join the
church.
4
Wisconsin.

for

our children,

for

Your noble society
much good for the
induces us ‘to ask
our’ poor children

and deliver them by a sound

TROY Q. M.—Héld its last session

with

the

East Troy church.
The churches were nearly
all represented
by letter and delegates, and a
good season was enjoyed. Business was done’
with promptness and in harmony; preaching

was good and we trust did good.
Next session with the West.

Granville

church, commencing Feb. 28. Rev.
Sargent will preach the opening sermon.

- JOHN H.

Wm.

WaRD, Clerk.

A very

son erijoyed.

R.

Rev.

good spiritual sea-

Parks

was

to deliver the Sabbath-school

address

appointed

on Fri-

day evening of next session.
Next session at Fort Jackson, Feb. 7-9.
D. 8. SmitH, Clerk.
|._FoND DU Lac |

with the South

Nov. 9. A very good delegation was present.
Had a very interesting season at our Saturday

dinance

was administered

seventy

on

the

persons
or-

following

Next session with ‘the Greenbush church,
beginning Feb. 14,
G. MANSFIELD, Clerk.

The customary
business of Conference was
performed with the usual spirit of union and
dispatch. The religious services were spirit-

ual and

interesting,

was not large. We
efit to the church,
on the community
Next session to

though

the

attendance

think the session was a benand left a food impression
where held.
be held with the 2d Woodhull

church, Feb, 21—23.

they are in at present.”

'

et

:

;

Prof,

Swings

two dollars

A.V. WELLS, Clerk.

Q. M.—Held

its. Dec.

session

with the church
at 8. Montville,
A good
delegation of brethren present,
but very
few ministers.
Most of the churches reported
by letter or delegates. We’ did hope, at our
last report, that this one would be that of
progress, still the same cry comes to us, with
a few exceptions,” © We are in a low state
spirituallyas a church.”
But we thank God
for the few that are holding up the standard
of the cross, and fear not dismay so long as
the brethren come to our Quarterly sessions
filled with the spirit of love und power of the
Holy Ghost, as at our Jast session. It will
truly be long remembered.
The following
resolution was adopted by the conference :
Resolved, Thatwe consider it the duty of
our ministers, belongingto this Q. M. to report themselves, at least once every year, in
person or by letter, and if they fail so to do, it
shall be the duty of the Q. M. to inquire into
the cause of such neglect,
Next session will be with the North Montville chureh, commencing Feb. 14, and continue over the Sabbath.
J. CoLBY KNOWLTON, Olerk.
NEw DURHAM Q. M.—Held its Jan. session
with
the East Rochester church. Rev, E.
True was chosen Moderator, Rev. J. C. Osgood Asst. Mod., and Revs. A. L. Morey and
8S. C. Kimball, Asst. Clerks.
Encouraging reports from most of the churches were made.
Prayer was asked in behalf of Nottingham,
New Durbam, Chichester, Farmington and E.
Rochester churches. Rev. J. N Rich reported Belknap Q. M. by letter, and Rev. G. S.
Hill made a verbal report of the condition of
York Co. Q. M.
A gracious revival in the 3d
Strafford church as a result of the labors of
the Y, M. C. A. was reported.
Voted, That the clerk of each church read

the report or letter to his church,

and secure

approval before sending to the Q. M. Conf.,
also that the Q. M. clerk inform the church
clerks through the Morning Star of the. pre-

ceding vote.

Rev.

a year

Chireh.

to

The

second balcony

at

these

prices

five dollars each.

is free.

are

The

seats

to

pay

enough

‘running
expenses,
of which
$8,000
goes to the pastor as salary. No
collection is taken, up in the church, ih regard
to which fact the Congregationalist has its
say: ¢ If this means what it seems to
mean, we pity the congregation, for it nev-

er can have been taught to make giving
part of its worship.”

a

A large hall, to cost

*$150,000, is to be built for Prof.

Swing’s

use during the coming year.
The Professor himself is described as looking hag-

gard and overworked.

Woman’s Board

Mrs. Bowker,

the President, occupying the

chair. According to the Secretary’s report the home work is more completely
organized than ever
before, the whole
territory being comprised in 18 branches
and 10 conference associations. There is
a decided progress in enlisting the young

people in mission circles,
¢ Life and
Light” has very nearly held its own, and a

J. Baker was elected

Though

their receipts

have fallen below the hopes ofthe managers,
yet all their pledges have been redeemed.
The foreign work opens on every side, war

and famine having laid open many barriers.
There are sixty-eight missionaries, and

sixty-two Bible women, and everywhere the

work is full of hope,

of blessing and

of

ceipts from donations and legacies to have

been $65,728.44,
We clip a paragraph
from the Boston Transcript’s report of the
meeting :
:

Cor-

of meetings.

He

held

the natives about the

Mission of

or Quakers, in Syria.
tion which we findin
| will tell its own story.
tion

of an

be established in a

Friends,

The following petian’ English paper,
It is the transla-

Arabic petition for

village

a

school

where,

to

it is

said, there seemed to be no religion at, all,
and it is signed by the principal

the village:
ple of Mount

people

DENT is now publishing the Rev,
Joseph Cook’s
famous. Boston Monday Lectures,
which are creating so much digcussion everywhere.
It, will 4180 soon begin the publication ot & series
of articles on * Socialism and Communism,” one
of the most important questions of the day, by ExPres’t Theo, D. Woolsey, 1). D., LL. D.
See advertisement of
THE INDEPENDENT 1n this
| paper.
it

CHAUTAUQUE Q. M. will hold its next session with

the Elin; ton church, commencing eb, 8. Rev. Mr.
Spencer wll preach the opening sermon on Friday
vening.
Cont,
a GRAND RAPIDS Q . M. will be héld with the James
town chureh, commencing, Frida
Jan.y,
81, at 1, p, 31.
It is necessary that the churches should be represented by letter and delegations, Teams will be ready at

the C. & VM. L. R. R. lo convey those

HONEY CREEK Q.M. willbe held with the Mount
Pleasant church, Feb, 14, at 7, P.M., and not at Honey
Creek, as published by mistake.
G. H. HUBBARD. Clerk.
GIBSON Q. M.will be held with the Thomson church
on Jefferson Branch ofE, R.R., ten miles from Susquehanua; Jan. 31, Feb, 1 and 2.
Conference, Friday,
at 6, P. M. Iinportant business will come before the
conference and it is expected each church will send its
full delegation, Let every delerate be prompt at first
session,
0.C. WHITNEY, Clerk.
a

in

¢ We, the undersigned peoLebanon, know of the great

anc

Biscuit;

_ Made with

boar Barods Brad Popa
Are healthier, better and cheaper than
other Baking Powder known.

by any

Always uniform in quality and highly recommend.
ed by all prominent physicians.

F. F. BAILEY, Clerk.

CATTARAUGUS Q. M. wi 1be held with the Lyndon
church, commencing Friday, Jan. 81, at 3, P.M.
NewroxN C. McKoox, Clerk.

There will be

heart,

- CAKE AND PASTRY

LN

wishing to attend.

of the

Ulills for which porous plasters are used, it is
dAmply the best known remedy. Ask for Ben
son's Spine Porous Plaster and takeno oth
ar. Sold by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. Sent or
Price, by “Seabury! & Johnson. 2)
5
Atl

yo

All money contributed for mission work in Maine
should be sent directly to Rufus Deering, Portland
Me.
8250
Per order of Ex, Com.

Hudsonville,on

diseased

Whooping cough, affections

Bread,

Hotices and Appointments.
ME.¥,B, HOME MISS, SOC.

lected Colds and Coughs,

meeting

ofthe

Dr. M. H. HENRY,
the eminent New York
Physician, says: - “ The use of Horsford’s Bread

Preparation offers admirable means for the intro.
duction ofa valuable element into the system with
the food of every-day life.”
If you can

not get

three cent stamp

it of yeur

grocer, send

to the manufacturers for a

ple.
Manufactured

according

to

Prof. E. N. Horsford, by
Works, Providence, R. I,

the

the

a

sam.

directions

Rumford

of

Cliemical
413

MINISTERS’ CON-

FERENCE of the Otisfield Q. M. oun Tuesday, Feb.4, at
21-2, P.M, inthe F'. B, church at Esst Otisfield, Me.

There willbea general discussion (to be opened by
Rev, G. W.Gould) of the following question, ** How
Can the Full Working Foree of the Charen be Called
into Action!” Iu the evening, at 7 o'clock. a sermon

Willbe preached before
Rev, L. W, Raymond,

the

Ministers’ Conference by
J.M. PEASE, Clerk,

I hereby ¢aution any one against encouraging a Mr.
. C. Cheney who goes about the countr
lecturing on
temperance, He pretends to be a Christian, com ing
from Vermont. It will suffice to say that he is not
the man he represents himself to be. ~ He lias been here
and made sad work.
For further information a ply

to: A, STRIEMER, Pastor of Folsomdale church, nN Y,
The following resolutions were unan imously approv-

ed, and

adopted

by

‘the Freewill

Baptist: chureh at

Water Village, N. H., In behalf of the astor, Rev, A.»
D. Fairbanks, who, on account of the feeble health
of his worthy and estimable w ite, has decided t» move
to another climate more agreeable to the health of
his companion. Bro.F, is a worthy and devoted servYh ofwar Lord Jesus Christ) having Jabored in the
~Wolfboro: Q: M:nearty twelve vears, during this long
period of time, his life and labors liave heen happily
appreciated by all, aud especially by those who know

him best, and,

:

: 3roowh2

LOOK OUT
192 large 2 Jages

FOR

Palmer's
Book of
Anthems,

of Superior |

Church Services,
Musical Societies,

BICLOW

so interested them in
the needs
of their own sex in heathen lands that they at
once resolved to go and carry’ these poor women a knowledge of grace which had so enriched
theirown lives. A second time they crossed the
Atlantic, but en no selfish errand, The Journey
into the interior of Turkey was attended with
peculiar hardships, from

which their

brave

ignorant

girls,

and

with

They became changed, as only
change

a human soul, and

to carry the
ened huts,

gospel

light

what

God’s

results?

grace can

have

now

gone

forth

into

still other

durk-

called homes.

On the second

day, reports

Boards were presented.

from

other

Mrs. Hovey,

Séc-

retary of the Womans Baptist Foreign
Mission Society, brought warm greetings
as from a younger sister, their society being organized three years after that of the
Woman's Board. ‘They began with a receipt the first year of $13,000 and have
steadily increased to

$55,000, and are now

supporting forty-five missionaries in various flelds. Among their encouragements
they note a gradual withdrawal of indifference to their work on the part of pastors, and a growth

in interest and earnest

ness among the ladies.
After several other letters
were

read,

and

reports

this

unexpected

of greeting

received,

a

very

announcement

brought forth, and the audience united in
from whom all
¢‘ Praise God
singing,
blessings flow.”
An address was made by Mrs. S. Brainard Pratt, of Boston, on ¢ Stir up the gift
that isin thee.” We close by quoting again

QUERUS

COD

LIVER

Hotices.
OIL

JELLY,

2, -

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New Yorx,
for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri
tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,

with more benefit secured to the patient
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold
gists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St,, New

than with
The most
by drugYork. ;

mT
lp

N. XY.

hoon—R

Letters Received.

Comstock—A

Cook—W

H

Cassidy—A

E

Campbell—-8 W Cowell-1) W Duckbam~—L- Dexter—
Mrs A W Dutton—S Cole—A B Dearboru—Mrs P Duuv—E J Doyle—E Cook—J J ' Charles—1 Churchill—

Calley—L'A_Crandall—E

Eddy—J

M Emerson—H

M Carlton—S G Chureh—T H Fernald—R A Fisher—I
A Flint—J Ferguson—J M Farnham—C W Grifin—I
Fox—G A Green—E Hull—\W H Hutfleld -Joel Grout
—Z F Grifin—D Goodwin--J Goodwin—H .Hamblin—
Mrs O Greene—D J Haynes—O C Hills—M A Haynes
—O0 C Harrington—S Hjll—R L Howard—dJ Hazleton—
A A Heath—Mrs ES Hersom—A Heller—J Higgins—J
Hobson—Mrs 8 Hurriman—6 H Hubbard—M 1} Hagar
—C H Haskins—L L Harinon—G SH ill—D"Johnson—
W 8S Knott—Mrs E ¥ Henicn—A E Jordan—W H Jen=
nison—R IL, Howard-1I Hyatt—W O Honghtaling—F
A Kimball-A Libby—L T Langdon—J Kettle—J'R
Kenney—J M Kenney—J) E Lord—Mrs N P Lyon—dJ
Leighton—Mrs R 8 Kennedy—G W Knapp—F A Leonnrd—G P - Linderman—Mrs C P Libby -L Lewis—P
Lane-CS Loomis—G E Leonard—Mrs D Leavitt—(C:
B Mills—Mrs J } Merrill—D KMorris—A H Morrell
~N Milliken—C E Mason—L Malvern—G W Mathews
—EK
Milliken—L Malvern—\
D Maxwell-C W
Nichols—W IL Noyes—J P Nelson—8 S
Nelson—J
Newman—C Sugridge—A Ogden—dJ
Nickerson= Mrs C
C Osgood—G L. McPharson—D
J Little—Mrs W B
Plerce—=M V Purker—A B Pike—G R Prescott—G M
Park—L 8 Parmalee—dJ 8 Potter—D A Shipman- Sub
News Co—Mrs D Town—E M Stiles—J Steward—S G
Smutz—C L Russell—-8 'W Roberts—R W Ricker—H

GALVANIC CO.,

ell-Mrs W H Sttinger—Mrs H Smith—1 A Stevens—dJ
Swartz—Mrs U M
Stickney—V D Sweeétland—E C
Soper—B F Sawyer—Z Scoit—Mrs A Shepard—J W
E Stinson—M
Scribner—A Stoddard—E
Uimer—N
Taylor—W Steere ~A W Varney—W W Williams—C IT.
Vail—E Wheeler—O M Watkins—A H W illiams—T P
Whitmore—Miss
H
TF Wald:on—A
M
Wade—W
Walker—D 8 Walker—T J Watul,
Books

New

Ycrk,
cow20

EXPRESS.

Rev A Libby Lew iston Me.
F. B. Woman’s

Mission

For Salt

Rheum,

Burns,

Bruises,

Corns,

Piles,

etc. Will prevent Hands or Lips from Chapping.
Price 25 cents. J.J. PIKE & CO., Chelsea, Mass.
B. F. RACKLEY,

AE

Agent for Dover.

To)

JOHNNY'S

EY

TR

VACATIONS.

HATHEWAY.

INust.

By

16 mo.

Healthful stories for Boys,
of country life.
ILLUSTRATED
BOSTON!

ABBOTT'S

NEW

MARY

E. N.

$1.25

with bright picture

CATALOGUES

FREE,SEND

FOR ONE

D LOTHROP

& CO, PUBLISHERS.

LARGE

TYPE

WITHNOTES,
like it.

16t43

(Illustrated)

TESTAMENT.
is a splendid

All want

H.S. GOODSPEED

it.

work

Price

&

for Agents.
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In Hampton, N, H., Jan,1, by Rev, L, Li. Harmon,
Jeremiah , Mace and Georgie
Brown, both of H.
In Portland, Dec. 24, by Rev, C. 8S, Perkins. Edwin
J. Beane aad Mrs. Hattie A. Rogers, both of Boston.
In Portsmouth, N.H,, by Rev ,E. Owen, Mr, Thos.
‘W. Lang and Mrs. Lydia L. Johnson, both of P.
In Rayroond, N. H., Res B.S. Manson, Mr. Wm.
r Mrs.Sarah Aik In, of BarringH.Spinney, of B, and

dress
Baxter &
New York.
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of Alice Rich India
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Johnson’s Anodyme Liniment will positively prevent this terrible disease, and will positively cure nine cases in ten. Information that
will save many lives sent free by mafl.
Don't delay a moment. Prevention is better than cure.
2
For sale everywhere.
I. 8. JOHNSON & €O., Bangor, Maine.
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NH
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do Northwood N H
26.25
Genesee Q M Miss Soc of Mich
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Mrs Ivory Fall Gt Falls
NH
04
S8 New Lyme O salre in Miss I Phillips's
salary
5.00
S 8 class Hillsdale Mich 5.00 and 8 8 do 1,50 all for
MissgI Phillips’s salar
Louis Lamb vharlie Chapman Charlie Dougan
Frank and Arthur Hardy Alfred Brown
and Harry Quimby members of a.S 8 class
in Manchsster N H for Miss I Phillips's
salar
1.25
Mrs P Messer for F M
1.00
Cuildren’s Miss Band Bristol N H one share
Miss I Phillips's salary
5,00
Little Seed Bowers Portland Me for support

Dover, N.
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VANDUZEN & TIFY, Cincinnati, O

Cincinnati. O.

Rev T H Drake So New Lyme O.
Rev M B Felt Atkinson 111,
Mrs .+ Rogers Lake City Minn. Box 85.
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Rev PM Hobson Steep Fails Me.
O Dake OttoN XY.
8S C Whitcomb Dover Me.
KR Davis Salem NY.
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Rev EN Wright Waupun W is,
** John Ashley Homer Mich.
**J H Yeoman E Tilton Neb.
*F W Towne Alfred Me.
‘W A Newby W Topsham Vt.
Rev W Mitchell Butte des Morts W is,
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pleasant incident occurred in the reading of a letter announcing that a lady,—
whose name is at present withheld,—
promises the Board a gift of $25,000 to cover the amount required for the female department of Armenia College and to leave
a balance of $10,000 for the Woman's
A prayer of thanksgiving immeBoard.
diately followed the enthusiastic ap plause
which

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E.N,FERNALD
(tc whom all contributions
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
521
RevZ J Wheelar So Gorham Me,
Eev G W Gould W Paris Me,

spir-

its never shrank, upheld by the sublime purpose
of ministering to othexr’s needs. For ten long
years they labored and prayed with those un-

Business

holding a ‘series

:lectrical appliances. Tteontains new mediei1al elements which in combination with rub
rer, possess the
most extraordinary pain-re.
lieving, strenghening and curative properties |
physician in your own locality will con:

by Mail, Post Paid. | .| BEADY IN

Religions Hiscellany,

eighteen meetings, in which time forty profess.
ed Christ,
Rev. E. N, Wright sends us the following
communication :
My brother and I came to Wisconsin in toe
fall of 1844, some four years before the territory became a State.
My only object in leaving
Ohio for what was then called the far West,
was to preach the gospel and work for the denomination of my choice.
A very few of our
brethren were in the territory on our arrival,
with three or four churches forming a small

a

An Astonishing Offer.

Whereas, Though his connections with
his church
and people aré so pleasant and profitable te. all. yet, it
bas become our paintul duty, by his own- request, to
vote his dismission from his obligations to us as pas=
tor. Therefore,
c
Miss Mary Ely, a missionary, from Bitlis, exResolved 1. That Bro.F. and
fe have our earnest,
pected to make the closing address, but was preheart-felt sympathies iu their tr: Is and hopes to re=cover health,
vented from being present by the snow blockade
2. That as a church we regret the removal
beThe works of Mr. Palmer are
in western New York. Miss Dyer. gave a brief | loved pastor and. family from ameng us, but of weourtrust
|
—
| Accofoun
the Ely sisters,
t
the way in which they
and the BOOK OF ANTHEMS will}
|
8, That we assure them of our prayers in their bawere led to enter upon missionary work, and the
rank with the best.
half now. aud even when away from us, for the recov
H.R. Palmer
sty of our beloved sister to health and the prosperity
wonderful results of their labors in the Bitlis
i.
of
Send $1.00 for ome Cop
DY
iN
boarding school. After completmg the‘course of
4. 'That we commend our pastor and family to the
confidence
and kind offices and fraternal sympathies of
study ina New England boarding school, they
;
any religious body.
spent some time in Europe studying music and
)
JOHN L. GOLDSMITH,
; modern languages.
76 EAST NINTH ST., N.Y,
JOHN H. BEACHAM,
|
Trustees
Returning from this tour,
CHARLES
8.
BEACHAM,
of
73 RANDOLPH St., CHICAGO.
1879.
they met, on the same steamer with themselves,
ELISHA HANSON,
Church,
one of our missionaries from eastern Turkey.
GEORGE F'. BEAN,
eowl
Water Village, N. H., Dec. 20,
This lady

Mess. to Belknap Q. M.; E. G. York to York
Co. Q. M.; E. Blake to Weare
Q. M.; J. S.
writes:
“Our churches
Anal to Wolfeboro’ Q. M.; A.
L. Morey to
observing the Week of Rockingham Q. M. Rev. E. Blake gave notice
to be hoped a spirit of refrom the report above alluded to:
that he should present a motion at the next
session for a change of time for holding the
will be engendered, and
The service required of women changes with
the passing centuries. There was a time when
the borders of the church enlarged. A spirit Jan, session. The report of the Mission Committee for the year past showed $518, as raised ‘all that were wise-hearted did spin with their
of revival Is already apparent in the Winnebafrom seven churches and the Q. M., to aid our
hands, and brought their offerings in blue and
go church,
Rev. A. Phillips, pastor of the
benevolent societies.
purple and scarlet and fine linen. There was an
Voted, That we tender to our very dear
Wrightstown and Greenleaf churches, is assiste
an age of clojstered devotion,
age of martyrdom
Bro.
E.
W.
Ricker,
our
sympathy
in
his
sicking the pastor; Rev. Wm. Mitchell, in some ness and pledge our prayers for his speedy re- a day of patriotic, self-sacrifice~but the age in
extra meetings. . ... The meetings are quite covery.
>
which we are now living is one of missionary
well attended in Wirneconne, with an increasPreaching by Revs. Edgerly, Kimball,Blake,
spirit. In this work to which the church is eallMorey, and remarks by Sisters
ing interest. The brethren and sisters are ear- McDonald,
kinds of work to do,
ed, since there are many
Smith and Fitzgerald of Dover.
The storms
are divers gifts, but to every man his work
there
nestly seeking for the old paths. . .. Rev. A. prevented a lar
attendance, but the Word
that shall fit them for if.
and to each the gift
G. Brand,pastor of the Waupun church,has re*
was powerful, the spirit of consecration presThe power of leadership is given to some, a magent, the prayer-meetings interesting and entercently been doing some missionary work, and
netic enthusiasm to others. The full purse may be
. M. collection,$7.20,
the Lord has already blessed his labors in this { tuinment excellent.
the gift bestowed on one, the pen of a ready wriNext session with the Bow Lake church,
work of benevolence. . . . The Scott & MarA. L. MOREY, Asst. Clerk.
ter that given another. The power of winning
cellon church has been without a pastor for
interesting little. children, the prayer
of ts,
hear
some two years, yet they have kept up their
ful heart of the invalid—all are talents lent to be
stated meetings, and now the Lord has sent
used, not hidden, and the command to all is, ¢ Occupy till I come.”
‘his servant among them, and already some
Friends’ Mission in Syria,
twenty-five have made the good profession, and
still the good work goes on.
.
A tree is known by its fruit, so is a
Rev. A. G. Brand lies sick at Scott,where he
Mission.
There is something attractive to
Rev. J. M, Kayser
are quite generally
Prayer,in which it is
vival and aggression

was

BENSON'S CAPGINE
POROUS PLASTERS

cured his

only child of Consumption, and now gives this
Recipe free for two stamps to pay expenses,
Address CRADDOCK & Co0., 1032 Race Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
13t52

PARSONSFIELD Q. M. willbe held with the 8. Timington church, Feb, 12, 13,
A. 8. HILTON, Clerk.

of Missions.

Thisorganization held itseleventh annual
meeting in Boston last week, An unusually full representation of the branches and
conference: associations = was
present,

‘couth,

MONTVILLE

ing with Indian Hemp, he accidentally

Conventions. etc.

1. —
I.—Held
.its last: session
Prairie church, commencing

a communion

:

Evangelical

progress. The Treasurer reported the re-

LAWRENCE, N. Y,, Q. M.~~Held its Dec. ses-

sion at Dickinson.

A Man of a Thousand.

When death was hourly expected, all remedies
having failed, and Dr, H. James was experiment-

teaching from the dreadful position which

been added to it.

full and free.
TUSCARORA. Q. M.—Held its Dec, session
Rev. Rufus Clark, one of our veteran minis- | with
the Deerfield church.
Nearly all the
ters, is laid up for the present with neuralgia churches reported by letter and delegates.

‘and inflammatory

to open a school

Christ Jesus’ ‘sake.
has the credit of doing
poor and needy, which
you to have mercy on

new department for young people has just

Quarterly Hleetings.

Sabbath.

Several .cas-

es of deep and pungent conviction occurred,
confessions have been frequent and forgiveness

our

to

locate our brethren in the
It is true the harvest field is
and we know our brethren
work for the Master. But

ings have been quiet yet solemn.

fram

of the

Jews, but our brethren are mostly inclined

about

of families

deal of good which you are doing in many

villages by establishing Evangelical schools.
We belong to your mission fields in this
part of Mount Lebanon; we, therefore,
send you this address, asking you fervently

The sittings in Prof. Swing’s church, in
quite contented in the Badger. State. Que. apprunt weakness and loss of spiritual power Chicago, which worships in McVickar's
n Wisconsin, Towa and Minn, result from’
a |:
vary in price
from twentylack of physical strength to do the work re- theater,

and

heads

labor

ters of the very deepest anxiety with many of
us, especially with ministers in our Y. M.

afternoon conference,

are

M.

allotted to an entire generation has

witnessing for Christ,

converts

R.

passed since the
organization of our Wisconsin Y. M. Our ultimate success, and the aggressive work démanded in the West, are mat-

thirty to thirty-five years of age. The meet-

of the

Cheney,

‘star and went West in seeking the King

:

Rev. E. J. Doyie is holding meetings at Riley Center.
During the first four nights,
eleven requested prayers, and backsliders have
been

I refer to Revs.

ary, H. Jenkins, J. Burnham and A. Coombs,

sively by the West, has sent out many active
men for God and humanity, but not one in ten
has ever settled as a pastor in the Wisconsin
The wise men in the East saw the

rr
t—t
EB rl
—

in this

effort, under the leadership of Rev. Mr. Whittier, evangelist, from Lawrence, Mass.
Mr. F. D. Tasker has lately been licensed to
preach by the Ft. Fairfield church.
One

young man was recently converted
desired prayers.

disciple; and

there being only twoat work within
—gight churches. Bro. 8, R. Evens

of prayer.

united

His spirit is

ters,
Otsego Q. M. is

with

Now

youthful. May his mantle
one of our younger minis.

Eastern.

six years’ pastorate

pas-

he bears, in despite of his years, a heart that js

Ministers and Churches:

church.

in 1840--4,

he is full of years and of honors.

Q. M. receive ?
A. A. Smith.
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan, 13.

Rev. J. J, Hall,

He was

3 M.

\

conAd-

17 Wall Street,
:
1y42

BOOK OF ART
!—A RARE

in all its details.

63

CHANCE.

Large

Ele-

ANP
ravings, all masterpieces by the world’s
2st artists,
The Book
for Holiday Presents.
Send for circular and sample engraving.

P. W., ZIEGLER & Co. 518 Arch St., Phila, Pa.

COMIC OPERA BY ARTHUR SULLIVAN,
is the most popular thing
of the kind ever per.
formed in this country.
Music excellent and easy,
and words unexceptionable, making it very desirable for amateur performance in any town or village. Elegant copy
with words, music, and libretto complete, mailed anywhere for $ 1.00.
TRIAL:

BY

JURY

is a

‘Operetta by the same author.
Joseph’s Bondage.
Belshazzar,
Esther.

By
¢
“

laughable

50 cts.

CHADWICK.
$1.90
BUTTERFIELD
1.00
BRADBURRY
$50

Three Cantatas which are magnificent when
given with Oriental dress and scenery.
The last
one is easy.
“ Pauline” ($2.)—¢¢ Palomita’ (§2.)— Diaw
mond
cut Slamonar
$1.)
*¢ Guardian
Angel” (50 cts.) ¢¢ Lesson in Charity”
(60
ots.)

Mand

Irving’

(60 cs.) are

Operatiasg

re.

quiring but a few singers, and are capital for Par.
lor Performances.
In Press.

¢ The

The last three are Juveniles.
Sorcerer,”

by SULLIVAN.

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.
2tf

+ K. Ditson &

Co.,

922 Chestuut St., Phila.

THE MORNING STAR. JANUARY 22. 1879.
Ld

Poetry,
THE LAND OF NOD.
Far away in the Land of Nod,
‘Where only in dreams man’s foot hath trod,
Dwells the slumber king, on his shadow
throne,
Where he patiently sits until day is done.

still standing in the field; for in that
country there is so much other work to
be done, the corn is often left standing
in the hill until very cold weather.
“|'Three weeks before this, Chicago was

* He rises and puts his thinking cap on,
Now as he thinks he doth often smile,
And he busily nods his head the while;
Then the elves of sleep, as they see them
come,
Quickly lay held of them, one by one,
And fly to the homes of earth, *tis said,
Where they place a nod on each one’s head,
Till the eyes can no longer keep open wide,
The head, with the weight, turns from side
side,
And little by little doth on them creep
The wondrous blessing of quiet sleep ;
But ere the grown folks find repose,

to

And he brings

the

* sand-man”

himself.
Then the poor wee people rub,

as

well as

rub their eyes,

Until gentle sleep takes them all by surprise,
And they never can tell of what they think
Just the minute before their last blinky wink.
Sometimes in the daytime, so I am told,
This same Jack Nod, so cunning and bold,
Throws dust in folks’ eyes, the saucy chap,
‘Which makes them take what is called a nap.

— Churchman.

‘
o-D-0-b
+>

GOLD-LOOKS AND SILVER-LOCKS.
Pupil and master together,

"

war of some sort.

as the ringing of the death-knell. Day
after day, low clouds of smoke hung
over the bluffs, and sometimes at night
the air was so dark and suffocating, as

To sweep well,

Bridget as to the most aristocratic damsel
of your acquaintance. I am writing for
mothers, not those shams who leave the
training of their children to hirelings.
Never, by your example, teach your child
to be false anywhere. Don't say to it,
What will people say if ‘you do this or
that? or, ‘Mary we are to have stylish
company to-day and ma'ma wants her
little girl to act her prettiest and make a
nice appearance.” Don’t make a heartless
hypocrite of the sweet
child thus.
Teach it the old-fashioned doctrine of
truth. Teach your children their personal
responsibility to God and their parents.

this smoke settied down,

keep every door and

we

needed

to

window

closed.

I

was a little girl, and yet I remember it
well, and can recall the minutest ineci-

dent of the day on whichthe fire came.
Baby was
a year old, and learning to
talk. Mother was just able to sit up and
a_little.

Father

walk, we were all at

home.

The

wind

was blowing a gale from the south-west.

Soon after noon, parts

of

burnt leaves

began falling about the house. I picked
up some of them and carried to my father. He sprang to his feet, and with
white lips and bated breath he hastened
to a point from whence he could look
far away.
Very soon he returned, saying,
:
¢¢ ¢ The fires are coming.’
¢¢ ¢ What shall we do?’ asked my mother.
his character-

there, are few and far be-

¢« Teams were taken out—although it
for our homes and our loved-ones

On the violin to-day?
‘What is the air I gave you?
Have you forgotten, pray #*
And he sings a few notes and pauses,

Half frowning, to see her stand
Perplexed; with her white brows knitted,

And her chin upon her hand,

care
on

his

holy dayas well as on any other—and
plowing was done to strengthen the fireguards; before such a gale ordinary
guards could be no protection, and all
felt that if the fire once came within our
inclosure, our house, our corn-fields,

granary—which contained all our

Far off in the street of a sudden

ed.

‘Nearer and nearer came the fires. All
now

those

on

the north seemed

Can you tell me that, my dear?

| our home. Harder and harder blew the
wind, and the crackling and roaring of
the fires was awful beyond anything you
can imagine. Amid all this I do not

¢ Is it D minor? Try it!
To the piano and try!”
She strikes it, the sweet sound answers
Her touch so light and shy.
icin]

Unite and are blended together
Smoothly upon the ear.

‘What a beautiful thing ’twould be,
Hearing Life’s manifold music,

To strike in one’s self the key;
‘Whether joyful or sorry, to answer,
As wind-harps answer the air,
And solve by simple submission
Is riddles of trouble and care.

But the little maid knew nothing
Of thoughts so grave and wise,
As she stole again to her teacher,
- And lifted her merry eyes, -

and, like two armies,

And neither dreamed what a picture
They made, the young and the old—
‘With his thronging locks of silver,
And her tresses of ruddy gold.
—8t. Nicholas.

Circle.

4 ASK, AND IT SHALL BE GIVEN
:
YOU.”
_ BY MARILLA.
tired—oh, so

tired—

and was lying on the parlor sofa, seeking rest; but rest does not always come
readily whereit is most needed. Without,

the autumn winds were sighing and
moaning through the trees as if to mock
the weary sighings of her heart.
In the next room there was a murmur
of voices, little heeded at first, until
heard Jack’s decided,

she

« I know aunt Ellen is sick and tired,
but your telling stories won't trouble
her. She always says a cheerful voice
is better than medicine to her, and I
know she'll like to hear yours; so, Miss
Mattie, do please tell us about that Western home of yours. Let it be something awful, about the wolves and wildcats, or some narrow escape.”
Miss Mattie was the loved and honored

guest of the young people at Lake-side,
and aunt Ellen was sure the sound of
her gentle voice would be better than

Thank-

ful for the suggestion of kind, impulsive
Jack, she listened. “I can not tell you stories of wildcats or wolves;” began Miss Mattie.
¢¢ Of the first, there were none; the lat-

ter, although very plenty, seldom trouCarlo usually took care to keep

one marched

di-

rectly towards our house, while the other
came down on the epposite side of the
coolie.
“¢ All is lost!” were the sad words of

my father as he came to the door.
“Tremblingly my mother opened her
Bible, and with eyes closed, as if in si<
lent prayer, she put her finger on the
passage, ‘ Ask, and it shall be given
you.’
“They did ask God to spare their home,
their children, and the wheat and corn
for our
bread.
God harkened and
heard, and verified his promise. The
wind ceased blowing, and although the
fires came on and crossed the fire-guards,
blazing so near vn both sides of us as to

heat the windows

burning

hot, yet we

were not burned, and earnest and fervent

were the prayers of thanksgiving that
went up from our home—saved from the
fire—on that calm Sunday evening. A
lady, knowing the outside circumstances
only, asked my mother in kindly tones of
interest,
¢ ¢ What was it that saved you?

“God,”

was the tearful,

yet joyful

reply.”
Aunt Ellen, lying silent on the parlor
sofa, had listened to every word of Miss
Mattie’s story, while to her heart came

a

refreshing sense of rest and trust in Him
who said,
‘ my peace I give unto
you.”

“18 IT

WELL WITH THE OHILD?”
BY

S.A. SMITH.

The child develops in mind and body,
requiring nourishment for both. Mark
the questions that are often asked and
often must remain unanswered. Notice
the original conclusions arrived at by the

unfledged mind.
busy little

brain

And it will not

How eagerly does the
seek

for

seek

in

knowledge.

vain.

Knowl-

them at a safe distance.”
Bo: edge, either good dr bad, it will find.
young minds be
‘¢ May be you can tell us of a prairie How important,then,that
filled _with good and beautiful ideas, that
fire,” said quiet, thoughtful Nellie.
‘4 Oh do!” exclaimed Jack. *¢ They shall mob only enlighten and strengthen
it, but shall cherish in the heart a love
must be grand.”
:
*¢ I can tell you of a fire, though not a for all that is true and noble. T think
prairie-fire,” replied Mattie, ‘for our many make a sad mistake here. They
home was among the Mississippi bluffs, forget heart culture while they crowd the

and it is there the fires present the grandest sight. StllI am inclined to think
Jack

would

think

onesuch fire was enough for a life-time,

and I am almost afraid you will think my
‘account of a fire quite too serious

for a

story.”
;
:
:
*¢ Don't fear that,” said Jack, * if it is

only exciting,I know I shall like it.”
‘¢ It was late autumn.

The corn, ripe,

dry, ard covered with erisp

of knaves and hypocrites made such by
the neglect of a correct home discipline in
early life.

How can mothers,and fathers,

too, be so thoughtless and unmindful of
their responsibility, when they remember
that ¢“ boys

make

men,”

their children will take
prepared, even, than

and

that

soon

their places less
themselves

to dis-

charge its duties. Think for a moment,
your child will be either a blessing or
a curse to those associated with it in life.
Look: at the Wesleys, trained by a Godfearing woman--a gently severe mother
who was as unflinching in the path of duty
as were her illustrious sons. In studying
the lives of the great and good we find
that nearly all can truthfully adopt the
language of one, who said ‘All ‘I am,
under God, I owe to my mother.”
On the other hand take the fearfully large
class of criminals and outlaws. How few
have been blessed with mothers who have

enforced by precept

and example

the

principles of purity and honor. God pity
the motherless waifs whose mothers think
more of style and outside glitter or show,
than of the friendless gem lent them by
the great Creator. The really good child
will be a gentle one. There may be
many society touches which he has not
received, but the boy with the big, rough

husks,

was

seen a farm-yard. What a sweet pleasure
it is for the true motherto teach the wee
prattler to say please and thank you and

good night.

Ihave in mind a tiny boy of

remember that-I-had--a—thought-of -my Hess than two years who says to the
own danger. . But my poor sick mother,
‘‘ Pease May bed but” (bread and

and the baby—how could they be carried
to safety? Or must they ‘perish in the
flames?
‘ Father had said if the fires turned
to the opposite side of the coolie, when
they came down the western ravine,
there wouldbe less danger, but if they
came on our side, no human power could
save us. I watched eagerly for the result. Alas! The column of fire divided

I thought, if one had the power,

that even our brave

Our land to-day groans under the misrule

it is necessary

to

particular in the choice of your

be

broom;

let it be light and firm, but not too stiff.
Some housekeepers, with an eye to economy, buy a large, expensive broom, because it will last longer than

the

others,

but by this you will gain nothing, for the

handling of a heavy

broom consumes

much of the strength which yon need for
your sweeping. One costing twenty-five
cents will be plenty large enough. See
that the handle is smooth, and

not

varn-

brain, resulting in self-confident skeptics,
selfish

and unrefined.

From

the

first

dawn of reason let it be the mother’s

pleasure

child.

to

educate

h

:

the

heart

:

of

Teach next after entire obedience,

i

her

but-

Sometimes he gets it mixed

“pease”

is always

there.

but

What

price,

think you, would that frail young mother
put oa the privilege of teaching her boy
to be gentle and polite even to the servants. God bless the good mothers who in
early life teach their children what they
wish them to practice when they become
men and ‘women. Not only should a
child be taught the’politeness of the Golden Rule, but tenderness toward the brute

creation.

Nothing will harden the heart

sooner than the indulgence in a spirit of
tyranny and crulety to the helpless brute.
Teach the babe to regard the cry of its
pet kitty, and so on in life teach it to love

everything that God has made.

As you

hope your children will love and care for
you in your age and weakness, early teach
them to protect and love the helpless and
defenseless ; ‘whether of the brute

or

our

own kind.
But ob, how many things should engage
a mother’s mind

and

heart.

A

Roman

Catholic pirest said, ‘Give us the child till
it is ten years old and you may have him
after.” So strong was his faith in the
tenacity of early impressions that he felt
sure of the adult if they could have the
teaching of the child. There was much
wisdom in this remark and let us heed it.
Remember you are now making your
child what he will be in after life.
+ +o

BE SHORT.
When you call on a business
business hours, do your errand
come right to the point. The
Wellington, asis well known,
given to use too many words.

man in
at once;
Duke of
was not
One ex-

po-

| LL. D., of Edinburgh.—New York:
Princeton Review, 837 Park Row.

PERIODICALS.

" No periodical publishes so many articlés of
permanent value to Biblieal students as the

Bibliotheca Sacra. Its contributors are usually men who dono half-work, and who frequently spend months of preparatory study on
their articles. Thus the reader gets the fruits
of scholarship—a costly thing, often, to the
publishers, but a work in which they ought to
be sustained by the patronage of the friends of
Biblical learning.
The January number opens with a paper by

Ex-President Hill, of Harvard College, on
* Organic Forms,” in which he calls attention
tothe visible attributes of God in the works
of creation. It is a thoughtful article, and full
of suggestion,—This is followed by an exegetical article on Galatians 8:16, by Prof. Erederic Gardiner, of Berkeley Divinity School, of

has been a constant

cause

for thankful-

this are ** Notes on Acts 14:16,17;

17:30;

and

ness to the kind friend who presented it Romans 3:25, 26,” by Prof. R. D. C. Robbins,
of Newton Highlands, Mass., and a paper on
to us.
;
:
For the ordinary daily sweeping, brush * American Pre-Revolutionary Bibliography,’
by James David Butler, LL. D.—The * Dethe dust lightly from the carpet directly fense
of the Catholic Faith Concerning the Sate
into the dust-pan, carrying the latter isfaction of Christ against Faustus Socinus
of
around with you. This you can soon Sienna,” written by Hugo Grotius, has been
learn to do so as to raise very little if any rauslated by Rey, Frank H, Foster, of North
Reading,Mass., and is here printed.
Notes
dust.
/
For the regular weekly sweeping re- accompany ‘the translation. The * Defense’
move, as far as possible, all the furniture is divided into three parts, the first exhibiting
the state of the controversy in England and exfrom the room. After brushing down plaining what the author believed to be the
the walls.and cornices, remove the dust true Scriptural doctrine, the second showing
from the corners of the carpet with a that God should be considered a ruler in the
whiskbroom. Then close your windows matter, and the third showing that God's acto prevent the dust from blowing about. tion therein should be considered a relaxation
or dispensation of the law.
Grotius’s *¢ DeBegin at one end of the room and sweep fease’ is a master-piece

with short, steady strokes, lifting up the

broom at each stroke, so as not to throw
the dust backward. Take only one-half
of the room at once ; sweep from the sides
and end toward the center: then carefully
gather up the dust your have collected;
and proceed in like manner with the other
part. One sweeping will not suffice; for
the fluff and dust will fly back, notwithstanding all you care. Many persons
think a second cleaning unnecessary, and
yet they wonder why their carpets so
soon look dull and mntidy. Try our
method, and go over the whole room once

clean water, which, shake off as much

as

possible, leaving it damp, not wet; then
brush up once more.—Christian Intelligencer.

fice. The Duke wrote to Dr. Hutton for
information as to’ the scientific acquirements of a young officer who had been
under his instruction. The doctor thought
he could not do less than answer the
question verbally, and made an appointment accordingly. As soon as Wellington saw him he said, ‘I am obliged to
you, doctor, for the trouble you have

taken,

Is — fit for the post?”

Clearing his throat, Dr. Hutton began,
“No man more so, my lord.

1 can—"

‘ That's quite sufficient,” said Welling-

ton. ‘I know how valuable your time
is; mine, just now, is equally so. I will
not detain you any longef. Good-morning.”
"ro

IN GEORGE HATT'S MISSION.
The young men were telling how
when

they

found

the Saviour,

and

and

a

ting-room

and

To fill parlor, sit-

bedroom

with withered

grasses, straggling vines crushedin broken jars half-full of week-old water, ferns

and Autumn leaves stuck here and there
on the walls, or pinned without reason in

‘They knelt down together. The assistant prayed, and then said to the sailor:
“Pray for yourself.”
0 Lord,” he cried
out, ‘I want to

found him,

find

the

Saviour.”

He

a ‘bimonthly,

the

Review begins

its sixty-fourth year by becoming

a

monthly,

It will continue to be edited by Mr. Allen
Thorndike Rice,and will discuss live questions
without fear,

The

price

per year

remains

the same, but the price of single numbers is
reduced from one dollar to fifty cents.
Senator Edmunds opens the January num-

ber with a paper on * The Fishery
in which our difficulties with

Award,’

Great

Britain,

growing out of the fishing rights exercised

by

American citizens on the eastern coast of
British North America, are presented, and
the ground taken that something more must
be done before those citizens will feel either
that they exercise their full privileges or that they have not paid quite too highly for the

privileges that they do exercise.—Some hither-

to unpublished poetic fragments, by Thomas
Moore, are printed in this number.
The
chief thing to be said about them is that they
make pleasant reading, without containing

anything specially brilliant or striking. There
are several fragments about the fair sex, and in
one of them the author concluded that
—the whole of the sex must resemble my flower:
The sprig of sweet brier, where blogsoms the rose—
An emblem at once of her sweetness and power,
For it scratches your face while it tickles your nose.

Here is by no means an

ignoble

fragment :

Honor is the poor man’s d wer,
Peace and sweet contenthis lot;
Wealth awalis the son of Power,
Him the lowly russel cot,
Yet, humbly blest, the sons of Toil
From nature's bounty may inherit
As rich a heart, as high a spirit
As the proud owner of the soil,

Mr, William R. Martin

disciissés

the sube

ministered to, and believes thit while the late
ter class demands cultivation in the ministry
the former class also ‘is entitled to the best
fruits of the intellect and the heart. “Coarseground men,” says the author (G. F. L.),“ if
ground finer, would make better bread for

the South he declares to be ‘‘that of freeing the slave and slaving the free on the side
of the vanquished,” also that the Republican

the

alone offer Mr. Watterson an excuse for out.
raging history in the following assertions:

bungry

theological

poor.

The

learning

does

aristocracy

mot

of

differ from

that of other learning ; it is aptest to be offensive and harmful when it is shoddy .”—Notices
of new German Theological publications, University intelligence, and book reviews close
the number, which is a highly interesting one.—

party in the South went to pieces by its own
rottenness,—a statement that we are hardly

prepared to refute.

ber of the Princeton Review,

which,

though

riodical that it would profit very many

people

the channel through which the Presbyterian
faith is supposed to flow, is nevertheless a pe.

notable exceptions

The whirligig of time, come at Jast to the aid
of the North, has brought in its revenges. For
fifty years, during the bucolic period of the
Republic,the South sent its best men into public life, the Northits worst.
So the South
never wanted for efficient representatives; men
Jy

Over two hundred neatly printed pages of
thoughtful matter make up the January num-

The

i

Sb

— Rigen
LHe

men adequate to all the exigencies of the time;
good judges of constitutional law, though poor

Judges of facts and figures, which did not happen to rule; good declaimers and debaters
upon the theoretic topics which arose out of
an angry sectional controversy.
The North on
the other band, in many instances, sent her

Jncireys to Congress.

Her

rising

merchants,

outside of the Presbyterian fold to read.
The
opening article is by President W. D. Killen,

aw Tritiaohs of real worth and mark—
could seldom afford to abandon great and
paying enterprises, to give up richly rewarded

any circumstances, and is woefully dreary | SVE
or fo diligently propagated as now.
when painfully creeping up the side of a He fin
remedy in quickening the individupicture-frame in a stifling room. If the ul sense of the office and power of conscience,

gentlemen of the South either in honesty or in

crevices of the window-curtains, is one of
the commonest errors into which

people

are wont to fall when first seeking,

with-

out exactly knowing how, to add a little
more life and spirit to a cheerless ‘room.

A sickly vine can never be pleasing under

walls are to be brightened,
done in some other way than

it must be
by putting

nature in unnatural positions. No one
ever saw a fern growing in solitude, and
leaves, however

brilliant,

always

share

their hues with adjacent foliage.
Ferns, when placed in a room,

should

always be in groups. They should be
clustered in masses above the pictures or
on the mantels; they should never be
suffered to look as if a tornado had torn

them from the turf and pasted them without order or design upon chance spots of
the wall. And the way to accomplish this
grouping is exceedingly simple; all that
is necessary is to feel that ferns may be
used without stint, and that they can be
treated,

even

when

pressed

and

dried,

very much as though they were green.
To group them in masses above pictures,
first fill all the space between the cords,
and for two inches outside, with pins
stuck in the wall and placed about three
inches apart; then, commencing at the
top, by the nail, hang the ferns on the
pins, building downwards until the whole
space is filled.

Of course,

more

or

less

gracefully fringe out the sides with good
ferns, and to give a luxuriant effect to the
whole.

Inthis way, as in no other, dried

leaves can be used for the purpose of introducing life and freshness to otherwise
stiff, unattractive interiors.
As a word in season, it may be added
that the best way of pressing ferns is to
dry them between newspapers, which, as

they soon become damp, should be changed once every two days for abont a week.
No pressure other than a. single book
about the size of an ordinary cyclopaedia
is required.—
Art Interchange.

of the Presbyterian College, Belfust, Ireland, vrofessional pursuits, to struggle for political
and is concerning “ The Conscience as a Wit- preferment, which not only demanded sacrifices, but Fequired the exercise of low arts
ness for Christ.”
The author instances the and imposed
the contamination of vulgar asunparalleled amount of Christianizing work socidtions. With rare exceptions they staid st
The scrub who could scuffle, the pettithat is being done at the present time, and yet home.
who might not'get
a practice but who
finds that skepticism has never-been‘so openly ficould servea
corporation, went to’ Washing-

thus causing people to heed and obey its admonitions.
The article is partly metaphysical,

partly philosophical, partly s.ientific and alto-

gether spiritual and wholesome

The anthor

shows

first

in its teaching.

that conscience

tells

us that we are sioners, and thus suggests to us
that we require a Saviour; next, that conscience tells us that the light of nature is insufficient for our spiritual guidance, and thus
points out the necessity of a divine teacher;
next, that conscience attests the excellence of
the Scriptures; next, that conscience attests
the claims of Christ as a teacher sent from
heaven; next, that conseience attestsQhe necessity of an atonement; next, that conscience
tells us that we require a divine Saviour, and,
lustly, that conscience tells us that the Gospel
of Christ is sufficient to sustain and comfort

us. This is the bare outline,
The development of each point makes it more interesting
as well as comforting.
Prof. Francis A. Walker, of Yale College,
writes about the work and results of the monetary conferences of 1867

and 1878,

presenting

several instructive considerations. An article
only remotely allied to this is“ Causes of Commercial Depression,” by Prof. 1'horold Rogers,
of the University of Oxford.
His discussion

of the relations between capital and
review of past conflicts between

suggestions—although

he

tremely difficult to

labor, his

them and his

pronounces it ex-

as follows ;

If, as I believe, civilized communities must
look forward to an increasing value in that

metal which they have

adopted as the

means

for a currency, and if, as every economist in
his senses is aware, there are no artificial
means of checking the consequent fall in prices

which are not more mischievous

than

the in-

market,

but on

convenience which they seek to remedy; if
there are temporary causes which close what

has been hitherto a profitable

which nature has inflicted a calamity;

err in crowding

into callings where

if men

there is

not room for them, and where, as a necessary
consequence, profits are lowered—these facts
have occurred once and again in the history of
civilization and commerce,and have their compensations and their remedies, which are as

obvious and natural as the events theinselves,
But from the effects which flow from human
passions and human vices, from ambition and

ton; and these were unable t0

Sapaciiy. To be sure,
When
table exceptions,

cope

with

the

there were many nostumTom Marshall

bled upon John Quincy Adams in the Houise—
when Hayne shied an unwary lance at Weh-

ster in the Senate—the

force of the whole

culture upon half culture showed itself, to the
discomfiture of two men of real genius. But
such scenes were rare. The rule wus that the
Southerner enme off vietor in most of the fights
und got most of the glory; and for the resson
given, and no other.

He closes by afliming

that

the

Repmblican

leaders have workedto secure a‘ Solid Soutn”
sous to compela * Solid North.”
Neverthe
less, it is an interesting article to read.
Mr. W. W. Story contributes another paper

on * The

Pronunciation

of the

Latin

Lan-

guage,” offering some excellent suggestions,
after pointing out some bad practices. —George
8. Boutwell discusses the financial question,

and makes several conclusive points aginst
paper as a staridard of value, and in favor of
gold as the basis of national

W. Howgate gives an

eredit.—Capt.

H.

intecesting narrative of

the cruise of the Florence, the vessel seleeted for the preliminary Arctic expedition of

an article

1877.—~The number closes with
Mr. Richard Grant White, in

by

he hurls

which

a free lance at several recent works of fiction.—
New York: The North American Review,
:
551 Broadway.
The International Review, which is also tobe a monthly from date, is cosmopolitan.
It
is neither religious nor political in the interest of uny sect or party, but is both in the in-

terests of all mankind.
The publishers announce that they will continue to employ thebest talent on both Continents to fill its pages,

and that the articles will

always

have refer

ence Lo what is uppermost in the thought or
needs of men,
An attractive feature will be
the ‘department of contemporary literature,
which is represented in the January number

by “ The Literary Movement

In America.”

This article bears evidence of having been prepared by a gentleman of literary taste and acquaintance, as well as of

The other articles in this

careful

number

observation.

are

* Suf-

frage a Birthright,” in which Hon. George
Julian attempts--and we fear fails jn the

tempt—to reply to Mr.
that‘ universal suffrage
Mr. Julian has failed we
that universal suffrage is
be tried before it can be

D.
ate

Parkman’s postulate,
is a failure.”
But if
by no means think
a failure.
It must
said to have filed.

inal acts which do
AN EXCELLENT BASKET PLANT. The greed, from the
mischief
to all, though they are only directed
improved kind of tuberous-rooted Bego- against individual
races or individual persons
nias, now everywhere so abundant, make there is no escape, unless men sternly and Following this, Alfred Talandier discusses
steadily
nce that which is a8 deexcellent basket plants. In this way their basing asdiscountena
it is ruinous, und which, as nations * The Political Future of France;” F. H.
large, brilliantly colored leaves, which become more united by the strong but subtle Morse,'late United States Consul-General at
bond-of reciprocal benefits, have a wider and London, writes of “The American Export
are naturally of a drooping character, | therefore
a more noxious ;way.
Nature, like
can be seen to advantage, and if grown the spear of Achilles, gives the remedy for the Trade;” E. De Pressense treats of ¢ Morality
wound
which
she
makes;
for
the
evil which in Fraues,”—a fruitful theme’; Karl Blind gives
in good soil and kept well supplied ‘with man does, man must find the remedy,
the first of a series of “ Recollections of Mazor man
water in a moderately cool, dry house, must bear, though he has not been’ guilty of zini,” and ** A Mechanic”? reviews Mr, Tynany thing but neglect, the just and sure retrithey will produce a charming display for bution
dall, pointing out some positions in which the
of the offense.

corner, they grow and flower
;

next

old standard North American

infallsy

~ Grourisg FexXs,

strange sailor listened thoughtfully. He
asked:
“What do these young men
mean by finding the Saviour?”
“Would you like to know?”
, months in succession.
On rockwork,
tno,
“Oh, yes; I would.”
in any corner of a conservatory or green‘The assistant explained, and then house, or even out of doors in a warm
“Yes, sir; 1 would.”

First a quarterly,

The

Jeet of ¢ Cities as Units in our Polity,” and Mr.
Felex
L.
Oswald
writes
about * The
Preservation of Forests.”
on the great doctrine
A noticeable article
is “ The © Solid South,’”
of the Atonement, and this translation of itis
by Hon. Henry
Watterson.
It is bright and sharp, but bears
eminently
satisfactory.—Prof.
Charles
A
of having
s
been written by one whose
Aiken, D. D., of Princeton,N. J., eu
4 sign
blinded him to facts. At the
an essay on “ Mohammedanism as a Missio n= Npoory had
ary Religion,” and the first of a series of arti
e time there is much in it to be studiec
dispassionately, and to be thought about calmcles on “ Theological Education” presents an
ly. He claims that * the ¢ Solid South’is a reappeal for higher training for the great work
of the ministry. ** There is the great working
action against proscription, attended by misgovernment, and a protest against the everclass at one end of the scale, and the great cul
tivated class at the other,”
The author recurring menace of Federal interference.”
would have both of these clusses preperly ad- The policy of the Republican leaders towards

predict—
thoughtful,and
ample of his economy this way will suf- judgment must be exercised in order to can be studied profitably. are
This paper closes

asked: “Would you like to find him ?”

liteness. Not that superficial, snobbish
kind that makes coquettes
and libertines,
whose influence, like the Upas, blasts
and blights all ‘purity and virtue that
come within their fatal power, but that
i

ter).

girl,

Justice Cooley, of Michigan, and ¢ The Philosophy of Causality,” by J. Hutchison Stirling,

ished. Provide yourself with a dust-pan Middletown, Ct-—~Dr, Dorner’s essay on the
with a long handle coming up from it, so *¢ Unchangeableness of God” has been transthat you need not stoop down to use it. lated for this number by Dr, D. W. Simon. It
discusses the history of the doctrine,” and goes
Such dust-pans can be had, for we have
into a somewhat critical examination of the
had one in daily use for two years, and it traditional theories concerning it.—Following

one continuous blaze hands, who has never been ten miles from more, and you will be surprised at - the
of light. Every moment seemed to his father’s farm, may be as truly politeas amount of dust you will gather. After
bringus nearer the final destruction of the one with dainty kids, who has never you have done this, dip your broom into

“ In what key are they playing?

medicine to the troubled spirit.

.

the bluffs west of us, and

“ Hark!” says the master, smiling,
-Bending his head to hear,

smite

our

wheat

—in short, that all we had must be burn-

Comes the sound of a wandering band,
And the blare of brass rings faintly,
Too distant to understand.

bled us.

If your gentility

be genuine, you will be as truly polite to

was Sunday, for God would have us

¢ Well, little girl, did you practice

was

equally so to domestics.

“Neighbors,

‘With his thronging locks of silver,
And her tresses of ruddy gold.

Aunt Ellen

war, but it is generally a harbinger of

tween, and nearly all were at church,
but those who were at home hastened ‘to
our relief.

Pupil and master together,
A fair sight to behold,

Family

the home circle—to hushand,children, and

istic reply, and he did work.

Merrily talking and laughing
Under the lamp-light mild.

And swift
as-8
The far tones and the near

weapon; it is alike useful in peace or

«¢ « We must work,” was

'The wise man and the child,

“The broomstick is essentially a womanly

mother, be yourself polite; especially in

was nearly sick with a severe cold, and
as church was too far away for me to

First comes to the children, the canning elf,

tal and important item in housekeeping.

from example

burned.
Other fires had raged, both
east and west of wus, until the words,
*“ The fires are coming,”
were solemn

walk about in the house

The king’s son, Jack Nod, on his tip-toes,

which springs from a pure and loving
heart; in short, the politeness of the
Golden Rule. A child will learn more

than precept; therefore,

Literary Bebieko,

HOME TOPICS.
SWEEPING. Sweeping is a fundamen-

freely,

and

The

remaining

articles

in this

number,

which we have only space‘to- designate,
are
¢ Moral Government,” by Prof. B. ¥. Cocker,
of Michigen University;
Political Effect of

pen

of Faith in

Western

Europe? by
are exceedingly effective. To tall, lightleaved, sub-tropical plantssin—a_ wars, 42 00 W. Draper, LL. D.,of the University of
New York; ¢ The Day at Cmsarea Philippi,”
sheltered situation, they would add varie- by Prof. Bernhard
Weiss, of the University of
ty of color and he much more satisfactory Berlin; * The Pulpit and Skeptical

than plants of other kinds often used for
such purposes.— Zhe Garden.

Culture,”
by Dr. Stuart Robinson, of Louisville; * The
Surrender of Fugitives from Justice,” by Chief

English scientist is claimed to be in conflict
With science itself.
George Barnett Smith

writes about reagut Tnglish books,thus closing
an interesting number of the Review.
the March number the editorship will

With
be as-

sumed by Mr. John T. Morse, Jr., and by Mr. .
Henry Cabot Lodge, formerly editor of tie
North American
Review.
Mr. Henry B.
Barnes, the present editor, will retain his connection with the Review more especially as

business editor and manager.—New York: A. .
S. Barnes & Co,

THE MORNING

mouth, among the Cumberland hills, ‘time of his marriage to look forward with
April 7, 1770.
Both his parents died composure to & life undisturbed by the
On a tour
while he was yet a boy, and an uncle be- cares of money getting.

Witeraxy Whiscellany.
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
We live no more of our time than we spend
well.— Carlyle.
:
idiom; it is the

Every good writer has much

life snd spirit of langnage.— Landor.
Oh, how little a thing it is to look into
ness through another mun’s eyes.~—Sha
peare.

happie8=

n things are come to the execution,there

celerity.— Lord

to

comparable

dy

Bacon.

;

er founded oegntract can descend only
bY Sa on him who has right by that contract. —Locke.
The morning is a rose, the day a tulip, night

Richter.

The

morning.—

another

is

is a lily, and evening

their infirmity;

physically blind feel

but what shall we say of the morally blind?—
Jean Paul.
storm

terrific

The most

real

of

woe ina

man’s heart rarely flings its froth and foam as
high as his lips.

The highest perfection of human reason is to
know that od is an infinity of truth beyond
its reach.—Pascal.
There is just now a great clamor and demand for culture,” but it is not 80 much
culture that is needed as dis¢ipline.—~ Shedd.

with-

anddeparts

ollects honey

the flower, 860 let him who is wise
oh Ee
dwell on the earth.—Buddha.
We can not live on

The faith

probabilities.

peace

in which we can live bravely and die in

must be a certains, 80 far as it orofesses to be
roude.
a faith at all, or it is nothing.—
‘When alone,we have our thoughts to watch,
in the family, our temper; in society, our

tongues.

devotions

We should endeavor to illustrate our
in

the

morning

by

through the day.—Hannah More.

our, conduct

He who loves his neighbor from charity connects himself with the good that is in him,
and not with his person, except so. far and so
Such a man is spiritual
long as he is in good.

But he
and loves his neighbor spiritually.
who loves another only from. friendship con-

nects himself with his person, and then he
connects himself with the evil that is in him
also.—Swedenboryg.
All moral progress isthe result of the
growth of reasonableness smong Ines,

God himself knows bow childish

slow
But

His creatures

they are frightened with
dreams.

But there is

goblins and bad

something

besides follies aud faults; there

in

children

are deep, di-

vine capacities of growth, self-mastery, reason,

affection.—Christian Register,
o
>" ro

Scott,

following year he wrote a long 'poem in

cents, 5,799,850.

afforded at Grasmere, and he removed in

His

taste

for poetry showed itself at an early age,
and he wrote many verses which

he aft-

erwards destroyed.

entered

In 1787, he

St. John's College,
Cambridge,
and
though he disliked the system of the
university, and attended little to the studies

of the course, graduated with his de-

worth a pensioner of the crown,

regime,and speculated so hopefully on the
ideas of the time, that he

entertained the

project of becoming a naturalized Frenchman. The growing ardor of his sympathy for the Girondists might eventually
have led him to the guillotine, had he not
been suddenly summoned home to England.
y
Wordsworth’s friends expected to see
him enter the church, but he had long
had a growing belief in his mission as a
poet. During his college days he had selected Chaucer, Spencer, Shakespeare
and Milton as the four models he wished
to have always before his eyes. He now
fixed his abode in London, and

to

vindi-

the Alps.

They attracted but slight no-

Coleridge, a kindred

spirit,

the work.

RET

had

yielded

him

nothing,

ard he

was

master of the Lake School, in which Cole-

quaintance of Coleridge, who visited him,

during several months of

his last illness,

marked out another future for the man of
twenty-five.
With the legacy thus left him, which
did

not, however, exceed

£900,

worth purchased a cottage
shire, where he lived with

Words-

his

sister

two

poets,

other, became

charmed

friends

for

life.

with

each

In 1797,

they took a pedestrian trip together
through the surrounding country, and
put their wits together to produce a joint
composition.
This latter scheme was
found to be impracticable, and was soon
relinquished. Coleridge, however, wrote
the Ancient Mariner, which appeared in a

ture. Born on the edge of a mountain
district, he had been familiar from the
{first ‘with all that is lovely and all that is
grand in .the aspects of nature. Gifted

volume called Lyrical Ballads, published
in 1798, containing twenty-two poems by
Wecrdsworth. This volume was an experiment upon the public taste, and did

with the keenest senses in a healthy frame,

not proye very satisfactory

‘Wordsworth and his 'coadjutors

listened

to with serene indifference.
The poet
had genius that could not be crashed, and
his theory was a healthful one; based

on

or

remunera-

tive. Practically, it fell all but dead from
the press.

‘Wordsworth after this attempt went to
Germany with his sister and Coleridge.
At Hamburg they visited Klopstock, the

author of the great poem called the Mes-

Mary Hutchinson

sion on the British mind deeper and more _been
Permyson, and

our own Longfellow and Whittier, though
nominally

of the

German

school,

have

caught many reflections from their famed
predecessor's genius, and the light is not

of day

at Cocker-

Mount, he published

the

Excursion,

the

noblest and most elaborate of his productions.

It is in blank verse,

and

was

in-

tended only for the thinking few, for the
plot is incongruous, and the dissertation
often tedious. This poem brought him
little or no money, and drew down upon
him the wrath of the critics, Jeffrey of the
Edinburgh Review, leading the hostile

van.

But

the

Excursion

has

steadily

grown in favor, and though only a fragment of a vast moral epic which be contemplated finishing in three parts, it has
proved worthy of a place beside anything
that Goldsmith or Johnson, Spencer or
Dryden wrote.
Up to the year 1820, Wordsworth's
- whole income from his literary labors
did not amount to £140, but from that

time to 1840, his reputation rose rapidly,
and his pecuniary emoluments were com-

mensurate.

His chief remaining

works

of Penrith,

a young

acquainted from

childhood.

His

her amiability, and the
‘‘She was

a phantom “of

exquisite
delight,”

lines,
etc.,

speaks highly of the charms which exerted the greatest influence over the enrapt-

The payment
Lonsdale,

‘in

of £8,500 by
settlement of a

debt due to his father, enabled him at the

pieces,

2350;

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those

sent by per-

sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
copy
eight

aged
CanIn early

year 1801.

years ago, and has been a resident of this town

since then, About twelve years ago she became # member of the ¥. B. church at this

place. Often she walked one mile and a half
to attend the Wednesday evening prayermeeting.
All who knew her loved her, every

in

her

piety.

A

few

days before her dcath she was smitten with
paralysis, She felt confident the time of her
departure was near, and was
joyful in the

thought.

The 2nd and 3rd

stroke

came, and

gently, trustingly, she entered into rest.
Funeral service by the writer.
MRS. LYDia PROSSER died the same day
and hour as noticed in the obituary above.
Mrs. Prosser was born in Brockville, Canada,

in the year 1799,

In 1821she

was

united

in

marriage to Henry Prosser. For many years
she has been an earnest, consistent Christian,

and a worthy member of the F, B. church in

Scriba. Her prayers were answered in the
conversion of her three daughters, and at last
of her aged companion, who, in his 78th year,
was hopefully converted and was baptized
and united with the church. For several
ears she has suffered from a severe cough.
‘Fully prepared for the Master’s call, she wait-

ed long, until the summoens came. She bade
her husband and friends farewell, and fell
asleep.
A. E. WILSON.
MRS. SALLY,

widow of John Chase, late

of

Meredith, N. H., died at M., Dec. 4, 1818,
aged 88
born in

years and 9 months, Sister Chase was
Meredith, the daughter of Samuel and

Maury Leavitt,

More than seventy

ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR 187.

She was the mother

last, who, with his father, spared no pains in
making his end peaceful and triumphant.
His funeral at the church was numerously attended by kind and sympathizing friends,

of eight

echil-

dren, six of whom
still survive, and, with
grand and great-grandchildren, (trained in the
nurture and admon ition of the
Lord) rise up
to call her. blessed. Of her father’s family,
consisting
-of nine children (one of whom was

Elder Stephen Leavitt, late of Vermont), one
alone survives. All in early life gave evidence
of well grounded hopes of salvation through
Christ, and the lone brother waits patiently

for the call of the Master to come

up higher.

JAMES F. WEYMOUTH died in Sabbattisville,
Me., Aug. 30, 1878,aged 77 years and 7 months.
He professsd religion in the great revival,

about fifly years ago, and united with the F.
B. church, organized at that time in Sabbattis.

He was clerk of the church -more than forty
years, and ever labored and sacrificed to build
up the cause of God.
He maintained a’ pilgrim’s home fifty years, to which all ministers

In placing the Morning Star before the °

Mis, SARAH B., wife of J. 8. MecGlouflin,
died at Anoka, Minn., Nov. 12, 1878, after an
illness of some three years, aged 50 years and
6 months. The subject of this notice came
from New Brunswick to this town something

public for another year we do so with a

firm conviction of its increased usefulness
as a family visitor and religious instruc-

over twenty years ago, with her husband who
was then supposedto be in the

last stages

But the change

stored him to health, and

more than twenty

after

of

of

climate

the

re-

lapse

of

years she was stricken with

among his productions;

Peter

Ball,

and

the Wagoner, serio-comic tales; Sonnets
on the River Duddon ; Yarrow Revisited ;
and Memorials of a Tour on the Continent. Some of his minor poems display
his particular genius with equal power,
such as Ruth, We are

Seven,

Laodamia,

and Lines on Revisiting the Wye.
In 1843, Wordsworth, then past seventy-three,

succeeded

as poet laureate.

his

friend

He

lived

Southey

only

seven

years after that, dying a few days after
the completion of his eightieth year, April
23d, 1850.

His remains were laid

in the

ancient churchyard of Grasmere, in the
very midst of the ¢‘sylvan shores and
emerald meadows,” upon which

cast the

his

spirit of enchantment.

pen

Alfred

Tennyson succeeded him as poet laureate.
PD

Mortals are often weighed in the balance, and found wanting—something they
can't have.— Whitehall Times.
This is the season when an inch and a
half coating of ice on the inside of the
measure is unnoticed. by. the milkman;
but he pours five quarts to his customers
out of every gallon he has in stock, with.
a smile of triumph.—New Huven Register.
Paper collars were first patented in
with

little

favor.

In that year 1,500,000 were manufactured.
In 1877, 300,000,000 were

made—an

av-

erage of more than one box for every
man, woman and child in the country.

The *‘intellicent compositor” is abroad

in Missouri. The
asks the reader,

Warrensburg Journal
‘in translating last

week's issue,” for “pillows

read “pillars of light;”

for

of light,” to

‘Longhorn

and
Newsyrup,” read ‘ Lawhon
Newson ;” for ‘‘drunk and dressed

read ‘‘dreary and desolafe,”

ete.

and
up,”

When

last seen the compcsitor was ten miles
from the Black Hills and still running.—
Norristown Herald.
One of our

school-teachers

surprised the other day,

on

was

a

asking

bit

at a

bookstore for a sony of Homer's Illiad, to

dition which has been sent out by the
French Minister of Education
charge of Captain Roudaire.

make

a

under the
He is to

thorough ‘examination

of the

civil engineers,—dmerican Architect.

The total coinage at the United ' States
Mint for the year just closed was as _follows ; 22,764.389 pieces, valued at $25,
226,278.50. © Of this amount there were—
double

eagles,

543,645;

we

will

serve

friend of the slave and
his position.

the

Lord.”

never

With two

an

early

swerved

or three

from

exceptions,

good in the daily life.

brightened, and she was

_ For $2.20—the twenty cents being for

WHAT WE OFFER.

support in the trials of that time, and as she
neared the close, the prospect of the future

enabled

to commit

her family some weeks before her death into
the hands of him she loveds And during
those last weeks of life her room almost seemed the ante-room of heaven,
She leavesa hushand and six children, who feel that what the
lose she gains, The To. B. church of whic
she was a member, deeply sympathize with

the family.

:

Sh

postage and incidentals that must be prepaid at this office—we offer an eight-page
paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper
containing an average of forty columns of

Com. |

reading matter, that costs the

SISTER
EVELINE FULLER
died at East
Hebron, Me., Nov. 29, 1878, aged 80 years and
8 months.
The suoject of this notice experienced religion more than fifty vears ago, was
baptized in Aug. 1837, by Rev. Joseph Hutchinson, and joined the Hebron (now Turner)
church, of which she remained a worthy mem-

ber until removed to the

church

triumphant.

Her earnest and sympathetic exhortations

are

much missed and often referred to in the social

meetings.
Her love to the church of her
choice was expressed in her will by a dona-

tion of $100.00.

The

deceased

had

lived

a

widow about twenty years. Her sufferings in
her last sickness were intense and protracted,
having been confined to her bed the ost of
the time since April.
The burden of her
prayer, was for patience to endure to the end.
The presence of her brethren for religious conversation and prayer was highly appreciated.
She leaves to mourn their loss, aside from the
.chureh, three sons, four daughters, and many

other friends and relatives.

Z. J, WHEELER.

MRS. Sarah A. LEAVITT died in South
ton, Me., Dec. 2, aged 54 years.
was widely known as a woman

Ac-

Mrs. Leavitt
of strong in-

tellect, and great financial ability, and

had by

her untiring efforts acquired a large property.
She doubtless had enemies as who does not,
but she had many good qualities and those

who knew ber most intimately loved her best.

She induized a hope in Christ at an early age,
and united with the Methodist church at Shapleigh, Me., but owing to unfavorable surroundings,she soon relupsed into a backslidden state,
and for many
years lived without hope and
without Christ. But during her last sickness,
which was Jong and painful, she was, as we
humbly trust, led to give herself anew to the
Saviour and receive pardon for all her sins.
She leaves one San ghter one brother, with

friends to mourn in
gain.
MRs. ELIZABETH

hope that their loss is her
H. P. MANSUR.

SMITH. died

in Oakland,

Cal., Dec.
6, at the residence of her son,
James Smith, aged 76 years. She was born in
Thorndike, Me., and in early life made a
pub-

lic profession of religion and was baptized

by

eagles,

75,800;

house has often proved to be a good home
the weary pilgrim. In her last sickness

all the original members of the Sabbattis church

suffered much from a broken limb caused by

are gone to their
ble work for God
Weymouth’s last
ful, already to go

known no more.

longed to

long home. They did a noon earth in their day.
Bro.
days were happy and
peaceat any moment, and
even

depart and be

with Christ.

Natu-

rally impulsive and quick, be was remarkably patient and reconciled to his lot. He

leaves a most faithful wife who has fought the
Christian warfare with him these lust fifty
years, and it can bé said, *‘ She hath done
what sbe could.”
Also, two daughters live to
mourn the loss of a most devoted Biber,
JOM.

MRS.

CHARLOTTE

BOARDMAN

WILEY

sweetly fell asleep in Jesus, at the residence of

her daughter, Mrs. Nelson Sperling, in Otran-

to, Towa, Sept. 19, 1878, aged
76 years and 8
months.
She was born in Otsego Co., N. Y.,
Spent her middlelife in the western part of
that State, there, in hope of a heavenly reunion, buried her husband, John Wiley, ‘and
spent the evening of her life with her children
in Towa.
In early life she gave her heart to
Christ and united with the Methodist church,

from which she ascended to the church triumphant. She religiously reared a family of ten

°

PARAGRAPHS.

1854, but till 1859 met

house

children, all of whem grew to maturity, and
seven still live.
1t was her oft repeated
prayer that when she should come up to the
last judgment, she might be able to say : ¢ Behold, I and the children whom the Lord hath
given me!” She lived to see them all converted, and two of them, D. D. Wiley, of Ill., and
F. L. Wiley, of N. H., in the gospel ministry.
For the last twenty-five years of her life, she
was a constant reader of the Morning Star,
and prized it next to her Bible.
Perhaps it
was through its influence in part, that she was
led to suspect that, though
duly sprinkled in
infancy,
she had never been baptized.
In any
case, she voluntarily sought and obtained immersion after she had passed her T0th birthday. She was a woman of positive convictions
and strong faith. ‘ She opened her mouth
with wisdom, in her tongue was the law of
kindness, and her children rise up and call
her blessed.”
L. W.
LioNgrL W, HiLL died in Starksboro’, Vt.,
Dec. 16, at the advanced age of 81 years.
Bro.
Hill had spent many years in this town, each
of which added strength to his Christian
memory.
‘ The memory of the just is bless-

ed.” - He had been a member

of the

F. B.

church of Starksboro’ thirty-four years, During this time he had maintained an honored
Christian standing among men and in the
hearts of his brethren whom he ‘loved. He
loved all of God’s people, with a strong peculiar love for his own preferred denomination,
While he walked. in the flesh he looked and labored *¢ for a better country, that is an heayenly.”
He left a good testimony in these
words, ¢ The Lord has never forsaken me and
I know he never will.” This comforts his
friends who can confidently say, * Blessed are
the dead who die in the Lord.”
He was a con-

stant lover and reader of the

Star

for many

years.
So breaks another *‘ golden bowl.”
So goes another toiler in the Master’s vineyard

to rest and reward.

May

the

mantle

of the

triumphant father fall on the mourning sons.
JOHN JAMES died in Starksboro’, Jan. 8,
1879, aged 72. years and 11 months.
Bro.
James was one of those who entered the service of God when but a boy, and who for sixty

years has been a shining
light among men,
who adorned his life with a well ordered walk
and a godly conversation, revealing a deep

Christian experience, the outgrowth of a fixed

purpose.

He set his face as a flint Zionward,

and, as he once said in a monthly meeting,

he

ran as fast as possible, for he knew the enemy
was after him-—a

and easy in Zion.

good’ example

to the

slow

He experienced the promise

of Christ, “ Peace I leave with you,” as in the
last hours of his life he exulted in this, * My
peace is like a river.”
So fulls another strong

in the faith.

He chose

his funeral

text, Dan.

12:18. May the grace which sustained him in
his last hours comfort the friends who mourn
his departure when they remember that for
him to die was grin.
J. W. BURGIN.

HENRY 8, ATKINS

died

in Dexter,

Me.,

Oct. 22, 1878, aged -19 years and 3 months.
Henry embraced the Saviour some three years
ago, under the pastoral labors of Bro. Bras
deen, was baptized by him, and became con-

_nected with the F. B. church

of this

village.

Bro. A. was a very active and useful member
of the church and
8. school, for some two
years, when he was turned away from Christ,
through subtle unbelief, and for a time seemed to lose all his former interest in Christianity. During his sickness last summer, he was
able to see the sad error into which “he had

filllen, repented,

and

returned

fully

to

the

half eagles. 131,740; three dollars, 82,- Lord, and most faithfully warned his associ824; quarter ‘eagles, 286,260; dollars..ates aginst mistakes and sins into which he

tor.
:
;
™
We mean that it shall continue to stimulate the growth of all that is true and

the disease and
death claimed her. But it did
not find her unprepared, Having embraced
Christin early life, she found him to be her

years ago

she experienced religion, was Sapiized b
Elder
Dana and united with the F.
B. churc
in New Hampton.
All these years she has
sustained the character of a devoted, Christian

woman.

the fullest assurance of meeting beyond

the river in eternal bliss. Bro. Henry was
warm-hearted, generous, very grateful for

consumption.

life she became a Christian and an earnest
worker in the Master's service. With her
husband she came to this country thirty-six

one having confidence

with

favors, quick ‘of understanding,
intelligent,
and of more than ordinary promise. He loved his mother tenderly, especially towards the

PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over

terbury, England, in the

“The Morning Star”

bad fallen. In his near approach to death, he
was very calm, resigned and happy, makin
all necessary arrangements for his burial; bidding numerous friends an affectionate adieu

are the White Doe of Rylstone, a romanRev. Josiah Farwell,
and united with the
-tie-narrative poem; -to-which—in-—point of- Were made welcome. “He was decided in his’ church in T.; being one “of its faithful mem- [
bers
for
about
forty-five
She was
conception he assigned the highest place opinions, like Joshua, * as for me and my strongly wedded tothe causeyears.
of Christ. Her

poems paywarm and beautiful tribute to Shotel Jerid, and will be assisted by two

yet quenched.
: ured poet,
Wordsworth was an attorney’s son, and the earl of
he first saw the light

the

siah. The party separating, Miss Words- hear the clerk reply, ‘Homer? Homer?
worth and her brother passed the winter Is he an English or American writer ?
at Goslar, in Hanover, where the poet This is akin to the question of the college
wrote Lucy Grey, and many of the fine student home on a vacation not long ago,
who, in all innocence,
asked,
“‘Isn’t
passages that afterward appeared in the Goethe a comedy ?"— Springfield RepubExcursion. His long residence among lican.
:
the lakes of his native district began imA countryman saw, for the first time,
mediately after his return-to England. {-a school-girl going through some of her
Grasmere, in Westmoreland, was his first gymnastic exercises for the amusement of
residence in that region, where he lived the little ones at home. After gazing at
for nine years. His second volume of her with looks of interest and commiseration for awhile, he asked a boy near by,
- Lyrical Ballads appeared in 1800, and at «if that gal had fits.” *‘No,” replied the
the same time another edition of his first lad, contemptuously, ‘that’s gymnastics.”
volume was issued which was received ‘Oh, tis, hey?” said the verdant; ‘how
quite favorably. But his style only grad- long has she had ’em ?”
It is probable that the question whether
ually won popularity, and for some years
longer his poetry, us DeQuincey says, or not the desert of Sahara, or, to speak
more strictly, that portion of it lying in
“was trampled upon,”
Algeria, can be converted into an inland
In 1802, Wordsworth
married Miss seu, will be definitely settled by the expe-

sound principles, and made an, itipres. dady of fine character, with whom he had
lasting than many think.

and

annual Salary cCerived therefrom made a
considerable
addition
to his private
means.
This appointment he secured
through the influence of Lord Lonsdale,
one of the few persons in England who
were wise enough to see that Wordsworth’s function in this world was to
write, and at the same time fortunate
enough to have it in their power to say
to him, ‘Write and you shall be fed.”
The year after Wordsworth’s removal
to the charming residence
at Rydal

six

years. Here he devoted himself to writing. Salisbury Plain and a tragedy called
The Borderers, were the first productions
of his pen. Soon after he made the. acand the

tributer of stamps for the counties of
Westmoreland and Cumberland conferred
upon him about this time, made Words-

in Somerset-

rap-

which

a profusion

of roses and ivy,” from whose grassy
lawn a silver gleam of Windermere could
be caught to the south, the poet spent the

the Revolution was then at its hight, and
the young Englishman’s soul caught the
fierce infection. He formed the acquaintance of several Girondists, with whom he

the gratitude of Rushly Calvert, » young
friend whom he had attended and cheered

laughter and scornful criticism,

building, almost hidden by

remainder of his life. “The office of dis-

talked over the oppressions of the old

cent

Mount, both places lying in sight of those 18 but just that cAsH should accompany the
sweet lakes, and under the shadow of at the rate ot FOUR CENTS PER LINE of
those old hills, which have become insep- words. VERSES are inadmissiole.
erably associated with his name and memFRANCES RANDALL died Nov. 16,
ory. At Rydal Mouat, “a cottage-like T7 MRS.
years. = She was born in Barnam, near

gree of B. A. in 1791.
Immediately = after leaving college,
Wordsworth visited france, where he remained above a year. The tempest of

siding there was limited to poets, and
as they chose to worship their muse in a
manner differing somewhat from established rules, the critics of that day grouped these singers together, speaking of
them under the collective name of the
Lake School. The appellation took the
popular fancy, and though it affords no
different idea of their style of poetry, it
has ever since been retained in use when
speaking of those bards to whom (it ‘was
at first contemptuously applied.
William Wordsworth was the great

of his fellow-creatures, especially the
poor and the simple, and the history of &
hard-hearted hawker of earthen ware and
his ass, the adventures of Betty Foye's
idiot son, and the wanderings of an old
~ peddler, are among the themes chosen by
‘Wordsworth for the utterance of his poetic soul. Thisextreme simplicity in the
selection of subjects and the manner of
treating them, at first created a storm of

1808 to Allon Bank, and in 1813 to Rydal

three

cent
cent

@bitwaries.

a

Swift, Le Sage and Cervantes.

the literature of the nineteenth century,

sympathies bound him always to the lot

1850.

pieces, 2350;

but

to seek larger accommodations than were

But eighty years the literary class re-

he joined to these the warmest moral
emotions and the finest intellectual faculties, crowned by an imagination the most
vivid and the most penetrating. No mind
was ever more awake to the mysterious
harmonies of nature, and his heart responded
in
glowing music to the
tiniest bird note, or the sighing of the
summer breeze among the dark pines of
Cumberland forests. Deep and tender

Frelude,

popular writers of that day,—Fielding,

halting in his decision between a lawyer's
or a journalist's life, when, happily for

him a dream of beauty, a continual

the

The birth of three children obliged him

son is also a denizen of the same enchanting fairy land.

ridge and Southey were also prominent
members. Discarding the used up subjects of the Romancists and the garnished
phraseology of the artificial school .of
~ poets, the representative lake poet teok
nature for his theme, and expressed his
thoughts in the simplest style. From his
very childhood life seems to have been to

fourteen books, called

the

wandered by night and day. He also
read much, particularly the fiction of the

The two following years were the most
gion of moors, mountains and lakes, miserable of Wordsworth’s life. He was
where is to be found some as charming politically a strong republican, and when
scenery as there is in tbe world. Near England joined in the war against France,
the beginningof the present century cer- his whole moral nature—all his highest
tain poets, attracted
by the beauties of this | “aspirations and sympathies—received a
locality, built their homes upon the shores rude shock. For a time he even mediof the lakes, and proceeded straightway tated a return to France and the devotion
to adorn their verse with descriptions of of all his energiesto political action. His
the lovely landscapes that surrounded admirable sister Dorothy drew his niind
them. Many of England's most famous from that visionary scheme, and the poet
authors have their haunts in the same re- then began to look around for some
gion to-day. William Black, the talent- means to earn a livelihood. Neither the
ed author of that interesting story, ‘A brother nor the sister had at this time any
Princess of Thule,” has a picturesque re- patrimony. The poems he had written

treat among the green hills, and Tenny-

Walter

which was not given to the world till

was especially struck with the merit of

In the north-western part of England,
there lies a romantic and picturesque re-

of = Sir

shire, among whose wild scenes he often

star, destined to shed a brilliant luster on

VI.

trade

1,874,400;

acquaintance

the land.

BY FRED MYROX COLBY .

10,509,550;

dollars,

from his ninth year at Hawkeshead, in
the most picturesque distriet of Lanca-

tice at the time, though thinking minds
saw in the maiden poet the rise of a new

SOME LATER ENGLISH WRITERS.
William Wordsworth.

half

came the guardian of his youthful years.
He attended school at Cockermouth, and

tions snatch, and snarl, and push; like chil
dren, they miss their enduring interest in eager pursuit of present pleasure; like children,

the na-

silver,

900;

quarter dollars, 2,260,800; twenty
pieces, 600 ; dimes, 1,678,800; five

reer had brought inte question, he published in 1793 two poems in the heroic
couplet, An evening Walk addressed to a
Young Lady, and Descriptive Sketches
taken during a Pedestrian Tour Among

Like children,

3020;

made the

cate his talents, which his Cambridge ca-

eth that we are dust.”

(gold),

dollars,

| 31

22, 1879.

through Scotland in 1804, he

he remember-

are; ‘“ He knoweth our frame;

STAR, JANUARY

for
she

a

fall, but she fearlessly passed away to that
reaim where
pain, sorrow and death are

J. HIGGINS,

CorA L. WoopsuM
Dec. 21, 1878, aged 22

trust, the hope, the joy which Christ gives

to

his children; hers the glad victory, the glorious triumph which exclaims,
Q death,
where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy
victory
‘CoM.
JOHN BLADES, of Prairie City, Iowa, died
May 17, 1878, aged 77 years and 1 month. He
was converted in early life, and united with

the Presbyterian church. He lived a faithful
life for a number of years, but like many

others, forsook the ways of the Lord, and
sought after worldly enjoyments and lived for
many years estranged from the Master. In
Jan., 1871, under the efforts of Elders M. 8S.
Hubble and H. 8. Otis, in a protracted meet-

ing at Prairie City, "he

was reclaimed.

‘His

early education prevented him from following
the Saviour in baptism until’ July, 1873, he became satisfied with the form and was baptized
by Elder O. T. Clark, and united with the
Prairie City F. B. church, of which be lived
an acceptable member till called to his re-

ward.

ligious and literary character presenting
right views of morals as bearing on the
great questions of the day, practical
thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotes and facts of interestin science and natural history, the progress of theArts, latest
news from all parts of the world, embracing items of political, social, educational,
personal and religious information, book
notices, a department of missions devoted
especially to the interests of our own
benevolent work, a Sunday-school department embracing hints on the International lessons and notes on general Sundayschool

work, Editorials

25, 1878, aged

nearly

75

tions of the day, and particularly a department of Denominational News that

makes the

The deceased was married to Bro.

P., April

10, 1825, and almost fifty-four years

they jour-

neyed together ere
To the many kindred

death separated them.
who gathered by her

death bed, it was
a sad Christmas,
But they
were hopeful that it was a happy one with
father and mother, reunited.
G.R.H.
CAPT. JOSEPH SHERMAN died in Edgecomb,

Me., Oct. 7, aged 74 years

and 6 months.

His

sufferings for three months previous to his
death were very severe, but he bore them all
with Christian patience and resignation, trusting wholly in Jesus. ' He was converted in the
great revival which commenced in Edgecomb,
in January, 1841, under the labors of Rev. E.
@G. Page, was baptized by him, and united
with the F. B. church in E., in Dec. following. His life has been an example worthy of
imitation.
Honorable, just and upright in all
his dealings with his fellowmen, possessing an
irreproachable character, he was loved and
esteemed by all who knew him.
A devoted
husband, an affectionate father, a kind neighbor and friend, his loss is deeply felt in bis
family and'in the community
where he has
always resided. A short time previous to his

death he called his family around his bed, and

told them he should be with them but a few
days longer, that heaven was where he wished
to be, gave each some tender message of counsel and love, arranged all his worldly. affairs,
and waited calmly the summons,
¢ Child,
come home.”
He finally passed away peacefully like one falling to sleep. He leaves a

companion, six children

(three

having

pre-

ceded him to that better world), twelve grandchildren, with many relatives and friends to
mourn.
Com.

-%

ADVERTISEMENTS,

DENOMINATIONAL NEWS.

With the beginning of the next year
we hope to have two hundred denominational news-gatherers in the field, East and
on what is transpiring
our Zion.

Ct.
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AGENT'S profits per week.

free to all. Address
Fulton St., N. Y.
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a month.

Forms.

The importance of the Star in stimulat-

would soon be apparent in the fresh life
and activity of his church.

Law

Busi-

Visitors

Terms

and

Outfit Free.

:

1y17

PLATED WATCHES, Cheapest

in the known world. Sample Waich Free to
Agents. Address, A. CowLrer & Co., Chicago, |

b aweek in your own town.
outfit free.

and,

Address

Terms

H. HALLETT

Maine,

and a $5
&

CO.

1y5

BEST CARDS, no 2 alike,

[| fo or Jet, 136.
Conn,

pas-

witness to the truth of that statement.
FEATURES.

Among the special attractions in the
next volume will be articles from an able
corps of editorial and special contributors,
sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal

and theological questions,
correspondence, the continuation and enlargement

of the

Western

department,

and

the

freshest and best matter in every part of
the paper.

Farmers and produce-dealers

will find the latest market

reports

columns, and

will

advertisers

in its

find

it a

desirable medium through which to reach
the public.
REDUCED

PRICE.

As showing our desire to favor those .
who are struggling with the bard times
we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement.
This will necessarily
reduce our income. We could not safely
risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that
many new subscribers will be added to

Wiil the friends of the Star go
|

All letters on- business

should -be . ad

dressed to

I D. STEWART, Publisher,
DovER, N. H.

.

REGISTER.
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ness Men, Farmers, Me-

Address P. 0, VICKERY, Augusta, Me.

[J

Several

tors who have done such a work, can bear

An

of

For

chanics, Property Owners, Tenauts, grerybody,
every business.
Saves many times cost. Sellin
fast. Send for Circular and
Terms. P, W. ZIEGLER & CO., 518 Arch 8t., Philadelphia, Pa.
1v24
$7
A Day to Agents canvassing for the Fire.
side

in every part of

WANTED.

$50 to $125

N Encyclopedia
and

postdl

ing an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination can not
be over estimated. Will not every minister interest himself to - put the Star into
every family in his parish? The results

H. CHIDCHESTER, 218
> 1343

AGENTS
HOW

YOUR
;

Will

rove it or forfeit $500. New articles, a
atented.
Samples sent

[]

readers

TO PASTORS.

to work for it.at once?

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13c.,
or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co.,

Winsted,

;

»

our list.

Hh

Star indispensable in every

Freewill Baptist family.

SPECIAL

years.

Editorial

Boles af pata graphs on the living ques:

B. F. BROWN.

Mrs. LETTY PARKER, widow of the late
Rev. Benjamin E. Parker, died in Addison,
Mich., Dec.

and

West, who will keep our

died in Fayette, Me.,
years. Hers was the

subscriber

only a fraction over four cents. This
reading matter embraces correspondence
from the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on topics of interest
in social, national and religious life,
stories adapted to the entertainment and
profit of the family circle, the best selected and original poems, selections of a re-

printed in Crim-

CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,
1y24

1879.

The Register for 1879 is now ready for delivery.

In addition to all the matter heretofore faund in
the Register, the Memoranda blanks are now

pars

tially
filled by cronological dates of denominatioial events,
Price same as formerly.
%
:

Single copy, including postage,
By the. dozen,
NBL
CS
TE
id
“including postage, +
By thehundred,
+
=
4
we
sh

ha

including

Send orders to REV.

postage,

I. D.

.

11
96
1.08
7.00

«8.00

STEWART,

Dover,

N.

H.

A Money will be refunded if more are ordered
than can be sold, when the balance isreturned.

“THE

MORNING

STAR.
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22,

1879.
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Sunaary. *

CURRENT EVENTS.
Murat Halstead, the well known
of the Cincinnati Commercial, in
versation with a New York Herald
pondent, advanced the opinion that

a fire-proof

editor
a concorresSecre-

« not because he is the ablest or the most
prominent man in the party, but because
of his position at the head of the Treasuin

connection

with

resumption.

its executor.

He

If every-

thing goes on fairly for a year and resumption succeeds, and everything now
points to its succeeding, John Sherman
will hold a place among ‘ Presidential candidates that no other man can hope to
hold. Besides that he can carry Ohio,
which, asI said before, is the pivotal
State, and essential

to

the

prospects

of

whoever is to be elected. This is his good
fortune. He may not now be the most
overlook the workings of his great
anything

that

meas-

may

arise

calculated to impede it. Just as Grant sat
on his horse and overlooked the rebellion
and saw it trampled
out; so does John
Sherman overlook the field as resumption
goes on.
If it succeeds, he will be the

nual circular of the mercantile

an-

agency

of

E. Russell & Co., amount
in number to
10,478 with $234,000,000 liabilities.
This
shows an increase over
1877 of 1571
in
number and $40,000,000 in amount.
Sev-

eral good reasons are given

for

crease of failures, the chief

is the abolition of the

this

among

bankrupt

the Jong delay permitted to

in-

which

law

elapse

and

before

its repeal. The brighter outlook for the
present year
is indicated by the four
statements (1) that specie payment has
been resumed without a

ment;

ripple

(2) that continued

of

excite-

prosperity

vails with the class who till

the

pre-

soil,

and

that wages have not been reduced in nearly the same proportion that the cost of
food has lessened ; (8) that the character
of the industry of a large number of people has been changed, the Government
selling 7,562,000 acres of land for the
year ending June 30,1878, while the sales of
the preceding year amounted to only 3,338,000 acres; (4) and lastly that the *¢ prediction has been fulfilled that no marked
prosperity was possible until values touched a level lower than the gold standard in
normal times. This level has been reached, and the great decline in

the

prices

the patent laws,

No

final action, however, was réached,
Contrary
to general expectation the Geneva award bill
wus set aside in the House and_the Mexican
pension bill debated at length, No other busi-

was transacted.——There

of

was finally decided to refer the charges to the
commerce committee for further considera.
tion.——The Senate, Thursday ufter a protracted debate? pussed the House bill for the payment of arrearages of pensions, by a vote of 44
to4,and
considered, without taking action
House passed the bill to ‘exchange at par 4 per
cent. bonds for 5-208. The bill for the improvement of the Mississippi river was considered
at.considerable length,and assigned for further
discussion on Wednesday evening next.——In
the Senate, Friday, a resolution was introduc‘ed proposingan investigation into the government’s method of disposing ofits honds und se-

has been promulgated.
Anti-beer drinking
up in Germany.

N. P Hill bas

‘

societies

been

elected

are

springing

United

States

senator by the republicans of Colorado.
The island of 8aghalien is to be made the
Botany Bay of comdemned Russian Nihilists.

course of ten lectureson scientific and
popular subjects for$1 for the course or

ten cents for single lecture. Among: the
lecturers are Profs. C. R. Cross and Hyatt
of the Boston School
of Technology,
Profs, G. L. Goodale, W.
G. Farlow and
J. P. Cook of Harvard, and President S.C.

Bartlett and J. W. Patterson, of Hanover,
N. H. The principal of the high school in
Keene, N. H., is the originator of this
course, its proceeds to be devoted to the
purchase of chemical apparatus for the
school. Ten cents is enough for the people to pay for a common lecture, and we
feel confident that common lecturers must
adapt their prices to it.. We may be somewhat

conservative, but it seems to

us that

ten dollars and expenses is enough to pay
the average lecturer,who delivers the same.
two or three lectures
over and
over
again.
Miss Anna
Dickenson
was
greeted
Friday night by a very large, aristocratic
audience in Chickering Hall, New York,
where she delivered her lecture on * Plat-

form and Stage.”

She

denounced

“The

Scarlet Letter,” being set against the name
of a woman or man who treads the mimic
stage, and asserted that the stage is one of
the most

potential influences on

mankind,

not even the pulpit having so great an
‘influence on humanity.
The charter of the Northwestern University at Evanston, Ill., twelve miles
from Chicago, denies

grog-shops

a

rest-

ing-place within four miles. This exclusion has made the place distinctively a
literary and

educational

suburb,

with

a

population of 6,000 people and only two
policemen, whose chief employment ‘is to
guard against
the tramps
and housebreakers who can so readily run

out

from

the city.— Christian Union.
This is getting serious. The Japanese
are welcome to stove-pipe hats and canes

and civilized clothes. They are welcome
to railroads and the thickest-shelled gut!
boats,—in short to all the civilization of
the age—but it is a little rough on young
America that they have got up a Fourth of
July of their cwn.
We find an item in
_ the papers that in Japan the 4th of July is
now a general holiday, because on that

day was

fought

the

decisive

battle

of

Uyeno, in the contest which resulted in
the establishment of the temporal power
of the mikado.
The Washington correspondent of the
Pittsburg Commercial is very sure that it
is poor whiskey and

not

the

bad

ventila-

skates.— New Haven Register.

Rents have fallen in Boston, and in one
case a suite of chambers which formerly comn$2000,
:
It is estimated that $20,000,000 will
quired to pay the arrears of pensions

the hill which passed the United
ate Thursday.
The first direct shipment from
Brazil for years was made

on

sel clearing for Pernambuco

be reunder

States SenHalifax

Atthe same time, we have no

bave

been

growing

wheat in rows and cultivating the same in the
spring for the last six years.
I have cultivated the space between the rows as often as
three times, and have found no trouble in regurd to the ripening of the wheat,
I sow in
scores, twelve inches wide, perfectly flat on
bottom, leaving a space of ten inches between

the wheat rows for cultivation, and also for a

free circulation of air and sunlight. My yield
has been from
forty-eight to seventy-one-

nure and cover the ground, putting it on

liberally, then plow and plant.

quite

If we can, we

like to do it all the same day, so as to give the
potatoes an equal start with the weeds.
Formerly we were accustomed to selecting the

largest potatoes for seed, and cutting so as to

leave but two eyes in a piece, and put two or
three of these pieces in a hill; but after read-

ing in an agricultural journal

the experience

of some successful potato
growers that a medium-sized potato in a hill gave them better
results than cut potatoes I was induced to try
it, and bave since adopted that plan, havin
been led to the same conclusion,— Practica

Farmer,
GRAPE VINE CUTTINGS.

20) made shoots several centimetres in length,
The principle that underlies these procedures

is simply that of affording
more heat and
freer access of air to the lower end of the cutting than to the upper, and thus of stimulaling the production of roots prior to the formation of shoots and buds.—V. Y. Herald,

as to. which end you plant in the ground #’
Reply.
The habit of cribbing, or windsucking, ean only be cured by causing the
horse to wear a psculiar muzzle, which pre-.
vents him from taking hold of a post or other
object.”
This vice is learned accidentally, but
once acquired is rarely forgotten or abandoned. The decay of timber is due to exposure
to alternate wetness and dryness, and not to
a
6
E
S-uiress
this is such as may tend to prevent the changes
of condition mentioned.
The common report
that
posts that are put with the butt end upward are mostdurable is a commonerror,which
is spread abroad by some conductors of news-

papers who know no better.—XN.

1700 drums

of fish and 60,000 feet of lumber.
A St. Johnsbury man tried to thaw out a
water-wheel recently by burning straw saturat-

Ir YOU

have the misfortune

to wound

your

.

Latest

News.

A Monday’s speeial to the Boston Herald
says: It looks as if the Administration had
got somewhat tired of having its appointments
interfered with by Mr.Conkling, and there are
some indications that at least Messrs. Hayes
and Sherman are going to use some efforts to
secure favorable action in the Senate upon the

New York nominations.

The National Repub-

woolen cloth, = Fifteen

or

twenty

minutes

in

MoTHS spring from eggs which have been deposited during the previous summer. on different articles by the parent insect. They at first
appear in the caterpillar form, and in this state
they live for some months in’ the eloth or fur
where they had their birth.—Boston Trane
script.
}
ik
Ir TWO ounces
powdered alum and two

ounces
borax be put into a twenty-barrel
cistern of rain water that is blackened or oily,

in a few hours the sediment will settle and the
water be clarified and fit for washing and eyen for cooking purposes.—AScientific Ameri-

can.
;
GET UPand thensave your bodily heat if you
wish. tojikeep warm.
Don’t hug the fire,

livcan here has come around to the Administration side, and predicts the confirmation of nor His
Merritt, Graham and Burt. = It transpires that are’
only four Democratic Senators
can be depended in
e]

on to vote with Conkling, viz., Eaton,
Dennis,
Cockerill and Maxey. There are
probably

twenty Senators on the Republican side who
will vote for their confirmation.
It can not be
denied that Sherman’s communication to the
Senate of the reasons why Arthur and Cornell
were removed has a good
deal of effect upon

| the minds of Senators, and it has strengthened
the position of the Administion a good deal.

Normal

us

from

And fike an

Esquimaux. Unless

‘we should build ‘a fire
,

The way to do it, and

taking severe

colds

when

obliged to go out for any distance,

cise Enierately in the rooms

ourselves
to

save

we

is to

which

we

are

are

exer-

not

heated.
Tor the children a jolly romp in the
barn will kindle a glow which shall send
them half a mile to school without great discomfort.— (Golden Rule Magazine.

J.P. L. Asks:
cleanse rain water

How can I make a filter to
from

smoke

as

it passes

from the roof to the cistern ? The coal which is

HE ducational.
Storer

School.

Rev. A, H. Morrell writes of this ‘institution : ¢ The attendance on the fall term was

burned here(bituminous) gives us a great deal
of trouble inthis regard.
A. The carbonaceous matters may be removed by passing the
water through a large barrel half filled with
fine gravel, and pounded, freshly-burnt char-

larger than that of any previous fall term; and voal (free from
dust) distributed in alternate
of a class of studeuts so well conducting them- layers, each several inches deep. Over this
selves, and as a whole of scholarship so far ad- spread a clean piece of bagging, and fill with
vanced as to afford us special satisfaction. The fine gravel or coarse clean quartz sand for 19
winter term began four days since [Jan. 8] ,and
although others are to come in, yet there are
already nearly 150 present.
This number is
considerably in excessof the opening of an

revious winter term.

Our friends may

ful for so many, and confidently

expect more

when Providence shall give us suitable weather again.
The religious interest in the school

court as counsel.——"78,

inches or

Miss May Preston is

more.

The

inlet

pipe

should

charge at the bottom of the barrel—the
ed water

American.

flowing

from

the

djs-

filter-

top.—Scientific

0-0-0
* ror

well

magine the necessity felt for such a building
as the Myrtle Hall, The extreme cold weather
has put back the plastering of this building, so
that for the present term, only about one-third
of the rooms can be used. But we are thank-

TETE-A-TETE,.

There is a set of woodeu-nutmeg

poli-

ov’

RD GE
oy

THE FOLLOWINGis saidto be an excellent

remedy for coughs:

‘till quite soft.
brown sugar:
twenty wo

Boil thiée fresh lemons

Then slice them on a pound of

stew them together
fifteen or
bly
or till they form rich syrup.

‘When cool, add one table-spoonful of sweet
almonds,. Take one spoonful ror more when
the cough is troublesome, =

George A. Slayton is Professor of natural sciences, and instructor in Latin in Rio Grande

College, O.— Hillsdale Herald,

Ruffles in gauzy materials should
led, not hemmed.

be

doub-

The Easter weddings in New York will be
very numerous and very grand.
Gold snakes, with enameled heads and tails,
are used to belt evening dresses.

Real

but men

India muslin costs six dollars a yard,
thiok the weavers

are

economical.

Murvay Hill is making a determined effort
to discard gloves at daylight entertainments.
French girls decorate their seal-skin sacques
with cords and buttons of bright colored sik.
The embroidered hose of Sea Island cotton
that come from Ireland are wrought by the
peasant women and girls.
{
Rustic gates were the designs of the buckles

used to fasten the strings on a bonnet recently

made in New York. A pearl cellar door
be neat, or a jet hydrant cover.
Indian silks will wash as wellas white
cloth. They come in red turquoise, blue,
olive, russet and giraffe color, which is

would
cotton

bride received from the bridegroom’s parents
recently, but it opened the door ofa splendid
house, and the young lady did not complain.

Little girls wear their hair in two braids tied
with ribbon to match their dresses. Older
collection of labels, printed and gummed, girls should wear rolled curls turned up at the
ready to be pasted upon any such thing as
ack in a knot, at the side of which
a bunch
of lly,
reserves, pickles, prvi, 8 Japs of flowers should be placed.
2
A very convenient thing for the family

is a

seeds, medicine, etc. Accompanying the col
lection is also # number of tags, with eyelet
holes,
for baskets,
bags, bundles, and
the

pot.
Horse
cars pass near the door, tae
charges are
moderate, ard the house will
commend itselfto persons of quiet tastes.
For
Throat
Diseases
and Coughs.—
* Brown's Bronchial Troches like other really
good things, are frequently imitated, and purchas.
ers should be careful to obtain the genuine article
prepared by John I. Brown & Sons.

Consumption

‘The shipmeat of American oysters to Knglike, Try a set of these labels, and not be for- land is now carried on to the extent of from
ever mistaking one thing for another, in the twelve to fifteen hundred barrels a day. Ou
house, and not knowin,
which ix which. Pub: | De cember 7, nearly Iwenii-six hundred barlished by Cornell & Shelton, Birmingham , Ct. rels were shipped for the Christmas trade,

Cured.

An old physician, retired from practice, having had placed in his hands by an Kast India
missionary the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for the Sheedy and permanent cure for
Oousdinption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma,
and all Throat and Lung Aflections, also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and

DRESSED

HOGS. —With

light receipts

weight.

At

ospel Hymas Ho.3

of West

ern the market has ruled firm, and the sales for
several days past have been at3'c for an average

City dressed are selling at 43 @ 43 ¥

the close there is n litile easier feeling.

1b.

-I8

R© Xe sp

Have been used with great acceptance

FOORAL GUIDE

the Sunday

his suffering fellows.

Is full of New and Inspiring Songs,
will Zrave a worthy supplement
No.1 and No. 2 in the

The Flower and Vegetable Garden, 175 Pages, Six
Colored Plates, nd
ay hundred Shi bly
For
50 cents in
paper covers; $1 in elegant cloth.
In German or English,
Vick's Illustrated Monthly Magazine,—32 Pages,
a Colored Plate in every number, and many fine
Engravings. Price $1.25 a year; Five Copies for

ing, in German, French
mail by addressing

paper, W.

W.

with

SERVICE

Vick's Seeds are the best in the world. Send Five
Ceut Stamp for a FLORAL GUIDE, containing
List
and Prices, and plenty of information. Address,
S VICK, Rochester, N. Y.
J

SHERAR

English.

stamp,

John Church & Co,

149 Powers’

ochester, N. Y,

us-

this

readable shape, and

Block,

init

ayti ug over 1
ower Seed

A CARD.
To all who are

d for it.

suffering from errors

and

indis.

cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, I will send a recipe that will

cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America.

Send a self-addressed

REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN,
New

York

envelope

to

the

out

dealers in

and

prospective

rise

in values. With an increase in the volume of
business will come increased employment, with a
larger call for money, and as the use ofit becomes
more profitable, rates will naturally advance. But
the only hope for better rates for money dies in the
greater prosperity of business enterprises. The
profits of business determine the worth: of money
3

ry

auvancoin

Iies

can be looked for which is not LHased upon the actual profits to be derived from its legitimate vse.
We make no ¢hange inn our quotations to-day.
Business paper still ranges
from 33; to4@ 43
per cent., and call loans from 2'{ to 3a4 yer cent.

on good

collaterals.
is

At the

steady

clearing-house

at 1% to 2

per

SATURDAY, Jan. 18.

Reported by HILTON BROS ‘& C0., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
exe, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 8
Quincy Market, Boston.

Chemists.

in the outrageous conspiracy

$475
8550

&
¥

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.—$190 @ 82 # 100 lbs.
. Corn.—Mixed and yellow 50 @ 5c ¥ bu.
OATS.—No 1 and extra white 36 @ 4vc; No 2
white 344 @ 35¢, and No 2 mixed and No 3 white

33 @ 34c ¥ bu.

RYE.—60 @ 62c ¥ bu.
FEED.—Shorts $15; Fine Feed $15@

15

50;

and

Middlings $16 @ $17 # fon.
BUTTER.—Choice creameries go off about as fast
as received at 25 @ 30 ¥ 1b.
Strictly choice Vermont dairies will command 19 @& 20¢, and perhaps
a little more, if they are all right; and choice New
York are readily taken at 17 @ 18c. But after passing these, it is difficult to sell much at over 16ec,
and some fair te good lots can not be moved at

over 13c ¢ 1b. Winter made Northern Butter continues to come in poor, and the best of it rarely
goss over 15° @ 16¢c ¥ lb.
Choice dairy packed
estern gives good satisfaction, and we
hi of
sales at 19 @ 20c, and choice fresh made ladle
packed finds buyers at 16 @ 18¢ # 1b. Low ana
mediom grades of Western are hard to sell at
any reasonable rates,
CHEESE.—There has been a little more demand
for choice factory, and holders are very firm in
their views, but

buyers are very reluctant

Under-

and sent free to any

address

weil

as

in

a

s
umns, the price is 63

than

on receipt of

Northern.

quiring no practice to Piny perfectly.
once and in the HARP-ETTE you will

thing of beauty and a joy forever.”
AND

SOLD

Good to choice

Mediums

3

S

GREEN

APPLES.—81

@ $1 25 # bbl,

CRANBERRIES.
—§9 © 9 50 4 bbl for choice.
“HAY AND STBAW.—There continues to be a
light supply of choice bay, and Northern and
Eastern command $16 @ $17 # ton for best grades,
but buyers operate very cautiously. Low grades
are plentiful enough and move slowly at $10 @ $14
¥ton, Rye Btraw is selling mostly at $11 ¥ ton,
and $12 is an extreme price.
/
POULTRY AND GAME.~There has been
le
better demand for poultry, and prices are firmer:
Western Turkeys are seliing fairly and 10 @ lic
and common to good at 8 @ 9c. Choice Northern
command 12¢. Chickens have been. selling quite
freely, with sales of Western choice at 8 @ Toe and
choice Northesn have advanced to 11 @ 12¢ ¢ lb.
Good fowls command 6 @ 8c ¥ 1b. Geese and
ducks remain very
quiet. Grouse are dull at 65 a
ozen.
Venison is
su,
+ With sales of
short cut saddles at 7 @ 10c ¥ oy ry
PORE.—There is a firmer market for Pork, with

oan

Venison is in bees] Supls we

sri of

clei
ear alAL BLL @ $15, 5 Inclu ngWstert
$105:
‘and backs
a8 $12 @ $12.60
¥ bbl. nunao pl ston
BEEF .—The
Western mess

'

t is steady, with sales of
xtra mess at $9 50 @ $1050,

—Ther
moderate demand,
and [Fiees are steady at 7 on ¥ 1b for Boston

ud Weston, with some small sizes selling a little
feeling in Lard, and
rices, b
difficult to place a large 1
steam at over 6c ¥ k
i
of of Wes

or,

if paid in
ony palin.

adc

of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
The Star i8 not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless persons
re-

quest it; and it is discontinued

been one Year in arrears,

when

it

has

REMITTANCES

must be made in money-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in
a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
In writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town,
and

give both the old and new address when

they

DOVER,

N,

H,

“Dr. M.W, Case, a successful
physician of many years’ stand.
ng, announces
is system of
treatment for Catarrh,
The
Doctor's Inhalants,
though
based on scientific principles,
borders on the pe
a8 to the thing itaolf and the

An

examination
proves the one,
and testimonials from allSpare.
pares
of the country prove the other,
. Our readers may with perfect
confidence write to D r. Case
with the assurance that he will
give careful consideration to
each case."—Pittsburgh Christ.
tan_Adcocate,
“For throat or lung dis
Dr, M. W, Cuse's C.
Tar Inhalants is decided
2 ficacious. Ihave

$2 i5

ONIONS.—8$3 @ $3 50 ¥ bbl. +

$3.00.

) results attending its nse.

$1 30 ¥ $1 40
@

of twenty:

Each subscriber will please notice the date

box,

13148

last week,

$2

unchanged.

BY

to give

¥ bu, with a lighter supply.
/
POTATOES. —The Potato market sustains a very
firm tone, with a good demand for desirable stock.
An advance all round of 5¢ 4 bu has been established. Maine Central Rose have been selling
freely at 95¢ @ $1 ¥ bu, and some choice Houlton
stock has advanced to $1 05, but no sales of con
sequence over $1. Northern Rose and Eastern
Prolifics have advanced to $0 @ 95c. Jackson
Whites have been more inquired for, with sales at
80 @ 85c. Davis Seedlings command 83 85¢, and
Peerless 80 @ 85¢c. Chenangoes are selling at?5 @
80c, but it is still difficnlt to place a whole cargo
5 Jer 5c. Bweets are quiet at #2 50 @ $2 75. ¥

sheet
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that its victims : ro almost »
That fe Zul and ever-igares. to accept the advice of Job's wife,“ Cure Godod and end din di ° :
CATARR
sive diseiss, tho terrible of.
fects of which are corraption runaling down tae throaf,
approach of consumption,
TOR THESE AND ALL PULMONAR Z DISEASES, DR.
M. W.CASL'S TREATMENT, BY THE USE OF 113ad

CARBOLATE OF TAR
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known to Ay

NTS

IS PLEASANT, THOROU!
AND SUCCESSFUL.
SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED,
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{inner to d oustiale the Jaluo ut Carbolate of Tar, the most healing remedial ager: ¢

breathing it, and you feel its healing power at once,
—*
=
nly

vi

eat, no hot water, simply inhaling

or

methods of. tres:
atarrh
Consum
are.
Eta, Jo Demprrhages of the lungs 1]haveYour never
found a rem that a £4
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Dr, M. W. CASE, 530 North Thirty-Fifth Street, Philadelphia.
Hours:

8 A.

M.to8 P, M. and 7 to 9
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3

ever’ before

| order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to
press Tuesday morning,
GEO. STINSON & CO., Portland. Maine,
and communications
for insertion ought to be
to whom all orders should be addressed.
here on Saturday previous.
Address,
Rev. I. D. STEWART,
ga In writing mention that you saw this adver.
MANUFACTURED

¥ bu, but Yellow Eyes are quiet at $180 @ 1 95
Red Kidneys readily command

than

THE MORNING STAR

most

Bye and Bye,” * Old Folks at Mome,” * Hold the
Fort,” and ALL the favorite melodies of the day.
Perfect satisfaction guaranteed. Every one who
purchoses endorses them and recommends them to
their neighbors.
Think of it—no more. tedious
months of studyto master music! Here is a su.
perb musical instrument all ready for use, and re-

and thee is a little steadier feeling at the close.
The sales of choice Western Pea have been at $1 59
¥ $1656 % bu, and $160 is an outside for exira
¥ bu.

useful

ol

We also send witn it a large lot of music number.
ed as expleined above.
e list includes “ Home,
Sweet Home,” ““ Last Rose of Summer,” “Sweet

marks, but 9¢, 18 all that the market will bear at
present. Fair to good lots have been selling at 7
@8c¥ 1b. Comnion stock is not wanted and
price is nominal.
3
EGGs.—Choice Eastern at 25¢c, and Northern at
24 @ 25¢ ¥ dozen. Limed 15@ 18c 4 dozen.
lower

the

strong

and holders are asking a little more for their finest

no

as

SUN,

THE

making

of

‘more

year, po
@ paid.
The Sunday edition of THE SUN is also farnished separately at'§1.20.a year, postage paid.
The
SUNDAY SUN, in addition to the current news, presents a most entertaining and instructive body of
literary and. miscellaneous niagter, in bulk twice
as great and in value not inferior to that of the
babs mony magazines of the day, at one-tenth of
r
A
‘The WEEKLY SUX is especially adapted
for those
who
do not take a New York ail Jy or The
news of the week is full Presented, 1te market re.
ports gre fun
to
- latest moment, and its
agricultural department, edited with great care
and ability, is unsurpassed. The WEEKLY SUN is
probably read to-day by wore farmers than any
| other LAT published. = A choice story, with oth.
er carefully,
miscellany, appears in each
issue. The
Weekly protects its readers by bar.
ring its advertising columns against frauds and
humbugs, and furnishes more
1 matter for less
money ‘than ‘can be obtained
from any other
source.
‘
The price of thé WEEKLY SUN, eight pages, fifty.
six columns, is §1 a year, postage paid. For
clubs of ten sending $1
we will send an extra
copy free. Address
I. W: ENGLAND,
Publisher of THE SUN, New York City.

accomplished musician. Elegautly finished, and
an ornament to any room. A strong, durable in:
strument, which will lasta lifetime. Can not get
packed

and

in miniature--the

more than 8 & 8%c ¥ 1b for lots to sell again.
Some sales of fine Northern have been made at 9c

are

Wa have the means

For the DAILY SUN, a fourspage

is a new instrument ‘which

Securely

well

its

political, a literary, and a general newspaper, more

same delicious tones—and should be in every family In the land. Any one who can reid this adver.

out of order.

to

according

eight columns, the price by mail, post-paid, is 55
cents a month; or $8.50 a year; oy, including the

meets
a want long felt by the public.
delicious music of the HARP is here produged by any
one, man woman or child, neh though eatire
rant of music, The stri
are numbered
m one to ten, and the music which accompanies

as

expound,

to

and we mean to apply them freely,
Our rates of subscription remain

Revolution in Music.
PATENT APPLIED FOR.

tisement can play it at once

@
¢

and

Known methods, the principles that should guide
us through the labyrinth, will be an important
part of THE SUNS work for 1879.

entertaining

8
Hel
am
of
prin fed b n notes,
oy - The Gp
rou wish
to play * Home, Sweet Home,” or reed otter tune,
Jou have only to glance at the music to aseertain
number of the note and pick the string which
is Sorrecpondingly numbered.
With
this instrument any one can play all the
populas airs of the day, or in’ fact any music which
extras remain unchanged.
The sales have been |
ever been published. No training is required.
at §4 25 @ 85 75 for Minnesota, with a few favorite
It can be played upon at once as well as after
brands at an advance on the latter rate. 'Wisconmonths of pr
Everybody apprecintes ‘the
sin extras have been selliuz at $1 @ $4 50 ¥ bbl.
music of the harp. It is the king of musical mstru.
CORN MEAL —$230 @ #2 40¥ bbl.

this country, and the uncertainty of the future,
lend an extraordidaty significance to the events of
the coming year. To present with accuracy and
phases,

bbl. Winter wheat Patents
Winter wheat $5 @ $6 for St.
for lilinois and Indiana: and
for Ohio and Michigan. South.
and prices are nominal. Bakers’

RYE FLOUR —$3 25 @ $350 ¢ bbl.
OAT MEAL —Common Western $450
Dui; and favorite and fancy brands $5
hbl.

a

world is worth attention. To this end the resources belonging to. welliestablished prosperity
will be liberally employed.
parties in
The present disjointed condition of

The Great MUSICAL INVENTION of the AGR

is a perfect harp

which

most accurate intelligence of whatever in the wide

HARP-ETTE.
hes

of 1876, by

| clearness the exact situation in A each
of its varying

AID

THOMPSON,

Demo.

the utterances

ity to afford its readers the promptest, fullest, and

samples, price lst, styles of type, order slips, ete,
E. E,

It does not take its cue from

man not elected was piaced in the President's of.
fice, where he still reinains—it speaks out for the
Tighe. That is THE SUN's idea of in
ndence,
n this respect
there will
be no
change in its
pro.
gramme for f50.
gs
op
THE SUN has fairly earned the hearty
hatred of
humbugs of all sorts and
rascals, frauds, and
to deserve that hatred not less in
sizes. It hopes
than in 1878, 1877, or any year gone
the year 1879
by. THE SUN 18 printed for the men and women
of to-day, whose concern is chiefly with the affairs
and the abilof to-day. It has both the d

flake, Granite, Plaid, Flower, Diswond, Gold Dust,
Moire Antique, French Marble, Oriental, ete., only
20 centsCard case from 5to 35 cts,
Fancy Plai
Case, 10 cents.
Send 10 cents for complete outfit,

ments, and this

is

ures are in agreement with the Constitution and
with the principles upon which this republic was
founded for the people.
Whenever the Constitu.
tion and constitutional principles are violated—as

¥

and Western common extras at $37 @ $4 25
bbl. In Western superfine the sales have been at
$2 @ 8325 LLL

the

need

by any oth.

honest Republican as against the dishonest

FLOUR.—Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota spring

wheats $650 @ $8
$6 @ $750 ¥ bbl.
Louis 85 @ $575
$4 75 @ $5 25 ¥ bbl
ern Flo ur is quiet

That

of any politician or - political organization.
It
gives its support unreservedly when men or meas.

White Biistol
cts. 50
Tinted, 15.
50 Basket, Eastlake. Morning Glory, Double Snow-

THE HARP-ETTE

save

newspaper

crat.

Rheu-

cent.

A
A
fa a
ee
Boston Produce Report.

everything

honest

H e a d ache,

320
cards only 12

A

and

convictions of duty.

Piles,

= iNo.L)

Address all orders to

its own

Erysipelas,

and Analytical

hill Centar, Vi:

and

and Breath,

DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
ce

the

party.
There need be no mystery about its loves
and hates.
Itis for the honest mon against the

and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
purgative yet perfected. Their effects abundantly
show how much they excel all other Pills. They
are safe and pleasant to ‘take, but powerful to
cure, They purge out the foul humors of the
blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered
organs into action; and they impart health and
tone to the whole being.’ They cure not only the
everyday complaints of everybody, but formidable
and dangerous diseases. They are th safest and
best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy te
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entire.
ly harmless.
PREPARED BY
Practical

though

rogues every time, Itis for the honest Democrat
as against the dishonest Republican, and for the

the

New York funds were a little casier ata premium
of from 17 to 25 cents a_thousand. The gross ex.
Shales to-day were $7,445,606, and the balances
2,001.
{

A

Jaundice,

Liver Complaint, Dropsy,
Tetter, Tumors and Salt

=

truth

er- American journal,
‘
The SUN is the newspaper of of the people, It is
not for the rich man against the poor man, or for
the poor men against the rich man, but it secks to
do equal justice to all interests
in. the community,
It is not the organ of any person, clase, sect or

Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill,

a

good one. But when business begins to start, the
sume policy of safety will induce larger purchasers to take advantage of the

=

the

er constituency than was ever enjoyed

matism,
Eruptions
and
Skin Diseases, Biliousness

all

& Main,

have. That is the policy which has won for this
newspaper the confidence and friendship of a wid.

CURING

a=

tell

the only policy which an

Dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach

commercial communities, leaves the conditions
better for those who remain by lessening the com.
etition. The policy which has prevailed for so
ong, of carrying very
small stocks, to guard
agamst a possible decline has been a safe

Truth

For all the purposes of 3 Family Phi,

Financial Affairs.
(From the Boston Advertiser.)
BOSTON, Jan. 18, 1879,

to

dependent of everybody
Bue,

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

MARKETS.

trade, which is still thinning

i
Roses,
ns,

Costiveness,

The money market remains generally quiet, and
in fact it is hardly yet time to look for much business activity.
But while seeming inaction pre.
vais, an me
of conditions is doubtless
going on, whith, while improving and making
more solid the basis of business, will tena hereafter to insure a
greater prosperity. A good deal
of money which has beretofore been held almost
idle in the hands of the people is rapidly taking
the form of fixed investment, and whether it be in
government 4 per cents or in any other kinds of
securities, it indicates not only a renewal of eonfidence, but an increased profit lo the possessor
while at the same time the effect of its withdraw
from competition with the funds of banks and
large
lenders can not fail, ultimately, to improve
the prospects of that class.
But although busi.
ness is likely to start slowly the greatly changed
conditions will undoubtedly
soon
give an impetus
to it when it does start. The very sluggishness of

Biglow

heavens fall.
The SUN has been, is, and will continue to be in.

D, M. FERRY & C0, Detroit Mich.

1y3

THE

Pia

» Address

Station D, Bible House,

Citys

SONG.

E"0th St, N. Y,
.
;
a
:
Au
THE NEW YORK SUN FOR 1879.
The Sun will be printed every day during the
year
to come. Its purpose and method will be the
same as im the past: To present all the news in a
Cincinnati,

Sent by

naming

OF SACRED

and

Price Music Edition, $30 per 100; 35 cts,
by Mail. Words only, paper covers, $5
per 1003 © cts. by mail.

2t51,2t3,2t7,

suffering, I will

or

in

. Booksellers throughout the United States sell the
GosPsL HYMNS,
I you can not get them in your
neighborhood, gend at once to either of the pub.
lishers.

send free of charge to all who desire it, this recipe, with full directions for preparing and

as well as in Gos-

Gospel Hymns No. 3

¢

Actuated by this motive

and a desire to relieve human

Schools,

pel Meetings, Devotional Meetin
and Temperance Meetings all
over the lnnd,

A beautiful work of 700 Pages. One Colored Flower Plate, and 300 Illustrations, with descriptions
of the best Flowers and Vegetables, and how to
w them. All for a FIVE-CENT STAMP. In Engh or German,

A=

Pronounced Success!

—

all Nervous Complaints, after having tested
its wonderful curative powers in thousands of
cases, has felt it his duty to make it known to

BEANS.—Prices

(From Boston Transcript.)

objection to urge if a majority of the wom- pursuing a post-graduate course at Cornell
maize,
en say they want to vote. We have a University.——'71. B. A. Hoyt is engaged in
a rich
great respect for that side of the house.— the pleasant pursuit of cultivating oranges, brown yellow.
:
_ Boston Herald.
.Jemons and other fruits that abound in the
Coal and wood boxes, covered with
- stuff
beautiful valley of Los Angelos, Cal.—66. G
Prof. Swing says in the Alliance : “What
W. Burchard, mayor of
Independence, Mont- ‘matching the curtains of the room in which
our South needs just now is not large bene- gomery Co,, Kan.now starts on a new venture they are placed, are prettier than the most
factions from the national Treasury, but as editor and proprietor of the Democratic gorgeous of coal vases,
:
a wide-spread disposition to work.”
weekly, ¢“ The Independence
Kansan,”—72,
A key was all the present that a New York
ticians in Connecticut who can not rise
‘sufficiently high to appreciate a public
man of the stamp of Hon. Joseph R. Hawley.—Buston Transcript.
!

man in 1876, Itis located on North Capitol
St., within full view of the Capitol. and three
minutes’ walk from that and the B. & O, de-

foot or hand with a rusty nail, you bave only
to smoke the wound with burning wool or

ed with kerosene oil under it,and narrowly es- the smoke will remove’ all pain from the
caped burning mp his grist-mill and 10,000 Worsh case of inflammation.—Am, Cultwaor.
bushels of corn.
The ten ice houses at Coxsackie, N.Y., are
being filled as rapidly as possible, nearly
three
thousand men being engaged in the
harvest.
The ice averages eleven inches
in
thicknessand is of the best quality.

IE" We can speak from personal knowledge
of the convenienc?, quiet and home-likeness of
the Hillman House in Washington, D. C. The
house was originally built by Washington and
was occupied by him in 1776.
It was repaired and opened as a hotel by Mr. N. J. Hill

rate for balances

i

VARIOUS HINTS.

Friday, a ves-

with

Y. Times.

0-0-0
ror

to

church is excellenty but
we
desire
to see
tion in the hall of the House which is conversions,
causing such mortality among congressmen.
Hillsdale Alumni Notes.
He traces five of the seven recent deaths
770. Mr. A. Bayliss is principal of the seedirectly to the effects of rum, and states ond ward school-of Sterling, Ill.—70, J. I.
that just before one of the congressmen | Fitzsimmons is the Hillsdale city attorney
took to his death-ped he ‘braced. up ” on this year.——'74. David L. Bishopp has a
‘eight hot Scotches and a dozen fires.”— good and growing practice as attorney and
Springfield Republican.
counsellor at law in Kentland, Newton
Co.,
We believe that all classes are represent—
Ind.—75. Miss Nellie Wyllis is one of the
ed now by manhood. suffrage, and that teachers nt Warsaw,
Ind, —77.
Fred H.
nothing would be gained by giving women Stone made his debut in the Hillsdale circuit

the ballot.

‘1

CRIBBING IN HORSES.
Durability of Posts,
The large building known as Machinery
Subscriber, Spartanburg, 8. C., writes: “I
Hall on the Centennial grounds, Philadelphia,
will be sold by auction,
Feb. 8.
] have a horse habituated to what is generally
The total receipts of the Centennial Exhibi- termed ¢ stump sucking.”
Will you enlighten
tion at Philadelphia were $11,161,611.556, and me through the columns of The Times as to
the expenses to date have been $10,997,980, the cause of this practice in horses, and wheth59.
;
er there isacure ? Also tell me whether it
Ulrich and Cole, two of the most notorious makes any differencein the durability of a post
ities.
’
This makes the small boy mad.
He, wishes
he had teased for a sled instead of a. pair of

The most sensible bit of local news we
have seen lately is the getting up of a

WHEAT IN Rows.

M. Weber's plan
was engaged in the consideration of private
bills, the one for the payment of $20,000 for of striking vine cuttings is as follows:
As
rent of the Episcopal Seminary building at soon as the leaves fall, M. Weber places the
Alexandria, Va., occupied by the government
during the war,provoking considerable debate. cuttings in a sheltered position in a rather
——The House, Saturday,
concluded the dis- light soil, the butt end upward and covered
cussion or the Geneva award bill, finally pass- with soil. In frosty weather thé access of
ing the measure recommended
by the minority
of the judiciary committee,—viz., reviving the frost is prevented by a thick layer of litter,
former court of commissioners, providing for As soon as danger from frost is over the litter
the payment of war-premium claims, allowing isremoved, 4s it is essential that the sun’s
six per cent. on past and future judgments, but
heat should be felt at the calloused ends of the
expressly excluding the claims of insurance
companies unless they shall show in respect to cuttings, so as to promote. the formation of
their war risks that their losses exceeded their roots, while the reversed upper portion of the
gains. ‘I he vote stood 112 to 73.
cutting, from which buds will spring, remains
in a state of quiescence till the time comes for
Miscellaneous.
Ranting out the cuttings, toward the end of
Dakota wants to be a State.
ay.
M. Weber tells us that last year he experimented on over three thousand cuttings of
Mrs. Partington is 66 years old.
vines, representing about a thousand varieties,
A decree pardoning 2245 French communists and that all have at the time of writing (June

all staple products-is not more remarkable
than the universality of the reduction. | and successful counterfeiters in the country,
Capital long idle, or temporarily invested
have been arrested by the New York authorat rates of interest never so unremunerative, is likely to be tempted into channels
at once safe and profitable.”

FARM TOPICS. -

bushels to the acre since I have devised this
was an exciting executive session ofthe Senate, plan—never less than forty-eight bushels. Last
Wednesday, lasting several hours, at which a season my yield was fifty-seven bushels to the
communication from Secretary Sherman, giv- acre. — Correspondent
Country Gentleman.
ing his reasons
for removing Messrs. ArPOTATO PLANTING.
In the spring when
thur and Cornell from the New York custom- the ground gets dry enough to plow—and we
house, was discussed. Senator Conkling made
a bitter and disrespectful attack on the
Admin- are very careful not to move the ground until
istration for its course in the premises, and it it is sufficiently dry—we haul well rotted ma-

curities, and a long discussion took place on
the bill to amend the patent laws. The House

foremost man for the Presidency.”
The failures in 1878,according to the

the bill for amending

thereon, the bill to amend the patent laws. The

* popular man in his party, but he holds a
position from wtich
he can stand and
‘ure and remedy

for a national museum

was principally devoted to the consideration of

ness of importance

was the author of the Resumption act, and

now has become

building

was passed.
Funeral services over the remains of the late Congressman Schleicher, of
"Texas, were held in the House,no business being done.——Tuesday’s session of the Senate

tary Sherman is the man for the Republicans to nominate for the next President,

ry

Bural and Domestic.

Congressional.
In the Senate, Monday, numerous petitions
favorable to the passage of the bill granting arrearages of pensions were presented, and the
bill appropriating $250,000 for the erection of

hn

For terms and

culas, consult of wont

Bey:

Draica

~ BAKING
POWDE

Absolutely
| Pure,

The Royal Baking Powder is a pure Cream of T
owder, made from pure Grape Cream
Tarter, im
rted exclusively for Ris powder dleact
€ wine district of France. An old exerienced ouse-keeper writes that, although she has hn
to pay a few pennies more for the * Royal,”
ds it
8 much farther and works much better than 8a)
eratus, soda, or cream of tartar,
Most of the Cream
of Tartar of commerce,
is adultrated with Alum,
Doctors pronounce Alum most dangerous to health; it costs but two Terra Alba, etc.
cents a pound,
Cream of Tartar over 80 cents.
Royal
is re commend
Dr.TheMott,
New Baking
York: Powder
Dry 8 Da
nded for its wholesomeness by such eminent chemists as
Hayes, Boston. Sold only in cans. All Grocers.
KING POWDER shoufa never
be fold in paper packages,a8 it becomes stale and.
deteriorates upon exposure to the atmoephere,

